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Egplanatory note1 

References to dollan are to Uni tee! State• dollars. unleaa 
otherviae 1tated. 

The 110netary unit in India la the rupee (Ra); in Indonesia, 
the rupiah (Rp); and ln Japan, the yen <•>· 

The following abbreviatiollll are uaed in thi1 publication: 

DIC d011eatic resource coat 
ERP effective rate of production 
ERS effective rate of 1ub1idy 
GDP gross d011e1tic product 
IDBI Industrial Develo1111ent Bank of India 
MVA aanuf acturing value added 
RSl!ll root-square aean error 

Total• aay no~ add preclaely becau1e of rounding. 

The following 1yabola have been uaed in tablea: 

Two dots ( •• ) indicate that data are not available or are not 
separately reported. 

A alaah (1910/1911) indicate• • crop year or a financial year. 
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SMALL ARD MEDIUM ENTERPRISES: 
SOME BASIC DEVELOPMENT ISSUES 

S. Nanjmidan* 

A. Industry size and economic growth 

1. Role of small industry 

Empirical studies ([1)-[4]) covering both developed and devel
oping comitries over several decades indicate that in the course of 
economic growth, the size structure of manufacturing enterpri.Jes 
passes through three broad yet distinct phases. Household &nd 
cottage or shop enterprises, also called the informal sector, pre
dominate at the early stage, accomiting for up to three quarters of 
total manufacturing employment. The predominantly rural and agri
cultural character ot the economy leads to forward and backward 
linkages of processing and input supplies in rural and ~emi-urban 

household non-farm enterprises. Fragmented markets, insufficient 
infrastructure and lnw technology encourage labour-intensive manu
facturing in cottage enterprises. The growth of inLomes from the 
first phase of development generates changes in demand patterns and 
stimulates the development of technology and infrastructure. Small 
workshops and factories, often located in urban centres and using 
modern technology rnd equipment, tend to displace household manu
facturing in the second phase. With the growth of infrastructure, 
technology, urbanization and localization, large-scale production 
eventually tends to Jominate and displace most of household manu
facturing and a great proportion of small workshops and factories, 
the growth of the latter itself contributing appreciably to the 
development of large-scale industry. 

While the above description of changes in the size character
istics of manufacturing ls broadly true, the following should be 
noted: 

(a) Znterprises of different size co-exist in most economies, 
since labour, capital and product markets are usually imperfect, 
and changes in technology, transportation, cor3umer preferences and 
life-styles continually influence manufacturing; 

(b) Owing to the dualistic nature of most developing econ
omies, the stages of growth usually overlap, informal manufacturing 
dominatina in the rural area' ftr in subcontractina activities, and 
large-scale organized manufacl•1 .. ing taking over !n l"ertain branches 
and sectors of industry; 

*Vienna, Austria. Former Oeputy Director, Division of 
Industrial Operations, UNIDO. This paper ••s prepared as an input 
to a possible Cunsultati~n on the small and medium enterprise 
sector within the framewor~ of the UNIOO Syscem of Consultations. 
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(c) Structural changes caused by C"omparative cost disadvan
tages in traditional manufacturing in developed market economies 
since 1970 (compared with selected developing countri~s with a high 
share in manufacturing), the accent on knowledge-intensive and 
skill-intensive industrialization (as against material- and energy
intensive industrialization), the increasing advantages of decen
tralized work centres arising from computerization, the accent on 
the quality of life etc. have resulted in arresting the decline in 
small-scale enterpri~~s and given new emphasis to small business. 

The following tables provide some empirical evidence bearing 
on the above-mentioned trends. 

Table 1 provides data on percentage distribution of manufac
turing employment among cottage producers and shops (less than 5 
workers), small and medium industries (5-99 workers) and large 
industry (100 or more workers) in selected ·'.e:veloped and developing 
countries and selected years. In table 2 the product distribution 
of employment and HVA (manufacturing value added) in very small 
enterprises in developed countrie~ is shown for 5 African, 5 Asian 
and 2 Latin American developing countries. Table 3 shows for 
selected developed and developing countries changes over a recent 
3-10 year period in the informal sector's share of HVA. 

2. Size differences in industrial groaps 

Small and medium enterprises thus play an increasing role in 
the early stages of development and a decreasing role at later 
stages. The trend towards large-size manufacturing enterprises as 
incomes increase reflect~ increases in market size, economies of 
scale, changing factor proportions, and better transport and com
munications infrastructure. However, such economies are more 
important in some industries than in others. Other factors govern
ing large-size establishment~ are government regulations, factor 
market imperfections, and legal and political advantages. Relative 
factor costs influence scale economies or optimum size and thus 
account for different size structures of the same industry in dif
ferent countries. 

Sr.ialler-scale activities in developing countries are of major 
importan~e in food prod.~ts, wearing apparel, leather and garments, 
wood products, furniture, non-metallic mineral products and mf'tal 
products. The average size of plants in aifferent industry groups 
tr. high-income and middle- and low-income countries provides an 
indication of st:r.e characteristics in relation to developml'nt (see 
table 4 below). 



Table l. Distribution of manufacturing employment among industri~s 
of different size in selected countries and years 

(Percentage) 

Industrv breakdown bY size a/ 
Cottages and shops Small and medium Large Country 

or area Yea" (less than 3 workers) (3-99 workers) (100 or more workers) 

Canada l!/ 1959 2.5 
1955 2.8 
1950 2.9 
1930 3.7 

Japan t_/ 1975 19.1 (1-9) 
1965 16.l (1-9) 
1955 20 (1-9) 

United States ~/ 1967 1.1 
1947 1.1 

Chlna (Taiwan 
Province) ~/ 1971 3 f/ 

1966 4 f/ 
1940 25. 3 f/ 
1920 60.6 

Colombia g/ 1978 42.5 
1970 ~3.7 

1964 51.4 

Ghana bl 1970 78 (1-18) 

Developed countries 

31.9 
lQ.3 
31.2 
35.5 

36.6 (10-99) 
37.1 (10-99) 
40.2 (10-99) 

22.3 
23.9 

Developing countries 

65.6 
66.7 
65.9 
60.8 

44.3 
46.8 
39.8 

76.6 
75 

33 64 
39 57 
74.7 (3 or more) 
39.4 (3 or more) 

28.6 
21. 7 
25.9 

27.6 
24.6 
23.7 

7 (19-49) 15 (50 or more) 

continued 

"" I 



Table 1 (c_<mHmJe~) 

------------- ----------------------·-----·------- ---·--

Country 
or area 

India ii 

Indonesia jl 

Kenya bl 

Nigeria bl 

Philippines ~/ 

Rerublic of 
Korea l/ 

United Republic 

Year 

l97J 

1975 

1969 

1972 

1975 
1967 

1975 

of Tanzania bl 1967 

IndustrY breakdown by size al 
Cottages and shops 

(:ess than 3 Yorkers) 
Small and medium 

(3-99 Yorkers) 

Developing countries 

60 (1-9) 18 (10-99) 

76 12 

49 (l-4) 10 (5-49) 

59 (1-18) 15 (19-49) 

66 (1-9) 8 (10-99) 
77.8 (l-9) 7.2 (10-99) 

36 17 

5~ (1-4) 8 (5-49) 

Large 
(100 or more Yorkers) 

22 

12 

41 (50 or more) 

26 (50 or more) 

26 
15 

47 

37 (50 or morei 

~~~: Cortes and Ishaq (3). 

'11 Where necessary, more precise ranges for the number of Yorkers are given Yithin 
~arentheses. 

bl Data appurs to exclude unpaid Yorkers. See Historical Statistics of C.AnW, 
M. C. Urquhart arid K.A.R. Buckley, eds. (Toronto, Cambridge University Preas, 1965), p. 489. 

~I Data compiled from various annual editions of the Wbite Paper on Small and M~iYm 
int~~~. prepared in Japan by the Small and Medium Enterprise Agency, See R. Kaceda, 
Development of Sm~ll and ~ium Enterprises and Polic_y__Rfillp~ruuL-1IL.1~__A11__An~~ 
Survry (Washington, O.C., World Bank, 1979), p. 89. 

• 



!JI Data refer only to paid employees and therefore underestimate the share of 
employment in cottages and shops and in the similar size categories of small and medium 
industry. See United States Department of Commerce, illL~.YS of ftm\!fit_t.Yr_u 
(Washington, D.C., Government Pr.nting Office, 1971), vol. I, p. 24. 

ti See s-uel P. S. Ko, s_ .. Jall-scale Enterprises in Korea and _.Il.ll!G, World Banlt Staff 
Working Paper, Ho. 384 (Washiniton, D.C., World Banlt, 1980), p. S. Original sources cited 
therein. 

fl M~t comparable vith the figures for the earlier year since the population census 
definition of manufacturing employment includes only persons vho vorked during the survey 
veek more than 3 hours per day or 2 days per veek. 

gl Fi11tures are from Cortes and Ishaq [ 3) , table 2. 2S. For 1978 the lover of the 
total manufacturing employment figures of that table are used here. As discussed in 
section A of this paper, there is considerable uncertainty about the comparability of 
figures for the various years, so the trends suggested here should not be taken as proven 
facts. 

bl Jot~ M. Page, Jr., Small Enterprises in African _l!_evelopment: a S~, World Banlt 
Staff Working Paper, No. 363 (Washington, D.C., World Ba:ik, 1979), p. 2. 

ii Dipak i.&zumdar, "A descriptive analysis of the role of small-scale enterprises in 
the Indian econo111Y" (unpublished), 1980, pp. 2 and S4. 

jl T. Otsulti and others, Industrial Development in South-east Asian Countries: Small 
and Medi\111 Industries - Republic of Indonesi1 (Tokyo, International Development Center of 
Japan, 1977), p. 3. 

~I Figures from Dennis Anderson a::.d Farida Khambata, SmAll.. Enterpr~~ 
Development Policy in_truLPhilippines: a Case Study, WorlJ Banlt Staff Working Paper, No. 
468 (Washington, D.C., World Banlt, 1981), p. 9. 

l/ See Ko, QR__,_Y.L_, p. S. If all temporary or daily workers are excluded from 
manufacturing employment, and it is assumed that all of these were in the household sector 
(it is not clear hov exaggerated an assumption this is), ther. the share in that sector 
vould fall to 16 per cent. 

..,, 



Table 2. Distribution of employment and MVA in very small and in 
large-scale enterprises in selected developing countries 

(Percentage) 

lm2l2D1ant ~IDY(l~tY[ing YllYa lddad 
Region, Very small Large-scale Very small Large-scale 

country and year enterprises enterprises enterprises enterprhes 

Asia 
Bangladesh (1976-1977) 87 13 45 55 
Indonesia (l9i4-l975) 87 13 20 80 
Iran (Islamic Republic of} 

(1968) 83 17 44 56 
Philippines (1969-1971) 70 30 6 94 
Sri Lanka (1968) 71 29 33 67 

Africa 
Egypt (1966-1967) 33 67 16 84 
Ghana (1963) 87 13 39 61 
Sierra Leone (1974-1975) 96 4 (4 56 
Somalia (1974) 50 50 40 60 
United Republic of 

Tanzania (1961-1964) 50-80 50-20 JO 70 

Latin America 
Ecuador (1974) 78 22 17 83 
Honduras (1975) 98 2 59 41 

------

~: UNIDO (4). 

°' 
' 



Table 3. Changes in the informal-sector share of manufacturing value added 
(Percentllge) 

Share Share Maximum num' • of employees 
of of of establib .. ments covered 

Co\Dll ·• Year MVA Year MVA in the informal sector 

Australia 1975 13 1981 3 3 
Bangladesh 1975 43 1979 18 4 
Belgium 1970 16 1980 14 4 
Ethiopia 1971 39 1981 19 9 
Greece 1970 33 1977 26 9 J./ 
Guatemala 1971 39 1978 29 4 J./ 
Honduras 1971 24 1975 20 4 J./ 
India 1970 38 1980 37 9 using electricity or 19 not 

using electricity 
Italy 1970 19 1980 16 19 J./ 
Kenya 1970 22 1978 14 49 
Mauritius 1970 25 1980 21 9 
Metherlands 1970 18 1979 14 9 
Pakistan 1970 43 1977 50 9 
Swaziland 1971 36 1979 31 9 
Trinidad and 

Tobago 1974 25 1977 8 9 J./ 
United Republic 

-lf Tanzania 1970 39 1974 30 9 J./ 

~: UlUDO (4). 

1/ Persons engaged. 

..,i 
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Table 4. Average size of plants 
(Number of workers) 

Industry group 

All industries 

Tobacco ~roducts 
Basic metals 
Paper and pulp products 
Textiles 
Petroleum 
Electrical machinery 
R.:bber products 
Non-electrical machinery 
Transport equipment 
Non-metallic mineral 

manufactures 
Printing and publishing 
Beverages 
Leather products 
Food processing 
Fabricated metal 
Diverse industries 
Apparel 
Furniture 
Wood 
Food, beverages, tobacco 

High-income 
co1mtries 

51.8 

324.6 
306.3 
139.9 
105.3 
301.4 
131.5 

69.0 
61.5 

142.7 

42.2 
28.3 
31.6 
44.0 
48.0 
38.3 
37.1 
43.0 
55.4 
16.7 
55.1 

~: Cortes and Ishaq [3]. 

Middle- and lov
income co1mtries 

12.7 

108.2 
80.2 
34.7 

103.3 
41.0 
27.2 
41.9 
26.6 
13.8 

22.0 
17.8 
15.3 
16.4 
27.4 
15.4 
13.4 
13.4 
44.3 
9.4 

13.5 

3. Basic is3ues for consideration 

Small-scale industry provides thf. seed-bed for growth. It 
provides training for entrepreneurs and managers and through this 
learning r.rocess small industries grov into large ones. Both the 
birth and the mortality of small enterprises are high; they grov 
and become large or they fail and disappear. A corps of dynam• c 
enterprises plays a vital role e·:en in a mature economy, as sul;>
contractors to large industry or as suppliers of specialized and 
service requirements. 

In developing countries Governments play an important role 
through indicative planning, allocation of financial resources, 
industrial policy, trade and economic controls etc. in influencing 
and stimulating growth and development. Government regulations and 
controls tend to favour large-size enterprises, often uninten
tionally, through the operation of incentive schemes, import quota 
allocations, financing etc. The scarcity of entrepreneurial and 
managerial talents tends to favour large-scale enterprises able to 
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secure foreign investment and co-operation. Special prograanes to 
sssist small-scale industries throuRh technical, financial and 
111U1agerial assistance are expensive and are not able to helr the 
informal secto• and the really smal~ artisans and entrepreneurs. 

In section B, the environment for small industry development 
and policies appropriate to ensure a healthy growth of small enter
prises are considered. 

In section C, infrastructural and institutional factors pro
moting small industry development are covered, including the ques
tion of entrepreneurship development and the role of industrial 
co-operatives. 

h>. section D, the important questions of m<>bidzation and 
allocation of domestic financial resources for small and medium 
enterprjses are dealt with. 

Section E ls concerned vi th domest le and international sub
contracting and its contribution to integrated development. 

At the end of each section conclusions and issues for consid
eration are summarized. 

B. Envircrunent and policies 

1. Reasons for favouring small industry 

The specific reasons for pro~ ting small industries in a 
developing economy ne~d to be appre .. a.t~d in each case in order to 
create the proper environment and ~o adopt appropriate policies. 
They may be listed as follows: 

(a) Small industries provide the seed-bed for growth; 

(b) They stimulate inJigenous entrepreneurship; 

(c) They mobilize capital not otherwise generated in the 
economy; 

(d) They save scarce capital and employ less scarce labour; 

(e) They can be developed on a decentralized basis in rural 
&nd semi-urban areas tJ meet local demand; 

(f) They provide linkages to agricultural and rural activ
ities; 

(g) They use simple technology; 

(h) They use local resources - human and mater 1a1 - econom
ically and save on transport coats; 

(1) They create a middle class of self-employed entrepreneurs; 

(j) They contribute to a more equitable distribution of Income 
and lt'l'alth. 
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The role of small ini:ustries in growth and their contribution 
to employment and incomes has already been emphasized in the intro
duction to this paper. It has also been sta,ed that in a healthy 
industrial structure both large enterprises and small enterprises 
play an appropriate role, varying in different branches of industry 
and at different stages of development, and dependjng on scale 
economies, infrastructure development and relo.tive factor propor
tions and costs. It is thus necessary first to properly demarcate 
the small industry sector, and secondly to relate small industry 
policy to leading sector policy as well as to macro-economic policy 
in the economy. 

2. Definition of small i~4~~t1'Y 

A small enterprise, to be eligible for public assistance pro
grammes or to bP. able to benefit from government policy measures, 
such as tax exemption, is usually defined with an upper limit of 
employment (usually 100 workers) or of fixed capital investment 
(for examp:e, $250,000). Such a definition is intended to encourage 
labour-intensity on the assumption that it is high in small enter
prises. However, labour-intensity alone may not be sufficient. 
Where capital is scarce, high capital productivity may be desirable. 
Efficiency criteria, or criteria of total factor productivity or of 
social cost-benefit analysis may require a disaggregation within 
industry to examine how labour- and capital-intPnsity and capital 
and labour productivity vary in size within industries and sub
industries. Both capital productivity and total factor productivity 
are found to be highest in the middle ranges of enterprises having 
50 to 200 workers. Thus, there could be merit in defining small 
industry in terms of some measure of capital used, so that entP.r
prises which are medium in terms of employment are not excluded. 
While very small enterprises employing less than 10 workers are not 
the most labour-intensive or the most efficient employers of the 
factors of production, they provide the bulk of employment in the 
lower-income developing countries and should not be discriminated 
against. 

Policies and measures towards small industry should form a 
continuum within national tndustriallzatlon policies and general 
economic policy measures to promote development, having regard to 
the economic goals of the country. Compartmentalization and a rigid 
Sl't of measures, without reference to the possibility of growth 
(from onl' size to ~nother), often defeat their own purposes "nd help 
those for who:n thP help was not intended, namely the large-scale 
rather than the small-s~alf' sertor. 

The policiPs for developmPnt of agrlculturP, n~tural resources, 
,.ducation, training, flnanc:ing the public SPrtor Ptr. will bPiH on 
the prospPcts for thP. smal 1-scalP industry sertor. ThPsP policies 
should rrPatP. thP pn .. pPr PnvlronmPnt for small prlvatP PntPrprlses 
to grow and prosper. From thf' demand s!de, economic policy mPasures 
that usually P.ncouragP labour-lntPnsivP. lndustr!Ps arf' the promotion 
of agricuJturP and rural df'Vt"lopment, of Pxports and of lnromP 
redlstrl!:iutlon. These provide strong llnkagl's towards stlmt•.1atlon 
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of s~ 1 ll-scale industry. Policies favouring agriculture will 
increase rural incomes (and their distribution) and expand local 
markets, the high income elasticity of demand providing opportu
nities for small enterprises. 

4. Leading sector policies 

Industrial policies, including tariffs, investment incentives, 
industrial licensing, foreign exchange allocations £tc. have tended 
to favour large-scale industry and capital-intensity, at the expense 
of small-scale industry and labour-intensity. Eliminating such a 
bias of policies and regulations will in itself create a proper 
environment for small industry de"lelopment. On this point, Ande:.-son 
( (1), p. 62) quotes H. Myint as follows: "The glaringly uneql: 
terms on which capital funds, foreign exchange and economic servl 
provided by governments are made available to the two type~ 

manufacturing industry •.. may be said to protect the large-sco. ~ 
modern factories not only from foreign competition but also from the 
domestic competition of the small-scale ec..,nomic units A 
reduction in the unequal access to scarce economic inputs between 
the larger-scale and small economic units would make the latter more 
competitive and increase their share of economic output, thereby 
raising the proportion of labour to capt tal employed in the manu
facturing sector as a whole." 

Apart from eliminating biases, increased efficiency of leading 
sector policies will tend to improve efficiency of small industry 
~rogrammes. This applies to tariffs and quotas (lowering and uni
formity), incentives (favouring labour against capital), financial 
policy (including interest rate structure) and markets (liberal
izatic~ from contro!s). 

S. Small industry policie~ 

Policies and programmes need to be designed, taking into 
account the situation and requirements in a particular country, 
based on an analysis of actual supply and demand constraints on 
small-scale enterprises [SJ. It has been noted that the policy 
objective is not just to increase employment, but to improve total 
factor productivity, that is, utilization of resources. Secondly, 
while stbrt-up assistance should not be restricted, efficiency 
improves with growth into medium size. Thirdly, tn.nsformation of 
traditional into modern small industries, in other words, expansion 
into medium size, demands improved qualities of entrepreneurship 
and management in order to eliminate X-inefficency and continuously 
improve productivity. Fourthly, capital market imperfections and 
the lack of access of small enterprises to financing need to be 
tackled to enable them to compete equally with large enterprises. 
Fifthly, linka:es between small and large enterprises through sub
contracting promote integration and efficiency. 

T~ree further points on a policy towards small industry may be 
made in the light of country experiences. First, a well-duigned 
pol f cy and programme should be comprehensive and yet selective, 
addr .. ssing different constraints simultaneously, but not Indiscrim
inately assisting small enterprises, certainly not those which need 
the least assistance or on which assistance will be wasted. 
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Secondly, positive development measures lead to more efficiency than 
i:rotective and restrictive measures. The latter sepent product 
markets, reduce competition for both small and large firms, and 
inhibit growth and exports. Thirdly, delivery mechanisms for 
financial and extension services sho>uld be designe.i to reach the 
needy and deserving enterprise through decentralized organizationa! 
networks, preferably of small e11terprises themselves, such as in
dustrial co-operatives and associations or local self-financing 
organizations involved in, fo•· exl!lllple, rural development. 

6. Conclusions and issues for consideration 

1. The role of small enterprises in the process of development 
should be carefully defined with reference to the requirements of 
the country and the goals of its economic policy. 

2. Small industry policies should be related to leading sector 
policies and macro-economic policies as a single strategy in a 
continuum of development measures, in order to promote healthy, 
balanced and integrated development. 

3. Macro-economic policies towards agriculture, rural develop
ment, education, training, natural resources, transportation and 
industrialization in general should create the proper enviro111Dent 
for small industry growth through en~uring the equitable supply of 
inputs. 

4. Efficiency of leading sector policies contributes to effi
ciency of small industry. Small enterprises should have equitable 
access to finance, incentives and other assistance, just as large
scale enterprises. 

5. Smali industry policies themselves should promote total 
factor productivity, remove ~-inefficiencies, improve entrepreneur
ship and management, be positive: and dt>velopmental, utilize decen
tralized delivery mechanisms and ensure growth. 

Infrastructural requirements of small and medium enterprises 
may broadly bl' Pither physical or institutional. Physical infra
structure relatPs to factory accommodation and related utilities. 
Institutional infrastructure is required to make up for market 
fallurP or insuffidency in supplying inputs to small enterprises 
and to remedy or remove operational ineffiriencies of thl' enter
prises. These relate to fin•nr.lng; extension and consultancy 
servires; supply of Pquipment and materials; technical services of 
testing, quality control, tool rooms, repair and malntenanre; 
training of entrepreneurs and managers; market promotion and 
markPtlng. 

2. Physlral lnfrastrurtµre (6) 

llo•Jsf'hold 11nl1 rottage Pnterprlses by deflntrlt o not need 
rartory arrommod11tlon. The provision ,.,: fartory shel. ;5 relatf!d, 
on the onf' hand, to the aspl'rt of n1i:·-Jformatlon and upgradh;it of 
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traditional enterprises into modern ones, and, on the other, to the 
creation of new enterprises by ex-factory employees, young techni
cians or graduates, retired civil servants etc., mainly in urban and 
semi-urban areas. Facilities provided by local or public- author
ities may range from allotment of plots in industrial areas to 
standard sheds in industrial estates, to custom-built premises to 
suit individual needs. The device of the industrial estate has been 
transformed from the post-depression-era experience of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States 
of America to stimulate regional and local development and to 
relocate industry from overcrowded metropolises. rn the case of new 
enterprises it has been used to provide start-up facilities in 
nursery factories or incubators for a short term until the new ·.-en
ture grows and finds its own acco11111odation. A further development 
has been the science and technology park to attract enterprisec; 
around a university or research institution. The basic idea of the 
industrial estate is to group together enterprises that could derive 
economies of scale in construct ion and utility rosts and through 
trading among themselves. 

Evaluation of experiences has not indicated that benefits have 
been commensurate with costs, or that the objectivf's of small in
dustry development have been met. Success in urban locations has 
benefited the upper range of small enterpr!ses. rn semi-urban and 
rural areas, occupancy has taken a very long period and shf'ds have 
been nsed as godowns or by disguised large enterprises. Capital
intensity has been encouraged through low rents or long pf'riods of 
repayment. Not much inter-trading or integration has resulted from 
common location. 

The accent during the last decade has been on letting private 
estate developers or co-operative associations of small enterprises 
undertake the construction of industrial estates to meet spf'ciftc 
rf'quirements. In rural areas efforts are bf'ttf'r lf'ft to local 
boaif'S responsible for r~ral development. 

Thf' issues of smal 1 Industry fin"ncing arf' f'laboratPd In thf' 
next Sf'rtlon. Sufflcf' it to statf' ht>re that institutionalization 
of rapltal and rrf'dlt availability for small and mPdium Pntt>rprist>s 
requires the following: 

(a) Costs and risks involvf'd must hf' rt>tlf'rtf'd, slnrf' sub
sidization lncrPaSf'S capltal-lntPnslty and bf'nf'flts thP uppPr rangf' 
of f'nt,.rprlst>s; 

(b) Roth PXpansion of artlvitlf's of rommnr!al hanks and 
lPadf'rshlp by publ!r f!nanrlnR Institutions (df'Vf'lnpmt>nt hanks) must 
takP plarl"; 

(r) Cr,.dit and f'Xtl"nslon sl"rvlrl"S must go rnKrthrr; 

(d) Mohill7.atlon of rrso11rrrs 11nd thr!r itllnr;Hlnn mu,;t bf' 
rnmhlnrd, partlrularly In rural arl"as. 
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Industrial extension is a generic term used for services rang
in~ fro• supply of eC'onomic and aarket information, identification 
cf oprortunities, gufdelines on establishment and operation, man
agerial and t.'1'.hl"lical assistance, trouble-shooting during ope rat ion 
and 111arket ing a~sistance. Institutions providing such services 
range from govenuaent departments for small indus~ry development to 
semi-autonomous s-11 industry service instit\.:~ons, to extension 
departments of develop~ent banks or industrial estates to management 
development and training institutions. The crux of the problem is 
the difficuJ ty in identifying and reaching recipients, that is, 
managers and workers in enterprises. A combination of prov:si~~ of 
loaus with technical assistance {both pre-loan and post-loan), 
either by a development bank or by the financing institution and the 
extension agency in rlose co-operation, is often successful in 
increasing the product'"to:y of capital. Another lesson of exper
ience is that services provided free by Governments are not effec
tive, since po screening of recipients takes place and the quality 
of assistance: cannot be maintained. Charges at cost or with some 
subsidy are preferable to f~ee services. A furthe1 lesson of 
experience is the effec~iveness of self-help organizatio~s of 
recipients. Grouped together into an association or co-operative, 
it is possible to ensure effective contact with the extension agency 
and also to spread know-how within the group. The concept of 
assistance to a group is particularly relevant in dispersed loca
tions and rural areas. 

The functions of entrepreneurship development, management 
developmeni:, and development of consultancy services wi 11 be con
sidered together, since they are closely related. 

The supply of entrepreneurship in response to market growth in 
developing countries has g,enerally been elastic. Small industry 
entrepreneurs have emerged from varying backgrounds: artisans, 
tradesmen, factory workers, agriculturists, young engineers, dvl 1 
servants etc. However, experience has shown that the "learning 
process" alcne Is not enough to Improve efficiency and enable small 
firms to expand to r:1edium size. The entrepreneur reachf's a man
agerial plateau or optimum in the absence of further training and 
development. 

Apart from measures needed to tackle constraints on small 
enterprise growth discussed In section A {for example, lnf'ffldf'nt 
Input markets, incentives and macro-policies), conscious Pfforts 
are nf'eded to idf'ntlty, train and upgrade entrf'prPnf'urs, lmprovf' 
their managerial ability, and f'nable thf'm f'fff'rtlvf'ly to usf' rnn-
sultancy services as they grow Into medium slzf'. Tf'rhnlquf's havf' 
t>een cleveloped for ldf'ntlfylng f'ntrepreneurs, motivating thf'm and 
~quipping them with managerial skills to operate a surrf'ssful 
enterprise. Entrepreneurship development programmes arf' followf'd 
up with flnanr.lng based on needs and In-plant counsel I Ing. The 
managf'mf'nt levf'l Is thus upgraded and X-lnf'fflrlf'nrlf's Pllmlnatrcl. 
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Entrepreneurship development programmes ma/ he undertitken by 
development banks, management developa:ent centres, englneP.ring 
s~hools, small industry servi..-e institutions an'1 co--operative 
training institutions. Close co-operation of finandng and extf<n
sion service agencies ls essential. From the long-term point of 
view, the qua'lty of entrepreneurship and management can be upgraded 
th:-ough incor• orating such training within the educational and 
training system of the country, so that the prot1ucts of agricul
tural, trade, engineerint and commercial schools could be identified 
for their entrepreneurial qualities, thus enabling them to enter the 
managerial field. 

Management an·i technical training of t'ntrepreneurs and workers 
could be organized through part-time courses, evf'ning prograll'.ini>s, 
one- or two-day r•rogrammi>s, by national productivity agencies, 
exttnsion departments of engineering colleges or technology insti
tutes or research and development institutes. 

In India, technical consultancy sen-fees for small inJustries 
have been ortitni1.ed by financial institutions such as the develop
ment hanks. The servic.:s undertaken include thf' Mer.tification of 
project ideas and entrepreneurs, preparation of feasibility studie5, 
advice on technological choices, preparation of projert reports and 
assistance in project implementation and operation. The ~uccess of 
these technical consultancy services is assured by the needs of the 
financial Institutions themselves for technical appraisal of project 
proposals. Eventually such consultar.cy services should function 
autonomously and rely on income generated by its services, with only 
occasional subsidization by governments or financial institutions. 

6. IndusHl~l co-operatlv~s [7! 

The co-operativ,. form of organL:ation offers a vlablf' altf'r
nativf' institutional framework for rendering self-help and organ
izing help to small enterprises, particularly In rural an•as. Thi' 
example of co--opf'ratlve associations and soclf'tlf's In Japan for 
financing small enterprises Is reterrf'd to In the following 
sf'ctlon D. In certain areas, such as agro-procf'sslng and handi
crafts, co-opf'ratlvf' soclf'tlf's have been sucrf'ssful In somf' df'Vf'l
oplng rountries. llowf'vf'r, ro-opf'rat 1 on tl'nds to rf'latf' to supply 
of Inputs itnd markf'~ ing of outputs rather than to prndurt Ion. 
f"amillf'S, clan5 or trihf'S In rural arf'aS may pt'rrf'!Vf' thf' hf'nf'fits 
of ro -opf'rat I Vt> organ i zat I on, wh I ch from the point of vi f'W of thf' 
r.ov .. rnnif'nt or tinandal institutions offt>rs itn pfff'ctivt> df'livf'ry 
mf'chanlsm. "An f'mphasis on ro opt'ratlvf' mf'thods with !rs Sf'lf
rellanrf' objt>rtlvf's would Sf'f'm to imply A rost-f'fff'rtlvf' channf'l for 
itrf'atf'r smal I sritlf' Industry support Thf'rf' art' Sf'Vf'ral dlrf'r
tlon,; by whid1 co op,.ratlVf'S may f'nhitnrf' small-sralf' production 
f'fflrlf'ncy and proflritblllty: 

- thf' grf'itt .. r lnrf'nt lvf's fol lowing from thf' fan !hitt f'ach 
worl< .. r ls air." 1111 o~f'r; 

- a1tal11mf'11! nf :ical .. iidvantitgf's 1hrot1Kh jnint purcha::r•, pro 
durtion iind markf'rlnK; 
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- strength to withstand negative influence from .:">mpetitors, 
trade monopolies and goverr..illents through co-ordinated policies; 

- pooling of financial resources; and 

- joint purchases of essential services, e.g. marketing, finan-
cial management, accounting, insurance etc." ((7), pp. 13-14). 

Co-operatives thus offer an alternative and perhaps more 
effective route for the industrialization of .Least developed coun
tries and of rural areas. They could be encouraged through govern
ment support in areas of financing, marketing and training. 

7. Viable institutional delivery mechanisms (8) 

Institutions and services for small enterprises, operated by 
govenuaents and subsidized, are essential in the early stages and 
in backward and rural areas. However, mechanisms imposed from out
side and not operationally linked to small enterprises tend to suf
fer from rigidly applied rules and regulations, bureaucratic inertia 
and inability to innovc.te and .. take •isks. As a result, the 
assistance may not reach the i~·~nded recipient. It is easier and 
less risky to assist the bet t. =-off enterprises that are able to 
approach the extension agent t: .\ to assist the weaker enterprises. 

In order to be viable, institutions need an operational link 
with the small enterprise so that the service provided is effective. 
A financial institution provides such a link, since it grants loans 
{see section D). A large enterprise can also provide a link through 
subcontracting to small rntl'rprises {see section E). 

Besides the financial institution and the largP enterprise, 
there are other possibilities for ensuring the viability of the 
institutional mechanism. Grouping together small enterprises in a 
co-operative ass~ciation or society makes it possible to derive 
effective benefits from the extension agency. This ls particularly 
useful for ~ lnancing the lnforma l sec tor or smal 1 enterprl ses in 
rural areas {see section D). 

Examples of other link-ups making possible viable and cost
effective delivery mechanisms ar~ as follows: 

{a) An engineering college, or technology institute, or 
management institute providing extension services through a n~twork 
ol its alumni who have set up as entrepreneurs. Such institutes 
maf also be linked with associations of small enterprises or co
op?rar Ives; 

{b) Sectoral research and development institutes, for example 
in food or leather, providing extension services to small enter
prises in the subsector. Appllcat ion of suitable technolopy for 
small enterprise rould be spread through such efforts; 

{c) Input or equipment--supplying large enterprises, such as 
marhlnery and steel or fertilizer manufarturers or dttalers, 
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providing te.::hnical and extension services to small enterprises 
purchasing and using such materials and equ!pmPnt; 

(d) An electronics research centre or a computer lll'nufacturing 
firm providing assistance to sma!l-scale assemblers or users (see 
section E); 

(e) A rural tra•.n!ng institute located in a rural or semi
urban area providing services for repair and maintenance, assistance 
to tool--11akers etc. in rural areas. 

(f) University-industry linkages through contacts betveen 
extens!or. departments of c 1 fferent faculties and industry associa
tions. Innovations in mechanisms and services have to be con
tinuously a.iapted ta maintain vitality and viability. Assistance 
extended to self-help progrumes vould eventually be the most suc
cessful in achieving cost-effectiveness and reaching the intended 
beneficiaries. 

8. Conclusions and issues for consideration 

1. 1ne provision of physical infrastructure in industrial 
areas and industrial estates oecomes important as small enterprises 
grov into middle size from the 1aursery or incubator stage. Experi
ence indicates that private developers or co-operati7e associations 
of small enterprises should undertake construction of factory 
premises, regulated by local and municipal authorities, rather than 
having the Government provide built-in accoanodation at subsidized 
rates. 

2. Institutionalization of capit•l and credit availability to 
small enterprises should be led by public banks, but undertaken 
equally by private banks, vith costs and risks being covered. 
Credit and extension services should go hand in hand. 

3. Industrial extension services may be provided by a variety 
of institutions. Hovever, the nature of the institutional mechanism 
will depend not only on the type of aervice to be provided, but also 
on its accessibility to those needing it. 

4. The supply of entrepreneurship in response to market growth 
in developing countries has been elastic, but quality and internal 
efficiency have to be improved through entrepreneurship development 
progranunes. There is also a continuous need for management devel
opment and consultancy services. 

5. industrial co-operatives may offer a viable institutional 
framevork for small Industry development in rural areas and in less 
developed countriea of Africa. They need government encouragement 
in areas of financing, marketing and training. 

6. Finally, viable Institutional delivery mechanisms providing 
for operational linkages vith small enterprises need to take the 
place of initially government-operated mechanisms, In order to 
ensure vitality and coat-effectiveness. 
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D. Mobilization and allocation of domestic financial resour~es 
to small and medium enLrprises 

The mobilization and allocation of fin•ncial resources for 
~mall industry development, in market-oriented and mixed economies, 
is generally related to the financial structure and its development, 
and specifically to the following: the development of appropriate 
firancial institutions: the availability of simple and convenient 
financial instruments to meet the savers' and the borrowers' needs 
and preferences; and an interest rate structure that is rational and 
positive (to ensure effective mobilization and allocation). 

The financial sector more than any other is, ln fact, crucial 
for the generation of indigenous entrepreneurship [9]. Furthermore, 
analyses of experience indicate that "innovations relating to the 
financial structure are as important, if not more, for the develop
ment process as innovations relating to the production structute" 
[10). 

Economic growth and development during the 1960s and 1970s in 
much of the developing world has increased :O.•'netization, expanded 
the banking sector and led tt. the eslablishment of development 
financing institutions. The creation of money and capital markets 
and the ir1sti tutionalization of credit have benefited large-scale 
enterprises and urban activities rather than small-scale enter
prises and rural activities. While market imperfections exist even 
in d!'velorP-d ~arket economies, the importance of imperfect and in
formal markets is inversely proportional to the degree of develop
ment. Dua~istic structures have prevailed in most developing coun
tries, the 1 ~le of informal markets being even more significant for 
smaller-sized enterprises and for those located in semi-urban and 
rural areas. 

1. Domestic savings 

Domestic savings rather than resource inflows have financed 
investment in developing countries during the last two decades. The 
ratio of domestic savings to gross domestic product (GDP) is higher 
in developing than in developed countries (except for the group of 
low-income countries). The contribution of resource inflows has in 
fact been very little except for the high-inco111e developing coun
tries in the 1960s, and it has indeed been negat!ve for the low
income countries. The following table S provides relevant infor
mation for developl'd ma.-ket economies, for developing countries as 
a whole, and separately for the three groups of high-income, mlddle
lncome and low-income developing countries for three years, 1960, 
1970 and 1980. 

While income level and its growth rate stimulate the demand for 
savings, which in turn contributes to growing investment and in
creasing national product, the supply of savings ls greatly depend
ent on the development of the financial structure - institutions, 
instruml'nts and the interest rate. The major part of domestic 
saving has taken place in households and non-c~rporate enterprises. 
Public sector saving has been less than 25 per cent of total 
savings. Governml'nt revenues have contributed to mobilizing 
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domestic resources, the ratio of current resourcrs to GDP amounting 
to aroun1 15 per cent for many developing co1mtries. 

Considerable LCattere1 infonistion is avai labt.e on the state 
of capital markets for suall-scale enterprises through borrower and 
lender surveys carried OiJt or sponsored by the World Bank in recent 
years (12). S~Ae general conclusions may be sUD1Darized iamediately. 

First, the vast majority of SR~ll enterprises depend for start
up capital almost entirely on personal savings, mostly their own 
plus loans from friends and relatives. 

Secondly, institutional credit, mainly from commercial banks, 
comes into play for working capital requirements as fl ms grow or 
as they become profitable. However, even in this respect, sup
pliers' or tr•de credit plays an equally important role. 

Thirdly, except in Africa, money-lenders and other informal 
credit markets play a significant role in the expansion of the firm. 
Retained earnings are an important source of expansion, also in 
A~rica. 

Fourthly, the role of institutional finance and of special 
credit institutions, as well as of credit guarantee schemes, becomes 
important in the upper ranges of small enterprises, that is, in 
medium-sized enterprises. The bias of financial institutions 
towards units of larger size reflects a natural tendency to want to 
lend where costs are lover and risks less. 

Year 

1960 
1970 
1980 

1960 
1970 
1980 

Table 5. Jn,, 0 stment and its financing, 1960, 1970 and 1980 
(Pe1. •ges of GDP in 1975 constant prices) 

Investment/GDP Domestic savings/GDP Resource inflow/GDP 

21. 76 
24.63 
22.07 

17 .29 
19.19 
25.47 

Developed market economies 

21.49 
23.39 
22.80 

Pevelopin& countr 1 e1. __ U.2Hll 

21.40 
27.84 
24.00 

-0.26 
-1.H 
0.73 

4.11 
8.85 

-1.48 

cor.t tnued 
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Table 5 (continued) 

Year Investment/GDP Domestic savings/GDP Resource inflow/GDP 

1960 
1970 
1980 

1960 
1970 
1980 

1960 
1970 
1980 

Developing countries (high income) ~/ 

18.82 
18.98 
26.81 

30.84 
37.90 
26.58 

Developing countries (middle income> ~/ 

15.:n 
19.54 
25.35 

15.31 
20.83 
24.13 

Developing countries Clow income) ~/ 

16.62 
19.27 
23.06 

13.48 
16.41 
19.07 

12.02 
18.92 
-0.24 

o.oo 
1.29 

-1.22 

-3.14 
-2.87 
-3.99 

~: URIPO data base, Statistics and Survey Unit. 

1!21.t.1: Investment = Gross capital formation 
Domestic savings = Gross domestic product less final 

consumption expenditures 
Resource inf low = Exports less imports 

1/ Per capita GDP above $1,320 in 1978. 

~I Per capita GDP $600-$1,320 in 1978. 

£/ Per capita GDP below $600 in 1978. 

Finally, India, which has the most comprehensive interconnected 
institutional mechanism for financing sm~ll enterprises, has, 
through a deliberate policy of credit allocation, engineered a large 
Increase In conunerclal bank loans. More than 50 per cent of those 
loans has probably gonr to the upper half of the sector, that is, 
to medium-size enterprises. ln India, informa: credit markets also 
play an important part in financing sm&ll-scale and especially rural 
enterprises. 

Thus, small industries f.n developing countries have In general 
little access to the resources of the organized financial sector. 
The reason is that the tranaaction costs of lending to small enter
prises is quite high, ranging between 6 per cent and 20 per cent in 
different countriea. Taking into Account financial costs And profit 
margins, bank• could not ar'f.:>td to lend to small enterprises at a 
coat le11 than 16-30 per cent. At this cost, there wt 11 be no 
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inducement to borrow, since the average rate of return of small 
enterprises is generally 1111ch les! than this rate. 

3. Financial repression 

Government policies to promote financing of small-scale indus
tries in developing c~untries have responded by holding down insti
tutional interest rates below market equilibrium levels. Banks have 
no incentive to lend at these rates, except to the largest firms 
able to provide collateral and where transaction costs enable 
profits to be made. Sa-.rers have no incentive to make deposits at 
these rates, thus reducing the level of savings. On the whole, such 
a situation of financial repression has led to less financial 
intermediation and reduced efficiency of investment. On the basis 
of analysis of experience in Turkey during 1950-1977, Fry [13) has 
calculated that a 1 per cent fall in real deposit ratio of interest 
reduces savings by 0.274 per cent and raises the incremental capital 
output rates by 0.249 per cent, having a combined effect of a half 
percentage point of economic growth foreg~ne. 

Fry defines financial repression as indiscriminate distortion 
of financial prices including interest rates and foreign exchange 
rates, which reduces the real rates of growth and the real size of 
the financial system relative to non-financial magnitudes. The role 
of financial intermediation is to raise real returns to savers and, 
at the same time, lower real costs to investors by accommodating 
liquidity preference, reducing risk through diversification, 
reaping economies of scale in lending, increasing operational effi
ciency and lowering information costs to both savers and investors 
through specialization and division of labour. 

4. Institutional finance 

Developing countries, in their policies and measures for the 
promotion of small and medium enterprises, have attempted to provide 
institutional finance by setting up special lending schemes, gen
erally on a concessionary basis. Such schemes have been combined 
with provision of advice, business counaelling, training and exten
sion service. 

Many governments have taken decisive steps to give inducements 
to lending institutions to advance credit on more liberal terms to 
small-s~ale industry. The most common scheme for subsidized loans 
to small-scale industry is refinancing by the Central Bank. Funds 
are provided through a special "small business window" whereby the 
Central Bank refinances all loans made to small business at a very 
low rate of interest which is intended to compen11:ite the lf'nding 
bank for higher risks and costs. 

Credit guarantee schemes are also a common form of government 
support to commercial banks to cover the risks of credit to small 
enterprises. Commercial banks are thur encouraged to liberaliz~ the 
terms of credit to small enterprises and to extend their operations 
to s larger number of small borrowers, having the assurance from the 
Government that the extra risks they take in making such loans are 
covered. 
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Providing credit on liberal terms is not in itself an adequate 
form of assistance to small-scale industry in developing countries. 
Supervised credit, in its co11111only applied form of supply of 
machinery on a hire-purchase basis, has been introduced in several 
developing countries. The small-scale industry promotion agency 
arranges to supply equipment on hire-purchase terms and assists the 
entrepreneur in improving production processes so as to achieve more 
economical operation. The entrepreneur is often able to pay the 
instalments on the equipment out of the additional earnings from the 
new machine. This form of supervised credit ensures that the 
capital made available for a small entrepreneur is used for the 
purpose intended. Supervised credit may also take the form of 
assistance in the purchase of raw materials, the consi:ruction of 
factory buildings and the sale of finished products. 

In addition to direct financing schemes, a number of other 
measures to relieve the financial bu~1en on small-scale indust:-y 
have been introduced by Governments, small industry promotion ageu
cies and major industries. Some common examples are as follows: 

(a) Development of infrastructural facilities and building of 
industrial estates for rental of w:>rkshops to small-scale indus
trialists; 

(b) Establishment of common service facilities such as main
tenance centres, a central tool room and training centres etc.; 

(c) Government assistar.ce in marketing of products of small
scale industry such as preferential price systems and reservations 
for purchases exclusively or partially from small-scale industry; 

(d) Government assistance in bulk import of essential raw 
materials by State corporations and distribution of the same in 
smaller quantitit's in order to relieve small-scale industry from 
stock-building and the problems associated with imports, especially 
of small quantities; 

(e) Setting up ancillary industries by public sector under
takings and large private sector enterprises to p1ovide finance to 
small-scale industry through guaranteed prompt payment against 
assured offtake of production. Further, the small-scale units are 
relieved of investments in costly raw materials and components, 
testing equipment, training etc. 

Special f~nds for loans to small-scale industries through 
development financing institutions, credit guarantee funds, co
financing among such funds, commercial banks and small enterprises 
themselves etc. have been developed in many Asian and Latin American 
countries, and to a much lesser extent in African countries. Some 
illustrations are given below. 

(a) I.Mil [14) 

Since nationalization of 14 major private hanks in 1969, the 
small-scale industrial sector has been accorded priority status in 
the banks' lending programme in India. In 1969 the bank loans 
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outstanding with 50 ,850 small-scale uni ts stood at 2. 51 b!ll ion 
rupees (Rs); by 1980 these figures had risen to 800 thousand and 
Rs 27 .50 billion, while the banks' outstanding gross credit with 
small-scale industries had further risen to Rs 54.12 billion at the 
end of March 1984. This phenomenal growth in the number of small
scale enterprises has been mainly the result of thE Government• s 
policy thrust in favour of the small s· c:or, which i~cluded the 
following measures: 

(a) Reservation of an increased number of industrial produc
tion items for ~mall units to the exclusion of the medium and large 
sector; 

(b) Re:.;ervation of a number of items for supply to gove.-nment 
and semi-government organizations; 

(c) Price preference for specified items produced in the 
small-scale !ndustry sector for government purchases; 

(d) Concessional credit and finance on Ii beral terms to the 
small-scale units; 

(e) Marketing assistance and supply of scarce raw materials 
through the State-level small-scale industries development corpora
tions. 

While the nationalized and other commercial banks are encour
aged to give liberal credit assistance to small-scale units through 
the oprration of the credit guarantee scheme and targets laid before 
them under the priority progremme, the State Financial Corporations 
have been induced to provide liberal term finance to small uni ts 
through the grant of refinance from the Industrial Development Bank 
of India (IDBI) at concessional rates of interest. IDBI, since its 
inception in 1964, has been granting refinance to the State 
Financial Corporations and banka to enable them to assist small
scale industries on concessiona 1 terms, but the vulume of such 
refinance markedly increased in the latter half of the 1970s, as may 
be seen from table 6. IDBI refinance assistance to small-scale 
industries and the number of small units benefiting from such 
assistance have also risen significantly, particularly during the 
latter half of the 1970s. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the 
number of units benefiting from refinance was 121,000 out of the 
total number of regi..tered uni ts of 596 ,000 at the end of Much 
1983. It is thus obvio.1s that the t>enefits of refinance from IDBI 
have not yet been distributed widely. The number of units benefit
ing from refinance has also to be set.; in relation to the total 
number of small-scale uni ts having borrower accounts wt th commer
cial banks (about 800,000 in 1980). At the same time, it has to be 
borne in mind that at least about 25 ,er cent of registered units 
would "ot be functioning, that refinance is provided selectively -
more i 1 backward areas, less in larger cities - and that not all 
units ai·e eligible. Moreover, there is reason to belie.re that 
relatively developed states continued to secure a sizeable shrre in 
IDBI refinance assfstance. In fart, the figures for IDBI assistance 
in the financial years 1979/80 to 1982/83 disclose that around one 
third of IDBI refinance came to be disbursed to the three indus
trially advanced States of Maharashtra, Gujarat and Tami 1 Nadu. 



Table 6. Assistance sanctioned b~· lDBI to small-scale industry, 
1964/65 to 1983/84 

Total 
assistance 

to SSI by 
refinance 
and bills Years 

(ending 
June) 

rediscounting 
(millions of rupees) 

1964/oS to 
1969/70 94 

1970/71 to 
1975/76 2 204 

1976/77 to 
1981/82 20 390 

1982/83 and 
1983/84 ll___llZ 

Total 38 205 

Aggregate 
assistance 

by IDBI 
(millions of rupees) 

2 989 

11 503 

63 000 

_!L_'l0.3 

123 892 

Share of 
SSI in 
total 

assistance 
by IDBI 

(percentage) 

3.2 

19.2 

32.4 

33.4 

30.8 

Number of 
SSI units 
assisted 

1 012 

19 042 

225 492 

121 645 

367 191 

~: Annual Reports of the Industrial Development Banlt of India. 

~: SSI = small-scale industry. 

Averar'! 
refinance 
assistance 

per SSI unit 
(rupees) 

92 885 

115 744 

90 424 

127 559 

104 046 

N 
I> 

I 
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During that period, the 18 State Financial Corporations were the 
principal state-level financial institutions catering to the term 
loan requirements of small-scale enterprises. Of course, commercial 
banks have also supplied term loans on an increasing scale. Total 
outstandin~ term credit to small-scale industries from the coD1Der
cial banks stood at Rs 5,542 million at the end of June 1981. This 
compares with the gross outstanding bank credit to small-scale 
industry from 50 banks (which account for about 95 per cent of gross 
bank credit) of Rs 54,120 million at the end of March 1984 and Rs 
34,060 million at the end of June 1981. The assistance of State 
financial Corporations disbursed during the four financial years 
1980/81 to 1983/84 to small-scale industry was Rs 1,533.9 million, 
Rs 2,107.1 million, Rs 2,911 million and Rs 3,161.2 million respec
tively, their cumulative disbursements at the e:nd of March 1984 
having been Rs 16,096.5 million. These are impressive figures, but 
the share of small-scale industry in aggregate financial assistance 
disbursed by all financial institutions in the country amounted to 
only about 9.5 per cent, 10.2 per cent, 12.3 per cent and 11.0 per 
cent in the four years 1980/81 to 1983/84 respectively. The cumu
lative share of small-scale industry in total financial assistance 
disbursed by all financial institutions up to March 1984 was only 
10.71 per cent. 

(b) Inc:tonesh [15) 

Indonesia may bP accorded the distinction of having the largest 
number of credit schemes for small and medium businesses, most of 
these coming under the aegis of the Department of Industry's ~roject 
for the Guidance and Development of Small Industry. The Project 
takes an integrated approach to small business development; finan
cial and other aid is only one aspect of a programme package that 
includes creating a favourable environment for small industry, 
providing support services and upgrading equipment and skills. Thus 
in th._ financ:ial sphere, for example, a Bank Co-operation Group of 
Small-scale Industry and several state banks are charged with the 
task of identifying groups of small and medium businesses requiring 
financial assist3nce and facilitating the loan process for the 
groups identified. There is official support for the Bapak Angkat 
(foster-father) scheme. Also worthy of mention are efforts to col
lect together groups of small and medium businesses in clusters of 
small enterprises producing similar goods or in mini-industrial 
estates. 

Of the financial programmes themselves, the most significant 
by far are the Small Investment Credit Scheme and the Working 
Capital Credit Scheme. Soft credit generated by a World Bank loan 
progn1nvne is rhannelled through a national network of more than 
1,000 branches of five major banks. In 1982, the maximum Individual 
Joan amount in both schemes was 10 million rupiahs (Rp), with sup
plementary credit of Rp 15 million. Lending rates of 10.5 per cent 
(Small Investment Credit Scheme) and 12 per cent (Working Capital 
Credit SchemP) pPr annum, respectively, st11~ provided a gP.nerous 
dtffPrentlal for participating hanks, sine~ t.he rPdlsrount rate from 
Ran~ ln~onPR!a wa~ 1 to 4 per cPnt per annum for up to ~O per cent 
q f rt r••! i r • 
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It is difficult to assess the success of the tvo schemes from 
available information. The Annual Report of Bank Indonesia for 
1983/84 shovs the number of applicants for loans under the Schemes 
increasing almost exponentially from 387,000 in 1978 to 743,000 in 
1980, 1.47 million in 1982 and 1.85 million in 1984. This effec
tively portrays the increase in demand for credit by small business. 
Hovever, since the number of applications realized is not given, it 
is impossible to say vhether the number of loans actually approved 
increased as much. 

(c} Philippines [16] 

In the Philippines the major source of funds for small and 
medium business financing is the Industrial Guarantee Loan Fund. 
Set up in l95l through an agreement bet•een the Governments of the 
Philippines and the United States, the Fund vas reoriented tovards 
small industry finance in 1973, vith financial assistance from the 
International Ba"'lk for Reconstruction and Development and the United 
States Agency ... r International Development. In 1983, the Indus
trial Guarantee Loan Fund helped finance 57.5 per cent of total loan 
approvals to small and medium businesses. Of these, more than 60 
per cent vere disbursed through the folloving fo:ir financial aid 
programmes: Central 8.mk - Industrial Guarantee Loan Fund; the 
Development Bank of the Philippines' Small and Medium Industries 
Lent.iing Programme; the Industrial Guarantee Fund; and the Export 
Industry Modernizati~n Programme. 

Private sector programmes generally depend on deposits and 
Central Bank rediscounting as sources of funds. Programmes cited 
as popular vere the series of Venture Capital Corporations, Ventures 
in Industry and Business Enterprises Inc., Philippine Business for 
~ocial Progress and Phllguarantee. 

Defaults on repayments appear to have increased in recent 
years, an understandable development in the light of the country's 
economic situation. Thus, the Development Bank of the Philippines' 
Small and Medium Industries Lending Programme vas suspended in 1983 
because of high arre~rs, while similar problems forced Philguarantee 
t~ sell off holdings of ~orrover firms, and the number of projects 
assisted fell for almost all credit progr4mmes. The major exception 
was loans of the Industrial Guarantee Loan Fund, which actually 
doubled in total amount from 1983 to 1984. While repayment problems 
have develo 1 'd, the financial assistance schemes were on the vhole 
regarded as successful and able to meet the needs of smal 1 and 
medium businesses. 

(d) Liberia [16) 

The Small Enterprise f'lnance Organization vas SP.t up In 1980 
as a limited liability corporation by thP. LlbP.rlan Bank for 
DevP.1 opmPnt and InvP.stment, the J,I bP.rl an fl nancP. and Trust 
Corporation, PartnP.rshlp for Productivity and the NP.thP.rlands 
Finance Company for Developing CountriP-s. At a latPr stage, the 
Agricultural and Co-opP-ratfvP. Development Bank and the National 
Housing and Savings Rank derided to participate In thl' Small F.nter
prlsP Finance Organliatlon. Partnership for Productivity and the 
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National Investment co-ission provide technical assistance. All 
these institutions are represented on the Board of the Organization. 

The Small Enterprise Finance Organization provides short, 
11editm and long-term loans, and plans to go into the leasing of 
fixed and moveable assets, risk capital (equity), participation and 
the provision of guarantees. It has a head office in "onrovia and 
a branch office in the province of li11ba, and was fully operational 
by the end of 1982. As of 30 June 1983, 37 projects had been 
approved (10 long-term and 27 short-term) for 330,000 Liberian 
dollars. 

(e) Japan (17) 

Among <l;:':eloped countries, Japan provides an experience most 
relevant for developing countries. Its non-corporate sector saves 
about 21 per cent of its disposable income and 60 per cent of this 
is in the form of net financial assets, mostly deposits in banks. 
Institutions and policies have promoted this pattern by the follow
ing means: branches of banks (one office per population of 10,000), 
credit associations and co-operatives; a postal savings system; 
posi~ive though low real interest rate (3 per cent); incentives for 
savings; and security of the banking system through insurance and 
supervision. 

As may be seen from table 7, banks provided 52.6 per cent, co
operative institutions 36.4 per cent and special financial institu
tions 11 per cent of loans to small businesses in 1984. 

While the bulk of finance is provided by the coPUnercial banks, 
these tend to meet the requirements of small businesses at the upper 
limits or higher range. Also, the allocation of banks' funds to 
small businesses fluctuates from time to time depend Ing on the 
financial institutions. Therefore, financial institutions of small 
businesses play an important role and are siupplemented by special 
government financial institutions. 

Mutual loan and savings banks are corporations offering a com
bined savings and instalment loans scheme which particularly meets 
the needs of small businesses. They receive deposits, there is a 
restriction on the size of individual loans and on their territorial 
jurisdiction, and there is a statutory liquidity (and deposit) 
requtrf'ment. 

Credit associations are financial co-operatives that are non
profit and restricted to localities, loans being madf' to mf'mbf'rs 
although df'posits are received also from others. MPmbf'rs are 
proprietors of small enterprises, liquidity and df'posit requlrPmf'nts 
are imposed, and there are reillngs on lf'ndlng rates as Wf'll as on 
thf' amount of individual loans. 

Crf'dit co-operatives are ronflnf'd to mPmbns and therP are 
restrictions on employment of surplus funds as wPll as 1rnldanre 
provided on ratios of resourrPs an~ of loans to df'poslts and Pqulty. 
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The Central Banlt for c-ercial and Industrial Co-operatives 
(Shoko Chukin Bank), which facilitates financing of associations of 
small enterprises, is funded on a mutual aid system and its deposit 
and lt'an transactions are confined to mett'!>er organizations which 
subscribe to its capital. Government contributes 50 per cent of 
the capital. The Banlt is authorized to issue debentures which are 
the main source of its funds. 

The Small B~siness Finance Corporation is entirely government
owned and supplies long-tera funds for the promotion of small busi
nesses with a capital of not mere than 100 million yen or not more 
than 300 employees. 

The Rational Finance Corporation is similar to the Small 
Business Finance Corporation but extends long-term loans to busi
nesses of a smaller scale, that is, with a capital of not more than 
10 million yen or with not more than 100 regular employees. 

The credit guarantee system of the Credit Guarantee 
Associations and the credit insurance system of the Small Business 
Credit Insurance Corporation provide sm&ll business credit supple
mentatt~·-· The former, which consists of about 50 local Credit 
G~•-- .cee Associations, guarantees the obligations of small business 
obtaining credit from financial inst i tit ions. The latter provides 
insurance for the guarantees made by the former. Funds to 
Associations are provided by local governments. The Small Business 
Credit Insurance Ccrporetion, which is government-funded, also 
provides loans to Credit Guarantee Associations. 

5. Informal credll__mar~l't~ ([18), [19)} 

It has been noted earlier that fnfo!mal rather than formal 
capital markets ~rovide the bulk of small enterprise financing, 
especially in the lesser developed countries, in the smaller-sized 
C'ategorles of enterprise and in rural areas everywhere. The con
tinued importance of informal mrkets despite the growth of mone
t izat Ion and co11111erclalization in the subsistence sectors of d~vel
oplng countries Is the result of restrictive and repressive finan
cial policies, lack of Innovative measures and Instruments to lntl'
grate Informal and formal markets and often the lover transaction 
rosts of certain Informal market credit Intermediaries. 

The essential characteristic of Informal markl'ts Is that they 
arl' far more loosely monitored and regulated than formal finan<"e 
markf'tS. Informal financial Intermediaries lnrludf' frlf'nds, r,.la
t iVf'S, traditional mutual aid groups, mlddlf'mf'n, landlords and 
profPsslonal monl'y-1,.nders. 

India has a well-devf'lOpf'd systf'm of lntf'rm,.di11ri,.s, ll'n'1f'rr. 
11nd horrow,.rs In thl' Informal cr,.dit markf'ts. Th,.y lndud,. lndl~

l'noull l>ank,.rs who tak,. df'poslts and makP loans; ronvnPr<"ial flnan
rl,.rs who mainly lPnd; flnanrial brokPrs who lntPrmPdlatP for 
ronvnt'rrlal flnanciPrs; and C'OIMll'rrial papf'r dls<"nuntPrs. Informal 
markPts arP f'stlmatrd to r.ovl'r 10 to 30 p,.r rPnt of th,. <"apltal 
nf'Pds of small producrrs. IntPrf'st rarrs ar,. 2 to 4 pPr rpnt hl~hl'r 
than thl' bank lf'ndlng ratPs. VPry smal 1 l'ntl'rprlsf'll, hnw,.v,.r, may 
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pay even 10 per cent higher than normal bank rates. Thus avail
ability rather than cost of credit determines demand and supply of 
funds. The transaction costs and default rates of informal markets 
are, by and large, lover than for coamer~ial banll:s. There are legal 
restrictions on some segments of the informal market and the 
Government in India is gradually bringing them into licensing pro
cedures. 

ln Atrica informal markets consist mainly ot circles of friends 
and relatives and sometimes traders and middlemen. In many coun
tries rvtating savings and credit associations play a prominent role 
in the rural economy. Such an association forms a group in which 
participants make a regular periodic contribution, the proceeds 
being shared by each member in turn. Personal r.elationships are the 
dominant factor in the setting-up and functioning of those groups, 
often based on village or ethnic origins. Thus, there ts a great 
deal of trust between lenders and borrowers and social pressure to 
reduce or eliminate moral hazards {default, divers!on or misuse of 
funds etc.). Rotating savings and credit assoc tat ions display a 
high degree of flexibility a::td versatility. They fulfil the three 
functions of consumption, insurance and investment, the first two 
being more important. The associations exist in many African coun
tries ana are known by different names. In Cameroon they are known 
as tontines and engage in the following four activities: ourely 
tontine activity {pooling of savings); mutual aid activity (~ontri

but ions from every member); savings act ivlty {savings bank 
function); and credit activity {making loans). 

Informal credit markets are generally complementary to formal 
markets. Since they are able both to mobilize and allocate savings, 
they are characterized by a smaller scale of operations and they 
~nable direct contact between borrower and lender. Informal credit 
markets need to be closely integrated in the capital market 
str•1cture in order to serve th·e needs of the rural market and of 
smaller enterprises in an effective and efficient manner. 

It has been noted earlier that policies of financial repression 
have led - despite the growth of institutional finance - to the 
finanrlng of larger borrowers and to the limitation of deposit 
mobilization. Informal credit markets have met a large part of the 
rl'quirl'ml'nts of small enterprises in both urban and rural areas, 
because of their ability to assess risk and ensure repaym .. nt and 
th,.ir lover loan transaction costs. Nevertheless, there ts still a 
large unmet demand for credit by small borrowers. Besides improving 
the efficiency of institutional finance through higher deposit rates 
and subsidies tor small borrowers {targeted on the !"ural poor), 
refinancing of informal rredl t markets by formal flnandng inst hu
t ions would help to fill the unmet demand. Indigenous bankers have 
thus been refinanced in India and pawnbrokers in the Phi 1 lppiaes and 
Malaysia by the formal sector. Other examples are the provision of 
trade credit or using Input and output deal,.rs to ll'nd to small 
farmers and smal 1 enterprises in rural areas. This kln<i of 
lntef,rat Ion .. nables th,. use of lower transact ion roi;ts 31\d r!C>:H•r 
rl)ntartn of lnformitl rredlt marluts for orldr::!::;; :md d .... ., .. ,.tn.v. rhr 
flnanditl marlcf't. 
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6. ~ernal financ!n& 

s .. 11 and aediua enterprises do not generally receive external 
project finance. They are, however, soaetiaes assisted indirectly 
through loans extended by international financial agencies (such as 
the World Banlt, the Inter-American Development Banlt and the Asian 
Development Banlt) and bilateral agencies or progrannes (such as the 
United States Agency for International Development or the prograaaes 
of assistance of the Federal Republic of Germany or the United 
Kingdom) to national development lianks, earmarked for lending to 
small enterprises. Such loans help to bridge the foreign exchange 
gap at the national level, vhi ·.e .1t the same time enabling financial 
institutions to provide for t.1e iaport requirements of equipment and 
materials of small and aediua enterprises. They may also be 
required to focus on disadvantaged sectors, for example aicro
businesses or rural enterprises. External financing of this nature 
is accompanied by technical advice as well as policy advice on 
credit assessment, project appraisal, pre-loan screening, post-loan 
monitoring, interest rate structure and extension service organiza
tion and operation. While such loans supplement and complement 
formal financial mechanisms and enable their development to meet the 
need3 of small and medium enterprises, they are still dependent on 
the proper functioning of national financial structures and 
policies. When properly integrated with the domestic structure, 
such external financing can make and has made a valuable contribu
tion to modernization and upgrading of small enterprises and 
expanding their objectives. However, they might have contributed 
to increasing capital intensity, without Improving capital produc
tivity. 

One important aspect of external capital mobilization for small 
and medium enterprises relates to foreign remittances by emigrant 
workers of developing countries to their families and friends at 
home and savings brought back by them. Insufficient attention has 
been paid to utilizing such small savings to meet the needs of small 
enterprises. Such remittances have mostly been used for luxury 
consumption and land and farm purchases rather than as start-up 
capital or operational capital for enterprises. India has provided 
incentives for investment by non-resident nationals by offering 
attractive interest rates on deposit and tax exemptions and 
holidays. Turkey offers incentives for investment in small busi
nesses by nationals returning home. 

In general, the efficiency and effectiveness of national 
financial structures and policies influences the flow of external 
finance aa well as its efficient utilization. Prudent policies and 
mechanisms can, in turn, make it possible for external financing to 
generate and expand the flow of domestic financing resources into 
investment. However, external financing la of limited significance 
for the establishment and operation of small and medium enterprises. 

Financing of venture capital for sm<\11 industries has been 
attempted In some developing countries, In combination with pro
grammes for entrepreneurial development or Introduction of new 
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technology (for example, in electronics or computers). In the 
United States, institutional investors raise money for venture 
capital funds from individuals, co-or~ratives, insurance companies, 
pension funds, endowments etc., besides financing of new ventures 
by small business investment companies. In the Philippines, venture 
capital companies finance small enterprises before they can qualify 
for public underwriting. The enterprise financed has us•1ally 
potential for growth through rationalization and has a linkage 
(backward or forward) with other enterprises, including large-scale 
ones. Equity capital investillent is provided with the sharing of 
risks and provision of management and technical advisory services. 
In India, the technical entrepreneur is provided with a financial 
package of assistance, aftet ~raining and screening, but owned 
equity of at least 10 per cent is insisted upon. An entrepreneurial 
training and development programme precedes such assistance. In 
practice such schemes help in modernizing and upgrading existing 
small ventures having potential for diversification and expansion. 
It is not certain, however, that such special schemes provide the 
best means for transfer of technology. On the one band, linking up 
research and development to establishment of small and medium 
enterprises often requires outright grants to establish the 
viability of a new technology or process. On the other hand, inter
firm or inter-industry transfer of technology might take place 
through subcontracting and development of ancillary relationships. 

8. Financial innovations 

Innovations in credit or financial instruments are required in 
developing countries - taking into account relevant socio-cultural 
factors in each country - to reduce the cost of transactions as well 
as both borrowers' and lenders' risks. The risk-reducing effect of 
an innovation should be greater than its cost-increasing effect. 
The role of informal markets is important in identifying opportu
nities for financial transactions and introducing innovations. On 
the basis of the experiences of Japan, as well as India and other 
middle-income developing countries, certain successful innovations 
th11t have redur.ed 0•1erall transaction costs and risks involved in 
financing, may be cited: 

(a) The provision of guarantees reduces risk without Increas
ing transaction costs. Such guarantees range from personal ~uaran

tees by a person or firm in the trust of both borrower and lender, 
to mutual guarantees by mutual loans and savings banks, to co
operative credit arrangements among relatively homngeneous groups, 
to credit guarantee schemes supportl"rl by public or common funds 
created for this purpose; 

(b) An objrctlve substitute for personal guarantrrs lq 
provided by the Innovation of collateral or security, comprising 
real or fln11nclal assets. Such collateral enables short-term 
r.redlt to be renewed or rolled over, for example against the 
ser.urlty of raw materials or goods-In-process. The degree of the 
lender's and borrower's knowledge of each other and mutual trust 
redur.es risks and costs; 
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(c) A further innovation is that of loans based on the 
security of assets created out of thea. The loan size would be less 
than the market value of assets, to reduce the risk of capital loss. 
Such a security-cua-equity type of innovation includes medhm- and 
long-tena instalment loans for purchase of equipment, buildings and 
other fixed assets; 

(d) The provision of leasing finance to machinery manufac
turers or dealers will make possible the hiring of equipment (or 
purchase in instalments) rather than outright purchase by small 
enterprises, job workers, ancillary units or subcontractors. This 
will reduce the extent of medium or long-term borrowing requirements 
of small and medium enterprises; 

(e) Development or comDerclal '>anks may l~nd to informal 
market dealers or agents rather than directly to small enterprises, 
in order to enlarge the credit market and make use of the informal 
market mechanisms. Both administrative costs and risks may be lover 
under such arrangements. Links may similarly be developed with co
operative credit societies, banks or associations and with rural 
banks and money-lenders, by refinancing their loans to small and 
medium enterprises. 

As in the case of allocation of resources, savings could be 
mobilized through innovative institutivnal and policy measures, 
particularly in rural areas, which, in turn, improve the effective
ness and efficiency of informal credit channels. Some of the ways 
in which this can be done are mentioned below: 

(a) There could be an expansion of banking and availability 
of savings instruments, for example through savings and time 
deposits, in rural areas. Postal savings banks play a vital role 
in many countries; 

(b) Savings mobilization schemes combined with the provision 
of group credit based on group guarantees and with extension 
services in technologies, supplies of inputs and market Ing vi 11 
benefit the poor in rural areas, both in agricultural and non-farm 
occupations; 

( c) Mobile banks, door-to-door collect ion of savings, pigmy 
deposits and confin!;' a savings-cum-lending institution to a local 
area are other methods of investmen~ for tapping rural savings; 

(d) Compulsory provident-and-pension schemes and Insurance 
policies (including group insurance) have stimulated rural savings. 

1. Economic growth in developing countries has been financed 
during the last three dt!cades largely through domestic savings, 
which have accounted for 80 to 90 per cent of gross Investment. 
Savings in the household sector have accounted for 50 to 60 per cent 
of domestic savings. 
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2. Financial intermediation through institutionalization of 
credit and the expansion of money and capital markets, has benefited 
the larger enterprises in urban areas and in the middle- and high
income developing countries. 

3. The bulk of the capital and credit requirements of small 
enterprises has been met by own savings, loans from friends and 
relatives, trade credits and transacttons in the informal markets. 
lnstitutional credit has mainly benefited small and medium enter
prises in the upper ranges in urban areas. 

4. Financial repression, through holding down the interest 
rates, the allocation, planning and rationing of credit, seg
mentation of credit markets, special credit scheme$ etc. has tended 
to reduce the volume of savings and of loans {or at least has not 
increased them to the extent possible), since it is not profitable 
for financial institutions to lend at the controlled rates (to small 
and medium enterprises) and the rate of intertst for savings is not 
sufficiently attractive to savers. 

5. Financial innovations are required both to mobilize savings 
and allocate them for small enterprises and rural areas. Inno
vations which reduce lenders' risks and the transaction costs of 
loans include personal guarantees, collective guarantees, credit 
guarantee funds, security-collateral linked to asset creation, and 
integration of formal and informal markets. Loans to collective 
entities and groups, the successive disbursement of a loan by 
instalments and reimbursement through domiciliation of sales revenue 
have been tried successfully. The granting of loans should be based 
on the viability and profitability of the project rather than on 
collateral. Reliance on expansion of insuunce mechanisms - for 
both deposits and loa:is - reinforce financial soundness. Besides 
insurance mechanisms, innovations which increase mobilization of 
savings include expansion of branch banking, increased availability 
of simple savings instruments (such as savings and time deposits), 
collection of pigmy deposits, co-operative and collective savings 
and loan associations etc. 

6. The utili:i:ation of informal markets, which increase the 
market for savings and loans and provide needed funds to small-scale 
and rural sectors not available from institutional channels, can be 
improved by forging links with the formal sector. Such links can 
be provided by the following means: refinancing of the informal 
sector by the formal sector; providing competition by sett Ing up 
facilities and improving efficiency in the formal sector; improving 
the performance of informal financial institutions thro·;&h govern
ment reg•Jlations; and encouraging the transformation of informal 
into formal financial institutions. An integrated financial struc
ture should provide a continuum from purely formal to purely 
informal institutions and markets, rather than a dualistic syfltem, 
dichotomizing between formal and informal. 

7. The provision of credit combined with extension Sl'rvlrl's, 
rather ~han subsidization of interest rates, has bf'l'n found morl' 
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effective in developing smallt:r-size enterprises, particularly in 
rural areas. 

8. In rural areas, the elements of savings mobilization, 
investment and extension services may be col". ,ed · by assisting 
homogeneous groups on a collective basis, wi the need for 
provision of collateral for loans. In some case_. .1vings generated 
in a locality or region may be used within that locality or region, 
by linking formal and informal markets, and combining credit w~th 
technical assistance. 

9. In regard to interest rate policy, while interest rates 
considerably lower than market equilibrium rates lead to reduced 
savings as well as reduced loans, a freely determined market rate 
may itself be too high, tending to drive away low-risk borrowers and 
defeating the purpose of efficient allccation of resources between 
large and small industries. A pragmatic policy would be for 
interest rates to reflect the estimated costs of lending to low
risk small firms, screening and monitoring lending costs as well as 
costs of extension services being borne by the financing programme 
(public authorities) during an initial period and until the learning 
process ls effective in the financial institution. Losses may also 
be covered by credit guarantee and insurance schemes. 

10. Advisory and extension services are a necessary complement 
to a financing programme, especially for the smaller-size enter
prises and for rural areas. The cost of providing such services r:1ay 
in the long run be outweighed by improved marginal efficien~f of 
capital loaned and reduced marginal cost of capital to the borrower. 

E. Domestic and international contribution of subcontracting 
to integrated development 

In the process of industrialization, linkages between enter
prises grow with the development of the infrastructure and of 
specialization in the functions of the production system. Such 
linkages contribute not only to coherent and integrated developmer.t 
but also to the economical and f'ffective allocation and usP. of 
res~urces. 

Linkages or interrelationships between or among enterprises may 
be broadly of three types. First, enterprises of a similar nature 
may co-operate with each other in the form of a guild or association 
to deal with common problems of technology or supplies or marketing. 
Secondly, two or more enterprises may collude in product ion or 
market sharing with a view to obtaining oligopolistic profits. 
Thirdly, there is a relationship in the same production chain 
between one enterprise and another or others, in which some parts, 
components and sub-assemblies are manufactured and supplied by some 
to be incorporated or assembled into the end-product by another or 
others. This last kind of relationship between an enterprise and 
its supplier or buyer is the one referred to as between a con
tractor and a sub-contractor, or between a primary enterprise and 
an ancillary enterprise, or between an assembler and a feeder 
enterprise. 
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1. Definitions and scope 

The most comprehensive definition of subcontracting is pruvided 
by UNIDO as follows: "a subcontracting relationship exists wher. a 
company (called a contractor) places an order with another company 
(called the subcontractor) for the production of parts, components, 
sub-assemblies or assemblies to be incorporated into a product to 
be sold by the contractor. Such orders may include the processing, 
transformation or finishing of materials or parts by the sub
contractor at the request of the contractor" (20). 

It should be noted that the definftion could be interpreted to 
include the possibility of subcontracting the manufacture of 
finished products to be marketed as such by the principal without 
any need for prior assembly. Or. the other hand there ls no sub
contracting when the large company purchases shelf items or coanonly 
available services, such as transportation, electricity, telephone, 
auditing, research, design and maintenance. 

International subcontracting is distinguished from domestic 
subcontracting when the principal and the subcor.;i~ctor are located 
in two different countries. However, sometimes "the foreign origin 
of the principal, which may be a subsidiary of a multinational 
corporation or a firm under foreign control" (21) even when located 
in the same country as that of the subcontractor, is regarded as 
sufficient to be defined as international subcontracting, partic
ularly if experts or foreign exchange earnings are generated for the 
country of the subcontractor. 

A distinguishing feature of the subcontracting relationship is 
that it is between firms of different sizes and often of unequal 
bar~aining power. Subcontracting refer& to a specific aspect of the 
organization of industrial production where large and small firms 
co-exist (with a high degree of specialization) with informal co
operation in production and sometimes in investment decisions 1s 
well (23). The parent firm can exercise considerable control over 
its subcontractors through technical, financial, input and market 
linkages. 

Several forms or types of subcontracting arl'! distinguished in 
the literature on the subject. UNIDO provides th~ following clas
sification: 

(s) Full-capacity subcontracting or peak-load subcontracting, 
where due to insufficient capacity in the principal 's firm a per
centage of total output is regularly subcontracted; 

(b) Specialized subcontracting, where subcontractors manu
facture and supply parts or components on a more or less permanent 
basis, including the use of specialized machinery or equipment or 
techniques; 

(c) Marginal subcontracting, where infrequent or small orders 
are passed on to subcontractors; 
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(d) Cost-saving subconcracti~, where costs of production of 
subcontracted items are much lover in subcontractor firms because 
of lover overheads, lover taxes and lover expenses in wag:?~ and 
other payments to labour. 

A distinction may be made between industrial subcontracting and 
coD111ercial subcontracting, the former involving manufacturing, or 
processing or assembling by both parties, the latter involving only 
marketing and distribution by the contractor or principal. Most 
international subcontracting is stated to be in the ~ature of com
mercial subcontracting. 

A further distinction is between purchasing-, supply- and 
task-oriented subcontracting [22]. Purchasing-oriented subcon
tracting is similar to specialized subcontracting, where specialized 
parts and components are purchased from subcontractors. Supply
oriented subcontracting refers to parts and components which can be 
used in various end products in the automotive, electrical and 
electronics industry, and are supplied to several clients. Some 
analysts [23] regard these as traditionally bought-out components 
and not proper subcontractir1g. Task-oriented subcontracting means 
that the subcuntracted and the purchasing company jointly develop 
and produce, on the basis c.f research and development, new parts, 
components and end products. 

Nagaraj [23] distinguishes among four types ot subcontr.1tcting. 
Component subcontracting is similar to specialized subcontracting, 
the parent firm conl".entr~t!n~ on a limited range of techr.::logy
intensive segments of the final product and on assembling, mar}.eting 
after-sales service and research and development. Such r::.ii.i)Onent 
subcontracting takes plac~ in the metalworking and mach•.nery indus
tries. Another type of subcontracting is where an ~ntire process 
or activity could be subcontracted. This is known as activity sub
contracting, illustrated by the cotton-textile industry where large 
firms produce yarns, have it woven in separate power-loom units and 
have the cloth printed in other specialized firms. A third type is 
that of asLembly subcontracting, where the subcontracted small and 
household enterprises assemble the final products in a highly labc.ur 
and skill-intensive manner. Th!:a is typified by the electronics 
industry where product ion of components like the: chlp, capacitor, 
transistor, picture tube etc. includes high-technology capital
intensive processing carried out by large specialized enterprises, 
while assembling of the final product is done by small enterprises. 
Nagaraj 's fourth type is called product subcontracting, where the 
complete product is made by the subcontractor, the parent firm per
forming only the marketing function. This is akin to commercial 
subcontracting and prevalent In apparel and clothing, footwear and 
leathrr goods, small motors, transformers, electrical appliances 
etc. 

In regard to International subcontracting, four types are 
again distinguished [21]. Across-border subcontra ·ting is between 
two firms located In different countries. It Is "convnercial" when 
the finished product is made by the subcontractor and exported to 
the contractor. It is "Industrial" when parts and compontnts are 
exported by the subcontractor and a.":1embled and finished by the 
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principal. Within-border industrial subcontracting takes place 
between a subsidiary of a transnational corporation and a local firm 
located in the same city. When the subcontr~ctor makes the finished 
product, it is within-border conunercial subcontracting. Subcon
tracting may also take place between a parent company and a sub
sidiary located in different countries or between two subsidiaries 
of different transnationals locat~~ in the same country. Relations 
between a transnational corporstion and its subsidiary may often be 
in the nature of off-shore manufacturing and may not strictly be 
called international subcont1acting. Benefits to a developing 
country are stated to arise substantially only when the relationship 
is between a transnational corporation and a locally-owned 
enterprise ([24], [25]). 

2. Factors influencing growth of subcontracting: 
benefits and costs 

A number of combinations and variants of the forms of sub
contracting outlined above takes place in different industries, in 
different countries and at different stages of development. Growth 
and development leads to a whole spectrum of inter-firm relation
ships, in which subcontracting is only one form of linkage. The 
fundamental basis of subcontracting in manufacturing is, on the one 
hand, the principle of division of labour and specialization and, 
on the other, the pr~valence of lower labour and overhead costs in 
small-scale enterprises. "Make or ~ uy"' decisions of the principals 
are based on the relative costs of production within the factory or 
outside. Such decisions depend on th~ availability and reliability 
of small-scale suppliers, their technical competence, ~ritical 

quality considerations etc. Thus the stage and status of indus
trialization, tt.e organization of the industrial sector and the 
institutional framework greatly influence the "make or buy" choice 
of the principal manufacturer. The W'!ll-developed and integrated 
institutional structure and system in industrialized market-oriented 
and mixed economies makes it "asy for subcontracting and other 
linkages to exist and flourish. However in today's developed coun
tries, especially the United States and Japan, government policy has 
played an important part in stimulating and strengthening inter
! inkages. Anti-monopoly and anti-cartelization policies, as well 
as encouragement to small business through mandatory government and 
defenre purrhase requirements [26) in the United States - apart from 
the operation of competition and the market mechanism leading to 
size characteristics of m~nufacturing enterprises adapted to product 
and demand characteristics - stimulated the development of the sub
contrarting relationship. 

In Jap~n both government policy and industrial organization 
have favoured the coexistence and co-operation of giant enterprises 
with thousands of small-scale enterprises to derive the maximum of 
comparative cost advantages. In India a conscious government policy 
In the post-lnrlependence period has provided a framework of lnstitu
t lonal as well as lncentlvt mear.ures for the stimulation of sub
ront rart Ing. 

As Is wPll known, the division of labour is limited by thl' 
extent of the market. Beyond a certain srale of production, average 
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costs are reduced through the operation of specialized firms. 
Furthermore, the development of batch production enables growth of 
specialization. Another factc.:- is localization or spatial con
centration of factories, making subcontracting economical through 
reduced capital investment and reduced transport costs. It is 
noteworthy for instance that "in any industry average size of fac
tories in backward regions tends to be larger than that in advanced 
regions. And in any region older plants tend to be of much larger 
size than the newer ones" (23). Thus the economy as a whole can 
benefit from a network of subcontracting relationships through 
stimulation of investment, diffusion of technology and skills, 
economical use of capital and labour and balanced growth of small 
and large enterprises. 

As for small-scale enterprises, they receive from the large 
contracting firms (and sometimes from public institutions set up by 
government or by government and industry together) information, 
technical assistance and technology transfer to plan investment and 
production, associated with a flow of busir.ess and an assured 
market, and financial, management and exten3fon service assistance. 

While t:1ere are benefits to small enterprises, large enter
prises and the economy, there may also be costs involved. Reduction 
of competition is inherent in a linkage relationship, unless and 
until the existence of a large number of suppliers and buyers (sub
contractors and contractors) ensures market competition in the 
classical or neo-classical sense. Such a state exists in developed 
market economies. Moreover, large-scale enterpdses in developing 
countries run the risk or incur the costs of the learning experience 
of small enterprises until effective communications and transfer of 
technology take place and the quality of subcontracted output is 
ensured at economical cost. 

Usually, however, it is the small-scale supplier, being unequal 
in economic power with the large contractor, who runs the risk of 
being squeezed or exploited. The parent firm can pass on the burden 
of market fluctuations to the subcontractor, by delaying pa:rment or 
refusing delivery or postponing inspection. Onerous terms and 
prices could be imposed on the subcontractor, while on the one hand 
government measures of protection are designed to prevent such 
abuses, and on the other, even in a recession large enterprises may 
often find it more cost-saving to retain subcontracting act ivl ty 
rather than incur higher cost through maintaining employment of 
higher -pRid labour in their own factories. The latter situation ls 
particularly relevant in labour-surplus economies or those having 
labour market rigidities. 

3. Ibe experience of~ ([26), [27)) 

Subcontracting has played and continues to play a crucial role 
in the Japanese economy. The Japanese features of lifetime employ
ment and the seniority system have Introduced rigidities In the 
labour market. Large firms overcome this inilexibility through the 
system of subcontracting. They provide financial assistance and 
raw materials to small firms In return for an assured supply of 
manufactured parts, components and proJucts. The availability of 
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sufficient low cost and skilled labour provides the basis for 
capital substitution and farming-out of production. 

In Japan two thirds of all small and medium enterprises engaged 
in manufacturing are shitauke lti&Yo or subcontracting companies. 
The total number of these companies is estimated at 46,500. Eighty 
per cent of then are in the textile and clothing and machinery 
manufacturing industries. Dependence between parent firms and 
subco~tractors is mutual. Technology is transferred from parent 
firm to subcontractor through delivery of materials and machinery 
and through provision of training. Former skilled employees of the 
parent firm nay also be set up as subcontractors. The parent firm 
is highly dependant on the technological level of subcontractors 
for the quality, function and productive efficiency of its own 
products. Ito (27) has described the development of the system as 
follows: 

"From the mid-l950's through the high economic growth 
period, subcontracting production systems developed. Fierce 
competition between large parent firms has worked to ensure a 
constant raise of standards in technology, as well as produc
tion and quality control of the subcontracting firms, and has 
also provided then with instruction and material aid neces
sary. This is the general trend which distinguishes the 
Japanese subcontracting system from those of other countries. 
Here are the major technological transfers made from large 
parent firms to subcontractors in Japan: (1) Reforms on 
facilities and machinery; instructions on production and 
quality controls. (2) Aid for facility funds; transferring of 
technology through leasing of facilities and machinery. 
(3) Transferring of technology through receivir.g trainees and 
sending out technological instructors." 

Ito furthermore describes the characteristics of the sub
contracting system in the machinery industry: 

"l. Subcontracting firms are divided into parts makers, 
parts assemblers, special processors etc., and the degrees and 
types of specialization surpassed other developed countries. 

"2. The subcontracting firms are classified into dif
ferent levels, i.e. first, second, third, fourth etc. 

"3. Subcontracting sy:ltem, far from being static, 
dynamically transforms itself acco.ding to the strategies of 
the parent firm switching from outer order to in-plant produc
tion and vice versa, as well as changing firms for orders. 

"4. At first the parent firms used subcontracting firms 
in order to save on initi&l capital, take advantage of the low 
wage rate and as a shock abaorber of Industrial fluctuations. 
But these factors have ceased to be the ma In motives and now 
they have shifted to the utilization of subcontrartors' spe
cialized techniques and equipment and to r.ompensatf' for thf' 
limited production capacity of thf' parent firm." 
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While the Japanese system is uniqu in i tsd f, there is no 
doubt that even here the vulnerability o .· subcontractors is greater 
than that of parent firms. for example, to make up for the sharp 
appreciation of the yen, reduction in production costs of about 20 
per cent is requir~d from the subcontractors. To prevent malprac
tices by contractors, the Japanese Ministry of InternatiGnal Trade 
and Industry and the Fair Trade Comiission issued on 19 November 
1985 an unprecedented notice to contractors "vaming them not to 
delay payments to subcontractors or force them to make ;.mreasonable 
price cuts or return parts already made to order and del {vered". 
Apart from such regulatir.1 of transaction terms to prevent exploi
tation, the Government sets a target for the share of public 
procurement from small companies and prever.ts the entry of big 
business fnto ::any small business fields. The ready pro11'ision of 
lov-cost finance to small business is the big,l!est incer.ti•·e. In 
1982, Y 1,000 billion or 56.4 per cent of all loans outstan~i~g fro~ 
government financial institutions vere provided to small companies. 

The ~hitauke companies are assisted by Government-funded 
enterprise promotion associations operating in each prefecture of 
the country. There are 16 offices in Tokyo of the Pletropol i tan 
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Promotion Public Corporation. A 
staff of 30 acts as matchmaker for about 15,300 subcontracting com
panies. They introduce the big companies and the shitauke sub
ccntractors, ensuring the flov of orders in an appropriate man.~er. 
A nPvspaper advert is es subcontractors' special! zat ions, advises on 
tax and legal matters and analyses business trends. 

Continuous cost reduction is attempted by subcontractors 
through both technological and managerial efforts. With regard to 
technology, numerical control machines and computer applications are 
on the increase. With regard to management, total quality control 
and just-in-time system of inventory control (Kanban system) are 
inrreasingly employed. 

Even though the mortality of Japanese small business (20,000 
per year) is double the rate of the United States, small sub
contracting companies maintain dynamism and vitality through 
cont lnuous adapt at Ion and change. A survey by the Shokochukin Bank 
(CPntral Co-operative Bank for Commerce and Industry) indicates that 
25 per cent of ~hltl!l,l~e do not wish to increase dependence on one 
large rontractor, but to develop as independl'nt spPcializl'd manu
fanur,.rs, and that 49 per cent of f1 rm.; have introduct'd ml'cha
tronlcs marhlnPry, 36 pt'r cent numPrically-rontrolled machinery an~ 
15 pPr C'Pnt Industrial robots. With thl'SI' dynamic dt'velopml'nt-', 
the subrontractlng systl'm is expected to expand rather than 
rontr11C'r In Ja~an. 

4. The Indian Experience ((23), (23), (29)) 

Since the mid-l960s thl're has been C'onsiderable growth of 
small srale en~erprises, partirularly anrlllary enterprises, in 
India. r:ov .. rnmenr po!IC'fes - horh positive and protenlve - have 
rnnsrlou<:Jy i;rnmoteri hoth tht" t"Xpanslon of small entt"rprlst"s and tht" 
rj,.-, .. 1, rmrnt r,f subrontrannr relationships, kno11n 11s anrlll11rlzatlon 
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in India. Apart from the network of institutions for technical and 
extension service assistanc~. a fiscal policy providing differential 
excise duty and exempt ions for small enterprises and a financial 
policy of loans at lower rates of interest may have especially 
promoted subco:itractin,. Tax differentials and lo.,er labour and 
overhead costs make the products of sm.all enterprises cheaper for 
large industries to buy, rather than to manufacture them in large 
factories. Availability of credit to small enterprises -kes it 
possible for ancillary units to extend credit to parent firas 
through delayed payments by the latter. A further incent Ive to 
growth of small subcontractors has been the policy of reserving a 
large nUlllber of items (over 800) for production by Sllall enter
prises, thus making product subcontracting feasible and profitable. 

Direct attention in the form o! institutional finance, supply 
Of ~achlnery on hire purchase and supply of raw materials, as well 
as indirect assistance through factory sheds in industrial estates, 
provision of extension and common service facilities, testing 
facilities and market information are especially available to 
ancillary enterprises, in whose case the ellglbll l ty cri terla has 
been extended to include enterprises wl th a fixed capital invest
ment of Rs 4.5 million (as against Rs 3.S million for other small 
enterprises). l'loreover, public sector enterprises receive guide
lines and Instructions to identify parts and components and suitable 
subcontractors and to farm out supply orders to them. Private 
large-scale enterprises have also been active In promoting sub
contracting through their associations as well as through sub
contracting exchanges set up by governments as part of I ts indus
trial extension service. 

While the role of government policies and measures in India has 
been to stimulate and promote the growth of small and medium enter
prises, Including ancl llary industries, it seems that vlth the 
establishment of a viable and growing small-scale industry sector 
by the mid-l960s the subcontracting relationship has expanded 
considerably In the last 15 years through natural and spontaneous 
growth. Analysis of comparative performance of the small-scale 
sel".tor and the corporate sector indicates that "the pro ft tabi H ty 
as veil as capital efficiency in the small-scale sector as a whole 
is much higher thar.. that of the corporate sector", due to "lover 
wages and greater exploitability of labour on the one hand and 
fisl".al concessions on the other" ((29), p. 1746). A growing sub
contracting relationship between large and small engineering firms 
ls indicated by the fact that "a very large proportion, over four
fifths, of output of the metal-based industries ts used a!I Inputs 
for industrial production" ((29), p. 1794). "A majority of enter
prises (of the small-scale senor) directly supply their outpuc -
whiC"h invariably are interml'diatl' produl".ts - to units in private, 
publl<- and small-srale sectors" ([29), p. 1796). Lover labour and 
ovl'rhl'ad 1".0Sts in small firms and rtoducing employmf'nt of workf'rs in 
large firms Sf'f'm to have f'nC"ouraged growth of subrontracting. 

Only sratteret! dat11 are avai !able on the extent ot suticon
trart Ing In India. Thi' numbn ot small entl'rprlsf's In India grew 
from li0,000 In 19SO to ovn I million In 198). The valuf' of 
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production increased five times. employment tvlce and the value of 
exports six times In the small-scale sector over a 10-year period 
ending in 1983. Purchases from ancillaries by public sector enter
prises increased l 1/2 t Imes over a five-year period from 1975 to 
1980. Potential for anctllarization is estimated to range from 60 
to 90 per cent in the transportation industries, 50 to 75 per cent 
ln the communications industries and 20 to 40 per cent in industrial 
.. chinery and machine tools. 

India provides an example of the advantages of subcontracting 
in a labour surplus and capital-scarce dual econoay. Lllrge and 
sm&ll f!nas face different market conditions. Large finas have 
greater accessibility to finance and tend to be capital and tech
nology intensive. vit~ high labour productivity. The smaller fina 
has access to cheaper labour and has the advantage of lover vage 
rates and lover labour costs. Subcontracting enables small !inas 
to grov and acquire technical and managerial skills. Some S11&ll 
firms expand into aedium finas often with lndepenrlent products made 
for the market. 

With the continuous expansion - both in number and in size -
of the Indian small-scale industry sector, vhlch h encourag .. d by 
the Go·.rernment through periodical upvard revision of t1~~ definitions 
of small-scale enterprises and ancillary small-scale enterprises, 
there ls increasing scope for subcontracting in technology-intensive 
and skill-intensive industries, such as electronics and computers. 
The present system which leaves market and product development to 
large parent companies. and specifies rigid purchasing obligations 
on them, may not be adequate to develop ancillarization. Small
scale enterprises will need to adjust to rapid technological 
innovations and keep abreast of market and product development. 

5. ln._~'~J_Qil_~~~Uin& 
( (20). (22), (24). (25). (30). (31)) 

The pure form of international subcontracting involves a 
contractual relationship betveen an independent supplier in one 
country and a buyer abroad. It enables enterprises In developing 
countries to develop and grov through technology transfer from the 
parent buying company and to export their products abroad. "uch of 
it takes place on considerations of comparative co~ts by the buyer 
In the developed country and can be influenced only very little by 
the government of a developing country, except by 11alntalnlng a 
favourable envl ronment vi thin the country for such subcontract Ing 
to take place. 

There Is a wide spectrum of linkages between foreign and 
domestic enterprises, ranging In the developing country from a 
forelgn-ovned (or transnational) enterprise or its subs.diary 
(including loratlon In an Industrial frre zone) to a publicly or 
privately ovned national rntrrprlse (lnrludlng small-scale or 
medlum-slzrd rnterprlsrs). Not all of the linkages, however, 
qualify as lntrrnatlonal subcontracting. 
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One of the fastest-growing elements in the growth of exports 
of manufactures fr<>11 developing countries particularly fr<>11 
selected developing countries with a high share in manufacturing -
during the last two decades has been in the fora of off-shore 
assembly of c<>11ponents exported to developing countries by developed 
countries under provisions of special tariff schedules in the latter 
exempting frOll tax the value of c<>11ponents exported by the developed 
country. Such activities are concentrated in Latin American coun
tries adjoining the United States of America, In llorth Africa and 
~editerranean countries nelghb~uring on the European Econ<>11ic 
Coanunity, and East Asian countries or territories neighbouring on 
Japan, although China (Taiwan Province), Hong Kong, the Republic of 
Korea and Singapore export even to United States markets. Some data 
on such exports to the United States are given below in table 8. 

Table 8. Exports to :he United States under United States 
Tariff Items 806.30 and 807.00 as a percentage 

of total manufactured exports 

- --·------------- - - -- -----------------

Exporting country 
or territory 1970 1975 1980 

-- ----~ ------ -----------

Barbados 42.5 40.4 62.0 
Brazil l.2 3.7 (1976) 1. 7 
Colo111bia 0.5 6.8 2.6 
Dominican Republic 2.6 16.8 152.0 
El Salvador 0.6 32.9 (1976) 35.0 
Haiti 63.3 177 .8 181.0 (1978) 
Hong Kong 6.4 2.8 (1976) 3.1 
Indonesia 4.3 (1976) 10.0 
l'lalaysia 0.6 25.5 34.0 
l'lrxico 60.5 115.6 139.0 
Philippines 9.0 17.7 35.0 
Republi<' of Korea 4.4 3.1 2.2 
Stngaporr 7.6 10.2 (1976) 8.8 
That land 2.4 (1976) 5.3 

Sour1·e: Grunwald and Flamm (25). 

Notr: Unltrd Statrs Imports from l'lexl<'o and Hatti undrr Tariff 
rt rmo; ROI>. 30 and 807 .00 l'Xceed thl' total manuhc turlng exports of 
thosr countrlrs brrausr l'lrxl<'o dors not rount exports under those 
ltrms In thrlr tradr statlstlrs and Haiti C'uunrs only the value 
adrtrd. 

Thr total valur of thrsr Unltrd Statrs Imports amounted to 
$'>'•!.~ ··:!lion In 1970 and $2,245.9 million In 1975, including 
lmp•Ht tax valurs of, rrsprrtlvrly, $245.9 million and Sl,202.9 
~II lion [21). Thr prlnrlpal lrrms rovrrrd arr shown In tahlr 9. 
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Table 9. share of major products in 
total value of imports, 1975 

I tea 

Seai-conductora 
Television aets 
Electronic machinery c011ponents 
Textiles 
Office machines 
Toy.. and dolls 

Percentage 

23.6 
19.l 
10.2 
8.6 
8.3 
5.9 

~: Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development [21). 

In the case of Morocco international subcontracting takes place 
aostly with French principals. While operations are by subsidiaries 
of transnational corporations in the tyre and chemical industries 
(and not through subcontracting), private small and medium enter
prises are subcontractors in engineering, electrical and electronics 
industries; textile and leather industries, and agro-food indus
tries. In Tunisia promotion has taken place through the public 
industrial sector, the development bank and the establishment of a 
subcontracting exchange (Bourse tunislenne de sous-traitance). 
Relationships have been established vi th France, Germany, Federal 
Republic of, Italy and the Benelux countries. The majority of 
contracts are for ready-made clothing, but they also cover metal, 
mechanical and electrical equipment industries. 

Transnational corporations dominate in the automobile industry. 
They aet up subsidiary factories, or have col hborat i ve arrange
ments, or penetrate Into component manufa~turing in developing 
countries. Purchase of parts and components ia mostly a co111111erclal 
transaction and sometimes in the nature of co11111ercial subcontract
ing. Transnational corporations located in developing countries 
have developed backward linkages vi th both large-scale and small
scale enterprises. 

Foreign assembly activities have concentrued on two sectors: 
garments and electronics. In both cases val ue-to-welght rat los are 
high and thus transport costs low. Both types of manufacture 
involve segmented and separable operations In time and spar.e. 
However, the life cycle is short, fashions and techn~logles 

frequently change. While In the garment sector International sub
contracting has taken place between Independent firms, optratlons 
!n electronics have been carried out mostly '-Y subsidiaries of 
transnational corporations. In the case of electronics, "the 
originally expecut1 technological splll-ovn effects, through the 
pro111oted off-shore manufacturing of International companies, have 
by and large re111alned limited, and have had little efff'rt on the 
development of a do111estlc eler.tronlcs l~dustry .•. large Industries 
rather than small-scale have profited by ter.hnology transff'r through 
joint ventures" ((22), p. 9). 
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Foreign assembling - whether it tnvol ves international sub
contract in& or not - seems to have attained a stability not affected 
by recessions. Indeed, "during a business downturn producers seea 
to reduce their high-cost operations in the United States in favour 
of production abroad, and the trend is not reversed during the sub
sequent economic recovery" ((25), p. 223). Furthermore, value 
added in assembly has been continually increasing. 

Foreign assembling (including international subcontracting) ts 
a critical source of employment, incomes, and foreign exchange 
earnings in small countries of the Caribbean basin, such as Barbados 
and Haiti, and for Singapore and the territory of Hong Kong. ThPy 
are also important for China (Taiwan Province), "exico and the 
Republic of Korea. 

Foreign assembly production by subsidiaries (not i11volving 
nat tonally-owned enterprises through subcontracting) lacks linkage 
effects and is not integrated into the production activities of the 
host country. Tax and tariff incentives, such as those provided in 
industrial free zones, prohibit shipments to local markets and thus 
prevent inputs to national production. However, in countries of 
Eastern Asia there has been progressive subst 1 tut ton of nat tonally 
produced inputs for imported materials, especiallr in textiles and 
garments. 

Inducements for lnternat tonal subcontracting are reduct Ion of 
costs and increased flexibility by the principal contractors. 
However the basic engine has not been developing country policies 
bu• rather the advantages of redeployment of production stages which 
are no longer competitive in developed countries. 

Economic linkages of assembly production can be greatly 
increased through greater Integration Into national economies by 
deliberate government development policies and actions. 
"Subcontracting rather than Intra-United-States firm activities that 
now predominate abroad facilitates the transfer of teC'hnology and 
provides the opportunity for national firms to Improve their 
expertise through practical experience" ([25), p. 250). 

Since small-scale enterprises suffer from severe financial, 
technical and Information constraints arising from their size, 
production structure and management, public measures C'Ould stimulate 
linkages through various means, such as the following: flsral ron
cesslons, Incentives and asslstan<'e to small-s<"ale Industry; setting 
up Industrial estates - functional (as in elertronics) or anrillary 
(linked, for example, to a largl! entl!rprlse); systf'ms for putting 
small subcontractors in tourh with buyers (for exampll' through 
subcontracting exchanges); and srhemes relating to training, 
transfer of technology and produrt ion reservat Ion. In regard to 
International subcontra<"tlng, stability, infrastru<'ture and appro
prlatl! location of small-s<"ale rnterprlses ls part lrularly Impor
tant, as wtl l as provision of information to buyers and subC'ont rar
tors, provision of mattrials, quallty-rontrol prartlrrs, market 
restarch and stability of rontrartual trrms. The Trade r1rvelopmrnt 
Authority in India acts as a mlddltman brtwnn buyf'rs abrn.ld and 
small-sralr entl!rprlsl!s in the rountry. 
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6. Conclusions and issues for.consideration 

1. Subcontracting involves linkages betveen lead and linked 
enterprises large-scale and saal I-scale enterprises - vhereby 
long-tera contracts are entered into, product inforaation is 
exchanged, prices are negotiated, technologies shared or diffused, 
and other fonu of assistance -de possible. The development of 
such linkages in developing countries makes possible integration of 
production and a sl'lf-reliant Industrial structure. On the other 
hand, industrial grovth - particularly that of aetal and engineering 
Industries - itself leads to development of such linkages. Sub
contracting relationships benefit the economy through reduct ion in 
costs of production and improved allocation of capital, labour and 
other resources, thereby iaproving economic perfonaance. 

2. Industries characterized by specialized and separable 
operations over space and time, such as textiles and garaents, 
metals, engineering and electronics, are 3Uitable for subcontracting 
relationships rather than chemical and ~etallurgical processing 
industries. As differentiation and hlera:-chlzatlon of Industrial 
structure develop, opportunities Increase. While most opportunities 
exist in aiddle-income and high-Income developing countries, initial 
proaotion could be undertaken in lov-lncoae countries through 
encouragement to small-scale engineering industries and their 
Institutional and linkage mechanisms. 

3. Linkages are of various types and could be provided by 
large industries themselves or by their associatior.s, by small
Industry associations or co-operatives, public Industrial extension 
services, development banks specialized in small-Industry opera
tions, ~ubcont ract Ing exchanges etc. The role of government Is 
Important In ensuring the right environment of fiscal, finan~i•l and 
licensing policies to encourage linkages. Information linkages 
provide for exchange of In format ion on demand, future Investment, 
market conditions etc., and are best carried out by chambers of 
commerce and associations or autonomous public institutions. Tech
nical and transfer-of-technology linkages relatl!d to assistance in 
innovations and product design, process know-how, production costs, 
quality control, testing, training, toolir.& etc. are provided either 
dlrect'y by the principal contracting large firm or by a public 
industrial extension service. financial l lnkages relate to the 
provision of loans, negotiation of prices and rontranual terms. 
In artier that the Initial low barga!~lng power of small-scale 
enterprises Is not exploited by large contractors, re,ulatory and 
assistance measures should be set up by the Government. An indus
trial extension service, or the large contractor, or an assorlatlon 
of small Industries could also provide manager!•! assistance In 
accounting, computerization, control procedures, purchitse of 
materials. 

4. lnternat tonal subcontract Ing has developf'd largrly In the 
form of foreign or off-shore assembly ac~lvltles undertakrn by 
transnational corporations or hrge forelt.n entl'rprlsrs In drvrl
oplng countries offerln, adl'quate lnfrastrurturr, tralnrd labour and 
lovl'r costs of production. Dl'vl'loplng countries benefit most whrre 
national enterprlsrs beromr Involved as subrootrartors and 
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gradually reduce dependence on imported parts and components. There 
is evidence that international subcontracting is of a permanent 
nature, although the industri~s involved may be different from time 
to time, depending on varying comparative costs of labour and 
capital and on technological change. There is c?nsiderable scope 
in the electronics industry, vhich is of a different nature from the 
t~aditional textile and garment industry, in that assembling rather 
than component manufacture is labour- and skill-intensive. A 
proper economic environment engendering stability and confidence in 
the developing country location, as vell as incentive policies, are 
required in the initial stages for developing international s11b
=ontracting operations. 

S. Given the hierarchization and differentiation of industrial 
structures, as vell as the level of sophistication and skill 
development in the high- and middle-income developing countries, 
international subcontracting could be a means for the promotion of 
economic and technical co-operation among developing countries [26), 
thereby providing stimulus to industrial development in the current 
world context of slow growth in North-South co-operation. 
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PRICES ARD GOVEUMENT INTERVENTIONS IR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Richard Kitchen and John Weiss* 

--------------------------------

This article 11akes a case for the importance of price reform 
by examining both theoretical argU11ents and empirical evidence on 
the functioning of 11arkets in developing countries. After con
sidering government interventions in 11arkets in general terms, it 
discusses in tum theoretical arguments relating to a number of 
specific types of 11arkets - those for traded co-odities, foreign 
exchange, labour and capital. The latter part of the chapter 
surveys the empirical evidence on the significance of the ~al

functioning of markets in developing countries. 

There is a COllDon view in the literature on economic develop
ment that prices in developing countries are highly "'distorted"', 
and cannot therefore fulfill their appropriate role as a resource 
allocation mechanism. This view has become increasingly influen
tial in recent years. The consensus of opinion among development 
economists is now probably that earlier writings in the 1950s and 
1960s, which assumed that demand and supply conditions in devel
oping countries are so inelastic or unresponsive to pr!c~ changes 
that "prices do not matter" greatly overstated theJr case. l/ 
Before examining this argument it may be helpful to clarify the 
meaning of some of the terms used. 

Here a distortion refers to the deviation between actual 
pr!ces and opportunity costs to the economy of the items con
cer~ed. ~/ Opportunity costs are defined as the value of a 
commodity or resource in its most. likely alternative use and this 
value in alternative use is what is meant by an economic value. 
The term shadow price also arises at several points. Al the ugh 
first used in the programming 11 terature it has been adapted by 
cost-benefit analysis to ref,r to a price that reflects opportunity 
costs to the economy. 'J/ Shadow prices may also be defined in a 
broader sense, in that they may reflect other factors of a dynamic 
or of a "'non-economic" nature (for example, income d 1st ri but ion); 
this broade~ view is ce~Lral to much of the present study. 

The argument concerning the economic sign cance of dlstor-
tiona is that governments intervene in the functioning of markets 
in developing countries for a variety of reasons, for example to 
conserve foreign exchange, to protect local producers from foreign 
competition, to guarantee a minimum wage, to tncourage Investment 

*Prcject Planning Centre, Bradford University. This article 
ls taken from a wider study sponsored by UNIDO, Poli~Y !}Pslgn aod 
Pric.e 8~19.rnL J.n.__D_~d.Q~--~n.Hi~!!i g_11Jdellne11 wHh Special 
~~{<!renc.~ ~Q Jn<;tusuy (forthcoming). 
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and to raise government revenue. These interventions will involve 
a range of policy instruments, including quantitative import 
restrict ions, tar! ffs, minimum wage legislation, credit subsidies, 
controlled interest rates and indirect taxes. In practice, the 
neat matching of one target (for example, the balance-of-payments 
position) with one policy variable or instr1.1111ent (for example, the 
exchange rate), which is seen as the sole meai;s of achieving the 
target concerned, is very rarely present. Government object Ives 
are normally sought through a variety of instruments, often with the 
relative weights placed on the instruments varying over time. ~/ 
While the basic objectives of government policy can be taken as 
given, the argument is ~~at interventions in the operation of mar
kets will force market prices away from opportunity costs. Thus it 
is argued that significant losses in economic efficiency will be 
created if producers and consumers respond to "distorted" rather 
than "efficient" market prices. }/ Initially, many market prices 
may not themselves reflect economic values, so ~?"at this original 
distortion is the reason for government intervention. However it 
is argued that, in many cases, intervention to remove one distor
t ion is carried out in such a way as to create fresh distortions 
elsewhere in the economy. These "by-product distort ions" or side
effects may be both unanticipated and undesirable, and, theorct
ical ly at least, could negate the beneficial effect of the removal 
of the initial distortion. 

This argument will be explored further below, but a simple and 
obvious example can be given at this point. Consumption of certain 
luxury goods may be judged to be socially undesirable and therefore 
their import may be severely restricted by the imposition of a high 
import tariff. fl/ However, the tariff may now make domestic pro
duction of the good commercially profitable, since its domestic 
price can be set equal to or just below the tariff-inclusive world 
p1ice. If consumption of the good is to be discouraged it will 
require either the imposition of a high rate of indirect taxation 
on domestic sales, or the outright prohibition of domestic produc
tion in addition to restraint on imports. The initial intervention 
through the import tariff will not on its own be sufficient to dis
courage consumption if domestic production bec'lmes a viable alter
native. 

One of the major strands of the argument in favour of overall 
reform of the price system in many developing countries is what is 
seen as the chaotic set of forces working to determine relativP 
prices in these economies. Often, it is suggested, Governments do 
not foresee the implications for prices of various policies, and if 
they could they would feel unhappy with the consequences of many of 
their incerventions In the functioning of markets. It should be 
noted that this type of argument has often been used as a justifi
cation for leaving many crucial decisions to the outcome of market 
forces. However, the logic of the argument does not prPclude 
government intervention. It simply suggests that If markPts do not 
give thP signals Governments wish, intervention will be necessary. 
However, the lmpllratlons of this Intervention should be examlnPd 
t~ ensure that desirable effects In one direction are not offset by 
undesirable efferts In another. 
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Over the last 15 years or so a large number of empirical 
studies have identified significant divergences between market 
prices and shadow prices. II In addition, work on the systems of 
protection in developing countries has focused more narrowly upon 
the relative incentives which have been created by various forms of 
protection, and implications of these incentives for economic 
efficiency. ~/ For a large number of countries the gener~l picture 
is of economies where the price system has been highly distorted 
through government intervention. The discussion here focuses on 
what have been termed "macro-prices": <:J./ that is, prices for the 
main macroparameters - foreign exchange, labour and capital. The 
discussion is simplified in that it ignores the segmentation of 
labour and capital markets and proceeds as if there is a single 
price for these factors. Also, each of the three markets - those 
for foreign exchange, labour and capital, are considered in isola
tion even though these macro-prices are interrelated. These inter
relations can be complex, however, with the direction of causation 
varying with circumstances. For example, the exchange rate may 
influence wage rates strongly in some circumstances, and be 
influenced by them in others. The exchange rate is crucial in 
determining the relative costs of traded and non-traded goods, and 
if wages are determined by the cost of the consumption of labour, 
any change in the exchange rate wi 11 alter money wages. On the 
other hand, in a situation of cost-push inflation arising from an 
independent growth in money wages, it will be wage increases that 
determine the market-clearing exchange rate throug~ their effect on 
domestic vis-a-vis international inflation. A similar two-way 
causation can exist between the exchange rate and interest r~tes. 

If an economy is prone to short-run capital movements in response 
to interest rate changes, the latter can be an important influence 
on the exchange rate. On the other hand, if the exchange rate is 
fixed and monetary policy is used to reduce a trade imbalance, it 
will be interest rates that are determined by the exchange rate, 
and not vice versa. Although the discussion that follows is in 
terms of markets viewed in isolation, these various interrelation
ships should be borne in mind. 

Prior to a discussion of the exchange rate it is necessary to 
C'Onsider markets for traded commodities, sir.cP. conditions in these 
markets wi 11 Le a key influence on t.he demand for and supply of 
foreign exc~ange. 

It is well establtshed in the literature on shadow pricing 
that for internationally traded commodities, f>r which an economy 
participate& In world trade, economic efficiency prices or opportu
nity r.osts will be given by the world prices, c.i.L for imports 
and f .o.b. for exports, of the commoditiP.s concernP.d. In an 
economy with protection from the world markP.t - and most economies 
will bP. protected In somP. way - domestic and world pricP.s will not 
bP. equal. 10/ If import tar I ffs arP. imposed, onre an import 
reachP.s its port of entry, Its pri<'.e will be raisP.d lmmed!at<!'ly by 
thf' tart ff. Quotas wl 11 also work to raisl' domf'st Ir pr!rl's above 
world ll'vels, evPn If no tariffs arP lnvolvPd, slnrl' thPy rl'strlct 
thf' supply of an Import. The prirP of surh a good In the domP.stlr 
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market would rise until dema:i.d is equated with the limited supply 
available under the qunta. The excess of the domestic selling 
price above the import price is termed the scarcity premium arising 
from the imposition of d quota. The ratio of the scarcity premium 
to the world price is sometimes referred to as the tariff equiv
alent premium, since a tariff of this rate would create the same 
domestic price as the quota; however, as is discussed further 
below, the effects of tariffs and quotas need not be the same. 

On the export side similar effects will be at work. An export 
tax on a commodity which can be sold domestically as well as abroad 
will create a domestic price equal to the export price minus the 
export tax. This follows since, other things being equal, produc
ers will only sell a~road if they can obtain a net price, after tax 
payments, equal to that in the domestic market. 11/ Export sub
sidies have the opposite effect however, since the domestic price 
must now equal the export price plus the subsidy. 

These trade interventions wi 11 normally be int reduced for a 
number of reasons, and as noted earlier, in practice, one policy 
instru:nent often serves more than one purpose. Import tariffs may 
be imposed for revenue reasons, for example; however, in many 
countries :hey may have an important role in either restricting the 
overall demand for imports, or raising the profitability of local 
import-competing producers. Import quotas are often introduced for 
short-run balance of payments considerations to restrict demand for 
the limited amoun~ of foreign exchange that is available. It has 
been argued, i;owever, that frequently quotas introduced under such 
circumstances have been retained for protection after the original 
foreign exchange crisis has passed. While, th'!oretical ly, quota 
restrictions and import tariffs can be shown to have identical 
effer:ts on resource use, this argument rests on the assumption of 
competitive production conditions in the domestic economy. l~/ 

Under monopolistic domestic production, for example, supply and 
demand curves may be affected differently by the quota as opposed 
to a tariff. Of more practical importance is likely to be the fact 
that tariffs provide a known rate of protection given by the 
percentage tariff rate. The effect of quotas on domestic prices !s 
more :mcertain however, and will change with domestic supply and 
demand rondltions. Therefore, with tariff protection the domestlr 
prlre Is normally set by thP world price plus the tar! ff, s0 that 
domestic prices altPr In response to changes In world prices, with 
domestlr demand and supply having little or no Influence on 
dome5tlc prices. With a flxf'd quota howevPr, the revprse will hold 
and It will he shifts In domPstlr demand and supply whlrh df'tnmlnc> 
ciomestlr prlcPs. Thf' distributional effects of tariffs and quotas 
will dif~er also. Tariffs are a major sou~c:e of govPrnment 
rf'venue, while the ::·.Hdty prPmlum crf'ated by quotas will go to 
thnsf' traders or producers who obtain Import l!<"Pnres undf'r the 
quota system. Alth011v,h In principle GovPrnmPnts ran auction Import 
l lcenrPs and thus capt11rf' this prPmlum for thPmselvf's, In pr11rt Ire 

this pol lry Is rarPly fol lowPd. 13/ 

~:xpon taxes are used rhlPfiY to ralsf' govPrnmf'nt rPvPnue an<! 
arP norm1tl ly .:ippl !Pd tn prlm1try or mlnPral PXports. ThPy rnuJd hP 
lmposPd, fnr Pxamp!P, to tax windfall gains rPsultlng from su<ldPn 
flun111ttlons In thP w0rl<I prlrP for a ronvnndlty. In thPory, PXpnrt 
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taxes could also be !~posed by an individual country for tenns-of
t rade reasons - what is described as the "optimal tariff" case -
the aim being to restrict supply and thus raise the export prices 
of goods with inelastic world demand. In practice this has not 
been a major motivation for most developing countries, who are 
generally price-takers for their exports, especially of manufac
tures. In some circumstances, export taxes nay also be used to 
protect do~estic users of the commodity. This follows because, as 
has been noted, export taxes work to lover the domestic prices at 
which exportable goods are sold. Finally, it should be noted that 
export subsidies can take various forms, which will be discussed in 
more detail below. They are a means of raising the profitability 
of exporting, often as a counter to the level or the official 
exchange rate, which may provide an unattractive rate of return for 
exporters. 

The extent to which many developing countries have used these 
interventions in markets for traded commodities is now well doc
wnented, and the undesirable consequences for economic efficiency 
of many protective measures are stressed frequently. The following 
three separate strands of the argument can be distinguished: 

(a) The varied and often unanticipated effect of protective 
measures in terms of the incentives created for different branches 
of the industrial sector; in other words, not aa branches will 
benefit equally and the relative levels of incentive may be 
unplanned and, in some cases, undesired; 

(b) The general encouragement protection from import competi
tion giv~s to high-cost domestic production, and the lack of stim
ulus it provides to reduce costs to international levels; 

(c) The harmful impact of industrial protection on other parts 
of the economy, particularly agriculture and exports in general. 

Considering the relative impact of protection on different 
industrial branches, the essential point is that the final degree 
of incentive will generally not be known in advance, when the 
protective measures involved are being planned. This may be either 
because of the uncertain impact of quotas, or because of the etfect 
of imposing different rates of tariffs, taxes or subsidies on 
inputs as compared with outputs. The observed or nominal rate of 
protection is given by the ratio of the domestic price to the world 
price for a comparable commodity. l~/ However, the full effect of 
a protective system can only be estlmate'1 by comparing the tariff 
or tariff equivalents on the output of a productr with those on the 
inputs he must purchase. The logic of this ls that If In absolute 
ter~s a producer's input prices are raised above International 
levels by more than his output prices, he Is being penalized rather 
than encouraged by the protective system, even though his own out
put may have a positive tariff. A comparison of the output tariff 
of a producer with a weighted average of the tariffs on his inputs, 
with the weights rtetermlned by the share of lnpu~s In the value of 
the output, gives, after adjusting for the difference In value of 
Inputs and output, what ls termed the "effective rate of produc
tion" (ERP). This measures the extent to whlrh value added of a 
producer, or the aggregate of all producers in a branch, at 
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dOlllestlc, that is protected, prices exceeds vhat it vould be in a 
free-trade situation, vhere vorld and dOllest !c pr lees are assumed 
to be equalized. ~/ 

In other vords, to assess the full iapact of a protective 
system it is necessary to knov the degree to vhich value added, not 
simply the output price, is raised above international levels. 
Higher value added vill nonaally, althoug't'. not inevitably, iaply 
higher profitability, and if one is interested in gauging the 
impact of the incentives resulting from protection, one must have 
some idea of hov relative profitability between industrial branches 
is affected. 16/ 

ERP measures have been used extensively in applied vork on 
industrial development in develrping countries, altl.ough they are 
not vi thout b~th empirical and conceptual problell.!I. Empt rically 
there are difficulties in obtaining comparable vorld and domestic 
price data and in achieving a sufficient degree of disaggregation 
to esti .. te separate ERPs for a large n'lmber of branches, and time 
series are usually not available, so ERP esti .. tes are co-only 
limited to a single year. Conceptually also there are difficulties 
in the treatment of non-traded goods, in the need to assume fixed 
input coefficients, and in determining the appropriate exchange 
rate to use in the calculations. Ronetheless, given these limita
tions, it is generally felt th .. t the ERP measure is useful for 
analysing the extent to vhich protecticnist policies create incen
tives for resources to shift in different directions. 

Table l gives both the averag!! level of ERP fn manufacturing 
and of the range of ERPs between branches within m.snufacturing for 
a number of countries in the 1960s and early 1970s. 

Table 1. "ean and range of ERP for manufacturing 
in some developing countries 

Average ERP 
Country Year manufacturing Range Of ERPs 

-----·------

Brazil 1958 106 17 to 502 
1963 184 60 to 687 
1967 63 4 to 252 

Chile 1967 175 -23 to 140 
Colombia 1969 19 -8 to 040 
Cote d • Ivoi re 1973 41 -25 to 278 
Indc.nesia 1971 119 -19 to 5 400 
Pakistan 1963/1964 356 -6 to 595 

1970/1971 200 36 to 595 
Republic of Korea 1968 -1 -15 to 82 
Thailand 1973 27 -43 to 236 
Tunisia 1972 250 1 to 737 

$pyrce: A. o. Krueger, AlterQ!t1~e Trad~ Strategle~ and 
f.mpioym~.,t (C:hlrago University Prf'ss, 1983), vol. 3, t11blf' 3.1. 
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While it is acknovledged that EIPs vlll give a more accurate 
picture of the relative incentives to resource shifts than vill 
nominal rates, a major problea is that ERP estimates are both tech
nl::ally complex and r1 \{Ui re detailed lnformat lon. Where they can 
be produced they vill normally only be available vith a lag of 
several years, during vhlch time econ011lc condl t lons and pollcles 
may have changed. Hovever, vhere nominal and effective rates are 
highly correlated, and thls appears to be the case in some 
countries, one can argue that nomlna:i. rates alone will give at 
least a rough guide to relative resource pulls created by p: otec
tion. ill 

A point of particular concern often raised in discussions of 
the unanticipated effects of prot~ctlon ls that the degree of bias 
against local production of capital goods and in favour of consumer 
goods may be far greater than indicated by nominal protection. 
While there is a clear tendency In uny count rles for nominal 
tarl ffs to be higher for consumer, as compared vi th producer or 
intermediate, goods, the tariff structure often magnifies this into 
a much greater effect in terms of value added. The point ls simply 
that while some Govern111ents may list capital goods as one of their 
priority areas, and encourage their production through various 
incentivPs, the protection system may be creating a major bias 
against their domestic production through its impact on the 
relative prof~tability of different ~anufacturing branches. lj/ 

The second st rand in the at tack on the use of tariffs and 
quotas in developing countries is that they provide a shelter for 
inefficient domestic producers who have no incentive to lower their 
costs to international levels. Local production at costs above 
world levels Imposes ec~nomlc losses, lt ls argued, slnce wit~ the 
abolition of protection re~ources would be reallocated to more 
internationally competitive activities. The ERP measure discussed 
ab0ve must b" seen primarily as an Indicator of the relative degree 
of lnrentive received by producers in particular activities from 
the protert Ive system. It is not strictly a 111easure of the eff 1-
c I enr.y with which resources are employed. A measure often used to 
in11r•He the relative efficiency of different branches or sectors 
is che domestic resource cost (DRC) ratio, which compares the value 
of dom,.st I c res0urces used per unit of foreign exchange earned, If 
output h f'Xportf'd, or saved, if It Is an Import sutistitute. 19/ 
N11r:1Pr0"s ~·udf,.-; have estimated DRC ratios for developing coun
tries. 2()1 The fol lowing common findings havf' bf'en madf' for r.iany 
at"ti'tlrlPo;: 

(a) 
exchange 
f'Xrhange 

The 
ratf', 
f'XC .. ed 

houghr 1111.; sold; 

ORf. ratio Is substantially above the offlrlal 
qo that thf' costs of earning or saving forf'!gn 
th" offldal price at which foreign rurrenry Is 

(b) ThnP Is a sign! flc-11nt var lat Ion In llRf. rat lni1 hf'tw,.,.n 
dlff"r"nt branrh"s and sectors. 

Th" flRf'. r.uto can h" lntf'rprf'ted as ,.n f'Xrh11ng" ratP for 
parrlr11litr lnv,.srm,.nrs. f101uv .. r, If It Is to hf' usrd as 11 mf'a5ure 
of rlir "r~nomlc d"slr,.hlllty of an lnv,.stm,.nt, domestlr rostr. 11t 
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s!:adow prices must be compared with the economic cost of foreign 
exchange, not with the official exchange rate. In othe!" words if 
0ne is to use the DRC ratio for either ex _ari!_e decision taking. or 
ror ~ 2_0~~ reappraisals, one must compare the DRC for the invest
ment cJncerned with the shadow exchange rate. ~/ Investments with 
DRCs above the shadow exchange rate are interpreted as economically 
unjustifiable. unless they involve dynamic or external benefits 
vhich have not been allowed for in the calculations. 

The wide variations between DRCs for different activities is 
often interpreted as evidence of resource misal iocat ion. The case 
is stronger where the DRCs are al-.. Jve the shadow exchange rate, but 
even where they are not it can still be argued that efficiency in 
resource use would be impro·1ed by expanding activities with low 
DRCs at the expense of those with high DR<:s. The collmkln sense of 
this is that if it costs x per cent more to save foreign exchange 
in activity i as compared with activity j it will be desirable to 
expand j relative to i. Theoret~cally tht. case is not as de.·ir as 
this, but in general wide variations in DRC between different 
activi1ies can be taken as evidence of a misallocation of 
resources, which is likely to have been made possit.:e by th., dif
ferential set of incentives created by the import protection 
system. 2'.!./ Protection therefore allows firms with high costs in 
both economic and coanercial terms to survive, and in the absence 
of reforms to the protective sy$tem they will have little in=entive 
to lower these costs. 

Turning to the effect of trade controls on sectors of the 
economy other than import-substituting manufacturing, two important 
biases may be created by the protective system, one relating to 
exports and the other to agriculture. [t is argued that by 
restricting the demand for imports. tariffs and quotas al:ow the 
maintenan<"e of an exchange rate we! l above that whi<'h would obtain 
in the absence of such controls. This means that exporters receive 
less local currency for every unit of foreign exchange earned than 
in a free trade situation, where a lover exchange rate would 
prevai 1. Further biases against exports can arise from ~he effect 
of import rontrols in raising the price of tradeable goods sold in 
• he home market. relative to those sold abroad, and in requiring 
exporters to ure domestically produced inputs more expensive than, 
and perhaps inferior to, the alternatives available on the world 
market. Recent work by Greenaway and :'1ilner !32] has also drawn 
attention to the impact of import protect ion on the prices of non
traded goods, since higher prices of inputs ot these goods are an 
implicit tax en exporters. [t is recognized that subsidies to 
exporters, for example in the form of access to low-cost .-redit, or 
redurtion,; in tax, can be used to offset these biases, and in 
theory ther" will be a rate of uniform import tariffs :lnd export 
subsidies that ran create the same incentive effect as any level of 
the exrhange rate. The argumPnt is, however, that in many of the 
rountri .. s whirh adoptr.d inward-looking industrial i1:ation strategir.s 
in the l'~bOs and 1970s, export subsidies were no more th.1n a 
parti.11 offset to the bia~es a11ainst P.xports created by the protr.r
tive system. So-. empirical attempts to substantiatf' this view 
h;iv•~ 11SP<I ;in extension of thr. F.RP measurr. - what is term"'' the 
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effective rate of subsidy (ERS). The ERS allows for the fact that 
profitability can be affected by subsidies, as well as tariffs and 
quotas, and incnrporates their impact on domestic value added. 23/ 
A bias against exports can be said to exist when the ERS on 
domestic sales exceeds that on exports. However, Balassa [3} has 
also shown that ln some countries whl~h adopted an export-oriented 
growth strategy the bias swung In the other direction, with exports 
having a higher ERS than domestic sales. 24/ 

finally, a bias against agriculture may arise from t1 e fact 
that agriculture is still the major export sect?r in many de•el
oping countries, so that it naturally suffers most from any anti
export bias. However, it is also suggested that this stems from 
the lack of protection afforded airtculture relative to other 
sectors. Cases of negative ERP for agriculture can arise if 
domestic prices for crops and livestock are broadly comparable with 
world levels, while the locally produced or imported inputs used in 
agriculture are protected or taxed, and thus have domestic prices 
above world levels. In some instances, this discrimination against 
agriculture may have been the unanticipated result of the separate 
policies of keeping down food prices for urban consumers, while at 
the same time protertlng loral manufacturing. ~~/ 

To summarize, therefore, in many countries where interventions 
:n the market for traded commodities are still widespread, It ls 
frequently suggested that a number of harmful side-effects have 
been created. These include unanticipated effective levels of 
protect ion and prof It lncent l ves to part l cular sectors, a shelter 
to high-cost producers, a bias against exporting in general and, in 
some countries, :i bias against agriculture in oiarticular. There
fore, while there may be a strong theoretical case for protection 
of manufacturing in developing countries, there ls a substantial 
amount of evidence, from a range of countries, that in practice the 
way in which protection has been i1:1plemented has created a number 
of slv.nlflc<1nt ne~ative effects both within manufacturing itself 
and In other parts of the economy. 

The type of trade cnntrol pol Icy summarized abov~ wi 11 havf' 
slgnlflrant Implications for the market for foreign f'Xchange. Both 
imports anti exports will be at lower levels than in thf' absenrf' of 
controls, and any f'Xcess demand for foreign exchangl!" will be sup
pressed. Where, as ls rommon In such situations, the Government 
maintains a fixed value for the official exchange rate, this will 
be above a market-clearing level. In other words, when there Is a 
suppressed de!lland for foreign exchange (for example, dollars) the 
local currenry (for example, rupees) price of a dollar will bf' 
below thf' frf'e-markl't level, and with the rf'moval of trade rontrols 
and thl' frl'1'7.lng of the exchange ra:e, the rupel' pr!rl' of dol Jars 
will rise, Implying a rupl'e devaluation. 

A numhf'r of shadow .. prlrlng stud I f's have 11 bstratl'd the m11g
nltt1<1l" of <llvergf'nrl' bl'twel"n offlrlal exrhangl" rates and m11rkl't
rl,.arlnv. rates, whPrl" the lattl"r art" tf'rml"d a shadow exrhanv,e 
riltP. However, It should bf' notl"d that thl" conrf'pt of a ::hadow 
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exchange rate is not free from ambiguity, since it must be defined 
in the context of a given level of domestic expenditure and set of 
tradt: control policies. The approach to the measur .. mer:t of the 
shadov exchange rate vill differ, for example, vhet~er one assumes 
the introduction of free trade or the continuation of the existing 
controls. '/.!JI 

Over-valuation of domestic relative to foreign currency is 
generally undesirable because of the distorted set of relative 
prices that it creates. This is another variant of the anti-export 
bias argument referred to above. Over-valuation, however, penal
izes the production of tradeable goods in general in comparison 
vith non-tradeables, since all goods whose domestic prices are 
determined by world prices will receive less dwiestic currency per 
unit of output when the exchange rate is overvalued. As we have 
seen, the protect ion of tradeables in the home market normally 
allovs producers to set prices well above world levels, often more 
than compensating for over-valuation. However, exporters often 
receive only limited compensation through export subsidies, so that 
in these circumstances the chief burden of over-valuation falls on 
expnrtables, not on the production of traded gooJs in general. 

Devaluation of the local currency combined with refonn of the 
trade controls system is seen as the remedy for this situation, and 
this policy prescription is in line with much of the reco-enda
t ions of this study. The argument is that refonn of the trade 
control system is desirable because of the differential and often 
unanticipated incentives and biases the system creates. However, 
to allov even a gradual reform of •he system, it ts likely to be 
necessary to lover the exchange rate. Devaluation is seen as 
essential for the following reasons: 

(a) To remove any underlying deficit in the balance of pay
ments. This it is argued, vill occur through a switching effect as 
the prices of tradeables rise relative to non-tradeables, and as 
production for the export market expands in response to this price 
incentive; 

(b) To protect import-compet Ing product fon for vhich tart ffs 
will be lowered and quotas relaxed. Thus vhile the prices of 
imports fr. the domestic market will be reduced by trade reforms, 
devaluation will work in the cpposite direction to raise all 
domestic prices for goods priced originally in foreign currency. 
Unlike tariffs and quotas, however, in its effect on prices 
devaluation does not di~ringuish between traded goods. 

It must be stressed, however, that devaluation per ~e Is not 
an lmm~dlatl' economic: panac:l!a for developing countries, and that 
its success depends upon certain key conditions being met. ZJI The 
following points should bl' noted: 

(11) f"or the rl'lativl' price effect of a dl'valuatlon to Improve 
the tradl' balanre rl'Quirl's that the price elastlc'tles for a 
rnunrry'!'I rr11dl'ri goods be greater than a certain minimum, thf' sl7.e 
"f whlrh will dPpPnd 11pnn thP Initial tradP dl'flrlt. llOWl'Vf'r, 
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there seeas agreement that beyond the short tena for most devel
oping countries the size of their trade elasticities ts not Itself 
a problem; 

(b) Much more critical appears to be the extent to vhich the 
relative price ~ffect of devaluation is eroded by an increase in 
the domestic price of non-traded 1oods. It is for this reason that 
most discussions of devaluation stress the need to combine the 
switching policy of devaluation with general restraint of internal 
demand to prevent excess demand for non-traded goods emerging, and 
thus putting up their prices, until the original pre-deva.luation 
relative prices are restored. Successful devaluations generally 
require a fall in real expenditure, or absorption as it is terued 
in the trade literature, and in particular a fall in real wages. 
The response of money wages to the iaaediate inflationary impact of 
devaluation where cost-plus pricing is used wt 11 be a critical 
parameter. At one extreme, if money wages rise by the same rate as 
domestic prices - the case of real wage rigidity - the relative 
price effect of devaluation will be removed completely; 

(c) An improvea;ent in an underlying balance of payments 
deficit requires devaluation of the real as opposed to the nominal 
exchange rate, where the former is the nominal rate adjusted by the 
ratio of a price index for the country concerned to that for its 
trading partners. In other words, international competitiveness is 
determined not just by nominal exchange rates, but also by di f
ferent ial rates of inflation. Devaluations inevitably have an 
inflationary impact through the rise in import prices they create, 
and If this initial impetus is built on by wage settlements, credit 
expansion or inflationary exper.tations, the inflation rate can 
accelerate, thus weakening and perhaps offsetting the initial real 
devaluation; 

(d) The need for devaluation to be accompanied by a fall in 
real expenditure has already been noted. However, devaluation 
itself can have a significant sh'lrt-run deflationary Impact. This 
can arise through a number of mechanisms. For example, If the 
demand for Imports ts inelastic, a rise In their domestic currency 
prices following devaluation will lead to a higher expenditure In 
domestic r··rrency on imports. If the level of overall expenditure 
ls constrained by monetary policy, this wlll leave a smaller 
f'Xpf'ndl ture for al 1 home-produced goods. The def111t lonary effect 
will be greater, the higher the average propensity to Import, and 
the lower the price elasticity of demand for imports. Another 
poss.lb! lity, imp?rtant for highly indebted countries, arises 
through the increase in the domestic currf'ncy value of l'Xtl'rnal 
deht servicing. However, whether or not devaluation on Its own ls 
suf!lclf'ntly deflationary to permit the requlrf'd resource shifts 
Into tradeables and out of non-tradeables rlearly varies with 
rtrrumstanrf's. The assessment of the overall df'flatlonary ron
se11uenrf's of devaluat lo;i rf'sts largl'ly on one's vlf'w of f'Xport 
!l'.1pi;ly rf'spons,.s. rt exports grow rapidly, rising l'Xpl'ndlrur,. from 
rh,. ,.xport Sl"rtor may rount,.rhalanrl" the short-run df'f lar lonary 
ronse11u,.nrf's noted above. 28/ 
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To summarize, therefore, devaluat i.on must he s"en as vart of a 
macro-economic ~~ckage that •'~s at both expenditure-switchin~ and 
restraint, and at tempts to c0. · rol ;;ages and count er the undes i r
able short-run distributional c sequences of devaluation. Some of 
the empirical evidence on devaluation will be surveyed briefly in a 
later section. It must be stressed however that devaluation is 
likely to be .:ssential for the trade and price reform strat.:gy 
considered here. The issue i:; one of identifying and applying 
appropriate macro-economic policies that will allow devaluation to 
;;ork effectively, and limit the short-run costs in terms of output 
loss, inflation and redistribution that may be in·•olved. 

The third market intervention that •ill be considereJ concerns 
the functioning of markets for labour in de•rl'loping countries. A 
co~~on pattern Is tor there to be a major divergence bet;;.,en rural 
.-ages for unskilled workers and wages paid to ur.skillf'd or semi
skillrd workers on new development projects in urban areas. [n so 
far as thf'se wages simply reflect dit _rences in quality of lab0ur 
or costs of tra1n1ng, no market imperfection need be p1esent. 
However, where these factors account for only a small part of 
obsf'rved wage differences, the latter are normally put down to 
Interventions in the operation of labour markets. In other words, 
in a smooth-funct loning labour market, workers could shift from 
rural to urban areas until the wage rates for similar skills are 
equalized. Nominal differences might remain owing to variations in 
the cost of living in different areas, or to costs of movement, but 
after money wages had been deflated by the relevant cost indices, 
real differences should be removed. 

The picture that Is normally painted in shadow price studies 
is on<' of relatively ccmp"t itive rural labour markets for u11sld I led 
laLour, so that daily wages for hire,1 agricultural lab;rnr can be 
taken as broadly equal to the productivity of the workers 
ron•Prnf'd. The competitive nature of thesl' rural markets can be 
taken to stem from thP!r possession of the following rharacti>r!s
tics: large numbers of employns (chiefly small farmers); large 
numbf'rs of potential workers normally poorly orga~ized in tPrms of 
r rade union activity; reasc.nably good infurmat Ion on prt>val 1 Ing 
;;age rates; and geogravhical mobility of labour, at least on a 
n•glonal basis. 

On the other hand, It Is oftt>n argu .. d that In urhan lat .. ;ur 
markt'tS for unskilled or Sf'ml-skilll'd workPrs conditions arf' non
competitive owing particularly to tradf' union organization and 
govt>rruni>nt into>rvPntior In thl' form of minimum wagf' li>glslatlon. 
Thf''>I' fartc,rs, It is suggf'Stf'd, raise urban wagf's In the formal or 
organh!f'd Sf'rtor slgnlflrantly abovf' rural wagf' ratPS. llowevPr, It 
Is thf' Iattf'r whlrh arf' normally taken to df'flnP thP rrnnomlr cost 
.,f un:;klll,.cl labour. In othl'r wor<ls, !f onf" ad•JPS a vlt·;.; •>t :h,. 
rur,tl arPas of dpve!opi11g rountrif"S a•, chararrrrlz,.d t.y a '.;urp!u:; 
r,f 111.dPr .. mployr<I workPrs, and a·:sum .. s that tht' rrPat !r,n of n,. . ., 
11rt.an bas .. c[ jnhs <lraws adclltl0n .. ! work .. rr. out of al(riculturr, thP 
'•l'l'"rt•inlty r0,-;t r,f rmpl0yl11g t! ... ,. .. work .. rs on ni>w prr.jt·rt:; 'Jill hP 
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measured by a drop in agricultural output. This is the output 
foregone, or the opportunity cost, associated with their new 
employment. If one further assumes that rural labour markets are 
competitive, the productiVJ.tY of agricultural labour can be 
approximat~d by their earnings from wage employment. 

The divergence between market wages paid to unskilled workers 
on new projects and their economic cost or shadow wage is often 
found to be substantial. A co11111on result of shadow price studies, 
for example, is that the output foregone in agriculture may be less 
than half the urban wage. Zj/ The point of central importance for 
the present discussion relates to the role of government inter
vention. Governments may intervene in the functioning of labour 
markets to establish minimum wages, to guarantee a certain minimum 
income level, or to support trade union activity to prevent the 
exploitation of workers by powerful employers. In some countries 
these interventions may be significant in raising urban wages above 
the levels they would otherwise reach. Many would accept these 
interventions as highly desirable in their own right, but nonethe
less argue that they introduce major distortions in urban labour 
markets, and create a number of serious side-effects. 

Three arguments are normally put forward in discussions of the 
harmful impact of labour market distortions. 

According to the first argument, if the market wage paid to 
unskilled labour is substantially above the economic cost of 
employing these workers, the commercial profitability of new 
investment will be understated relative to its economic profit
abf 11 ty. In other words, firms wi 11 pay a wage bi 11 determined by 
market wage rates, and, other things being equal, their commercial 
or private pro fl ta bi 11 ty wi 11 be less than the economic returns 
they generate, to the extent that the shadow wage is be low the 
market wage. If investment decisions are based on commercial 
criteria, too little investment will be made. In addition labour
intensive activities will be particularly penalized, so that the 
composition of output in the economy will contain a lower share of 
labour-intensive co111111oditit4 than if market and shadow wages were 
equal. This argument, concerning the divergence between market 
wages and the economic costs of employing unskilled labour provided 
a major part of the initial theoretical rationale for protection of 
new industrial activity in developing countries, and was the 
clearest example of the need to introduce sha"ow price estimates 
into calculations of investment viability. J.Q/ 

Secondly, in addition to a problem of insufficient investment, 
it is suggested that labour market distortions will have a harmful 
effect on the technology embodied in new investment. Therefore, 
provided then~ is the possibility of substitution of capital Qr 
materials for labour, it is argued that urban wages above the 
economic cost of labour will encourage a shift in factor Intensity 
in a labour-s,.ving, rather than a labour-using, di rP.r.t ion. This 
will have unde .. irable effects in terms of both distribution, since 
It Is now recognized that the provision of employment Is thP. most 
effective means of raising the living standards of low Income 
groups in developing countries, and economlr efflrlency. In 
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economic terms the argument is that there will oe a loss of effi
ciency, since specialization on the basis of developing countries' 
most abundant resource, labour, will not be carried far enough. 1l/ 
ihe impact of labour market distortions on technological choice 
will be compounded by additional factors operative in capital 
markets, which work to lower the market cost of capital below its 
economic level. These capital market distortions will be discussed 
in the next section. However, the important point to stress is 
that the overall significance of t )th sets of distortions for the 
technology used in developing countries depends critically on the 
possibility of sign~ficant substitution between factors in the 
production of different commodities in response to changes in 
factor prices. This is an issue on which much has been written. 
In general there is now agreement that in a wide range of 
industries there is significant scope for factor substitution. 
What is more in dispute is the importance of the relative prices of 
factors as an influence on technology choice. It must be recog
nized that they are likely to be a more sign! ficant intlu.:nce in 
some branches than in others, and that other influences will 
include the availability and cost of information on alternative 
technologies, market size and concentration, product qual 1 ty and 
the availability of complementary inputs. )11 

Finally, the third argwnent regarding the harmful efft:cts of 
distorted urban wages refers to their impact on ~ural-urban migra
tion. It ls suggested tt.at the creation of ne11 urban-bas~d jobs 
can lead to an outflow of migrants from rural areas in excess of 
the nwnber of new jobs available. Such a situation can arise if 
migrants balance expected earnings in the formal urban sector 
against their present average income in the countryside. Wh~re the 
11age differential between urban and rural areas is both significant 
and fixed, it is suggested that the level of urban employment 11ill 
act as the equilibrating mechanism in the labour market. When 
excessive nwnbers of migrants leave the rural areas urban unemploy
ment will rise until the expectation of obtaining a job is reduced 
to the extent required to equate expected urban earnings 11ith 
average rural incomes. In this view, institutionally fixed high 
urban wages are the key factor inducing high migration, and are 
seen as creating problems, not only because of the excessive loss 
of agricultural output involved, but also because ot the gro111n of 
unemployment or underemployment in the casual or informal urban 
sectors, as migrants 11ho fat 1 to obtain permanent Jobs nonethelPss 
remain in urban areas. 

Jn terms of the functioning of urban markf'ts, tht' ari!.•••n"n~s 

discussed above focus primarily on the markets for unskilled 
labour. A common assuffiption is that for ~~illed wo1kerh demand In 
many developing countries is high relative to tht>lr avcsi labtllty, 
and that it is this demand rather than minimum wagP legl.:;latlon or 
tradt> union bargaining strength which determines marl<et 1.1ages. If 
such exC'.ess dt>mand In tart exists, it Is likely that most ski i lPd 
11orkers will be able to find employmt>nt at roughly comparable 
levels of earnings and productivity, shou d tht>y leave tht>lr t>Xlst
lng activity. This Is tht> Justlflratlon .or the ass11rn1Jtlc1n, r0mmr,n ' 
In many empl rlral stud I PS of shadow prices, that tor .. lei l lPd 
11orkers the markPt and the shado11 wage art> roughly .,,1'1al. J)/ In , 
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the case of unskilled labour however, the basic argument is that 
government interventions either directly through minimum wage 
legislation, or indirectly through their support for trade union 
activism or wage-setting policy within the public sector itself 
create institutional rigidities in the functioning of urban labour 
markets whkh preven~ wages from falling to their market clearing 
levels. The distorted urban wages in turn, it is a~gued, create 
the undesirable side-effects discussed above - chiefly excessive 
capi t.il-intensi ty, reduct ions in investment and employment growth, 
and excess rural-urban migr&tion. 

However, before ending the discussion of labour markets it is 
important to stress that despite the frequent repetition of the 
view of government intervention in urban labour markets ~et out 
above, it has now come to be challenged as a generalization valid 
for all developing countries. Squire [60], for exampl~, in a 
survey of evide~ce on the operation of labour markets in develJping 
countries, argues that government intervention is often not in 
support of a high wage policy; minimum wage legislation is seen as 
ineffective in many countries, and in others government inter
vention is to keep down urban wages rather than to increase them. 
A number of co11ntries where a high-wage policy has been pursued are 
identified, but Squire suggests that not only is experience varied, 
but that only a limited number of countries would have much to gain 
from a major change in government policy towards the labour mar
ket. ~4/ This type of argument does not necessarily invalidate the 
view that market and shadow wage rates can differ substantially for 
many categories of workers, but it does question the economic sig
nificance of government-induced labour market distortions. 

Many developing countries do not have free capital markets. 
Rather they are characterized by what has become known as "finan
cial repression", which is generally equated with controls that 
result 1n negative or very low real interest rates on deposits. 
These controls are normally in.posed by the Government, although 
they ran occasionally arise from agreements bt>tween private sector 
financial Inst, tut Ions to restr!C't Interest rato>s. The main con
sequences are th?t actual interest rates are distorted from the 
equilibrium Interest rates that would prt>vail in a compt>titive 
market for mont>y, wide Interest rate dlffert>ntials arls.·, and funds 
may be rationed, leading to delays and posslhle corruption. 
Reprt>ssion may also be extended to refer to government restrictions 
that discourage the development of flnanrlal Institutions and 
Instruments, leading to incomplete, or fragmented, financial 
markets. Repression theories orglnated with McKinnon [SI) and 
Shaw [59], hased on thf' f'arllf'r work of Gurley 11nd Shaw [34] and 
Goldsmith [31]. Subsequf'nt theoretical refinements have been con
venlf'ntly summarized hy f'ry [21]. Numerous attempts have hef'n madt> 
to estimatf' the lmpa<'t ~f financial repression on growth, and thP 
major studies are summarized later in the chapter. 
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The importance of the banking sector is central to theories of 
financial repression. In most developing countries, bank deposits 
(or deposits in quasi-banks, such as post office savings banks, 
sa•1ings and loan associations and credit unions) provide by far the 
most important vehicle for sa"ings. Other savings instruments, 
such as marketable securities (shares and bonds), life insurance 
policies and pensions schemes, tend to be limited ~~ availability. 
On the other side of the coin, banks and quasi-ba•.ks dominate the 
sources of funds for investment. An investor may save and invest 
his own funds, but apart from t';at the main source of capital wi 11 
be bank loans (from commercial or development banks). He is 
unlikely to be able to issue equity capital or debentures since the 
stock market, if there is one, is likely to be narrow. He cannot 
turn to pension funds, insurance companies or venture capital com
panies for loans or equity. He is therefore dependent on the 
bankir.g system. In a country with underdeveloped financial insti
tutions and instruments, the willingness of savers to hold ~~ney in 
the form of bank deposits is therefore crucial to the saving
intermediat ion-investment process (sometimes called debt inter
mediation). Repression theories have identified the level of real 
interest rates as being the crucial determinant of the willingness 
of savers to hold money in the form of bank deposits. 

E. ~easures cf financial ~ession 

The main measure of repression is g£nerally interest rate 
controls, although exchange rate controls and high reserve require
ments of commercial banks can also play a significant role. The 
literature tends to concentrate on the impact of interest rate 
controls, often referring to them as a proxy for financial repres
sion. As price reform is concerned with the level of interest 
rates as representing the price of. capital, we will concentrate 
here on Interest rate controls. 

The follo'..dng three main forms 121 of administered ir;terest 
rate control may be identified: ceilings on d~posit rates; 
ceilings on loan rates; and ceilings on both deposit and loan 
rati>.;. (Interi>st rate floors on deposit and loan rates are also 
possible, bu• sine" they appear to be much less commonly found, 
atti>ntlon will be focused on the other controls.) 

Intnest rate controls generally seem to be imposed with the 
aim of enrouraglng investment. If interest rates to borrowers are 
kept low, It Is thought this will increase the number of projects 
which have a positive net present value when discounted at the bor
rowing rate, and wl 11 therefore increase the rate of investment. 
Ceilings on loan rates will produce this effect directly, it is 
thought. Ceilings on deposit rates are thought to produce the same 
f'ffert indirectly, for banks which obtain their funds cheaply will 
be ahle to lend them r.heaply. Ceilings on both together may elim
inate any possibility of anything going wrong with the Hbove 
analysis. 36/ 

.. I ......................... .. 
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This line of argument, though, assumes that adequa~e funds 
will still be forthcoming from savers to meeting the demands of 
investors, in spite of the ceilings (direct or indirect) on the 
deposit rate. However, if the supply of savings, and the demand 
for investible funds are both functions of the real rate of 
interest, the effect may be to raise demand for funds above the 
equilibrium level, and to depress the supply of tunds below the 
equilibrium level. 

The figure below illustrates the savings (S) and investment 
(I) functions, both being determined by the real rate of interest 
(r). 

Savings and investment under contro:led interest rates 

~ Real ~ate of inttrest (rl and savings (SJ 

Tj;----------

r1 ~ - - - - - - -- - I - -
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In the absence of interest rate controls, the market is in 
equilibrium at e, where le = Se and re is the equilibrium 
rate of interest which clears the market. J]_/ Now if the deposit 
rate of interest is fixed by the Guvernment below re, say at 
re, then the amount of savings deposited in institutions •dll 
fall to Sc. Thus the amount available for investment is le and 
the rate of interest charged to borrowers that clears the market is 
ri. The effect of the control is to lower both savings and 
investment by an amount (le - Ic>· As investment is an 
important determinant of the rate of growth, the effect of the 
controlled interest rate is ti) restrict th~ rate of growth. The 
difference between lending and borrowing rates, ri - re, will 
result in higher margins to the financial intermediaries, although 
the volume of their business will be lo-.;er than it would be in 
equilibrium. 

If, in addition, the lending rate is controlled at a level 
q, below q, then the financial intermediaries will have 
insufficient dl'posits to meet the borrowing demand at interest rate 
q. Dea:and for borrowin.~ for investment will be 11 and 
unsatisfied demand (I1 - Ic). The extreme case is that the 
lending rate shoul~ be fixed so that it is equal to the borrowing 
rate, re (or, in :;ractice, slightly above to cover administration 
costs of the banks). Under these ci rcumstance'I, the unsatisfied 
demand for lnvestlble funds would be Id - le. With controlled 
lending rates, financial intermediaries must ration credit by means 
other than the interest rate. They will therefore tend to favour 
borrowers with substantial security or an established reputation, 
which may mean projects with fJreign capital, technology or manage
ment. Secondly, thl'y wll l tend to favovr low-risk projects, with 
relatively low rates Jf return, as they will not be able to charge 
a risk premium commensurate with the risk of the project. ihe con
sequence is that higher-return, higher-risk projects, projects 
promoted by younger (and po•,s!bly more e!'ltf'rprising) entrepreneurs 
and small projects may be starved of capital. In short, the 
venture capital element of financing may have disarpeared and the 
overall equality of investment may have been reduced. Again, the 
effect may be to restrict the rate of economir growth, because the 
quality of investment m3y be reduced, as ~ell ~s the quantity. 

It should be noted that a repressed tntl'rest rate £ystem 
Impinges on the current assets of enterprises, as well as an 
invf'stment In fixed assets. If c-redit Is sc-arc-e or rationPd, then 
the levl'l of rapital utilization of a firm may be restrlctl'd, for 
example bec-ause It ranr.ot obtain rredit to finance its working 
capital, which may restrir• its output and si1les. I.tberaltzatton 
of int~rest rates, ll'ading to grl'ater availability of short-tf'rm 
rredlt, ma~- have the efff'ct of inrreasing the utilization of thl' 
existing capital stock. 

The flgurf' abovf' rl'prPSl'nts a stat le f'qul 1 ibrlum analysis of 
saving, investrrent a11d the lnterf'st rate. It, In period 1, thf' 
interest rate on deposits Is raised to th,. equilibrium ll'Vf'), 
s~l!ng and lnvl'stml'nt will lnrrf'ase. This will lnrrl'aSf' growth In 
thl' nf'Xt pl'rlod, which In turn will lnrrf'asl' saving and lnvl'srn,Pnt 
In that pPriod. ThPrPfl)rl', thl' lmpliri1tfon of rl'prPsSll)n thPl'>ry Is 
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that liberalizing the interest rate vill have the effect of moving 
a country into a virtuous circle of increasing saYing, investment 
and grovth. 

2. Other measures of financial repression 

Bank deposit requirements. It is normal for central banks t~ 
impose reserve requirements en c011111ercial banks. Historically, 
reserve requirements vere intended to provide some stability to the 
banking system. Typically, in developed countries, total reserve 
reqirements may be of the order of 10-15 per cent of bank 
deposits. However, in some developing countries, the figure may 
become as high as 50 per cent. These reserves are placed vith the 
central bank at lov (or even zero} rates of interest, or are 
invested in low-interest government bonds. Thus the Government 
uses the banking system as a source of finance, and becomes the 
principal borrower, pre-empting other potential borrowers. 

The effect on the bank in& system is twofold. First, a sub
stantial amount of the available funds is directed avay from 
potential borrowers. Secondly, the bank's interest rate structure 
vill be distorted. If banks are to make profits, they must main
tain a vide margin between bo1roving and lending rates in order to 
compensate themselves for the low income they receive 01• their 
reserves. This is done by depressing interest on deposits, or by 
rdising the rate charged to borrowers (or both} relative to what 
would otherwise be the equilibrium rate. 

~ction of investment. Some Governments order their finan
cial institutions to direct a certain proportion of their loans to 
a specific sector, often agriculture, at low rates of interest. An 
alternative practice is for Governments to set up specialized 
lending agencies, financed by taxation or cheap government bor
rowing, to lend to specific sectors. Again, agriculture is often a 
beneficiary. Such policies may restrict the funds available to the 
industrhl sector, and at the same time raise the cost of those 
funds that are available. However, the intention is usually to 
correct a bias among lenders which favours industrial rather than 
agricultural borrowers. This bias is itself often a consequence of 
finan~ial repression, which curtails the volume of lending and the 
charging of risk premiums for high-risk projects, such as agricul
tural loans. 

Assessment of repression theories. The assumptions underlying 
repression theories, outlined above, together with the heavy 
emphasis in the literature on the role of real interest rates, 
suggestl that it might not tell the whole story. The keystone of 
the •heor; la a presentation of the relationship between saving, 
inveatn.cnt and real interest rates. However, in any economy, this 
is likely to be a aubstant isl aimpll fl cat ion of dete.-111lnants of 
saving and investment. First., the theory starts with the following 
relationships: 

Oe1nand for money private sector financial savings 
bank + quasi-bank deposits 
credit availability + reserve requlrPments 
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Private sector financial savings is a function of the real rate of 
interest. 

The next step is to make the following equation: 

Investment credit availability (which is a function of the 
real rate of interest) 

This, of course, even if correct, explains only private sector 
investment and only that part which is financed by domestically 
aobilized resources. Government investment in developing countries 
is in the -in financed by taxation and aid and borrow!.aga from 
abroad, neither of which is dependent upon the domestic rate of 
interest. Borrowing by government on the domestic capital market 
may be a function of the rate of interest, but in -ny developing 
countries the issue of government bonds provides only a small pro
portion of government income. Therefore government investment, 
which usually provides a substantial proportion of total investment 
(even in developed countries), can be excluded from repression 
theory. HI 

Likewise, much private sector investment that is financed from 
abroad can also be excluded. The volume of direct foreign invest
ment and export credits are not a function of domestic interest 
rates. On the other hand, shortages of domestic credit may force 
the local private sector to seek foreign capital. Also the avail
ability of foreign capital, whether to Government or the private 
sector, may disLourage domestic saving • .Jj/ 

Repression theories tend to assume, at least implicitly, that 
investment (in particular, domestically financed private sector 
investment) is financed entirely by borrowing. This is obviously a 
substantial simplification. In any country, however well developed 
its financial sector, a substantial proportion of investment is 
financed by retained earnings, which are not dependent on the 
intermediation mechanism. In many instances, the constraint on new 
investment may not be the unavailability (or the cost) of credit, 
but rather the unavailability of equity capt tal, whether retained 
earnings or funds raised by issuing new shares. The debt
shareholders' funds ratio and security requirements may in many 
cases be the restraint ~l lending, rather than the availability of 
credit. Therefore financial repression can only restrict that 
proportion of investment that ls financed by borrowing on the 
domestic market, and this, in some countries, may be a fairly small 
proportion of total investment, even with liberalized interest 
rates. 

Although the impact of financial repression on total lnvesc
ment may be less than indicated by the simplified neoclassical 
model, it may still reduce the quality of investment. First, 
financial repression is still likely to encourage self-financed 
investment at the expense of intermediation end borrowin•· 
Secondly, the credit rationing process will still tend to discrim
inate against new entrepreneurs, new technologies and products not 
previously produced in the country. Lenders will tend to favour 
borrowers with security and a record of achievement. This may 
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squeeze out some highly profitable, but more risky, ventures. 
(However, this probl"-:i is encountered also in developed countries 
with advanced financial sectors. Plost lenders 1 ike to have good 
security.) These arguments have been presented forl!lally by Galbis 
([27] ana '.26]). Repression theories further assume that, given 
liberalized interest rates, maturity transformation by financial 
institutions vi 11 permit the medi1.1111 and long-te~ borrowing needer. 
for investment purposes. If institutions are reluctan, to l~nd 

lonr tenn, then an increase in deposits may not have the beneficial 
effec•s on investment and growth that are pres\Jllled, unless both 
lender> and borrowers arf' prepared tc use short-term funds to 
finance long-term assets. In some countries Governments may need 
to encourage lon3er-term lending, for example by part !ally guar
anteeing or rediscounting the more distant debt service payments. 

Galbis [26) has further pointed out that the effects of finan
cial repression on investment may anyway be m'tigated by the devel
opment of alternative channels of intermediation, at least to some 
extenr. Unorganized money markets will be encouraged, foreign 
finan::e may be substituted for domestic: finance and self-financing 
may substitute f r borrowing in enterprises wh!ch are squeezed out 
of financial mark ts. These mechanisias may be less efficient and 
more expensive than the alternative of liberalized money markets, 
but nonetheless they may compensate to some extent. 

Repression theory also plac~s great stress on the banking 
sy~tem as an essential financial intermediary in the saving
investment process. While this may be justified in many countries, 
others with a wider range of financial instruments and institutinns 
offer investment opportunities in which capital gain, rather ~'.an 

interest on deposits, provides the incentive to save. Secondly, 
the theory appears to assume that if funds are available for 
investment, then there will be a demand for it, assuming that the 
price (that is the interest rate) is right. It is likely that 
investment is determined by a range of factors, of which the 
interest rate is but one. Other loan rondit1ons, notably the 
maturity of the loan and the security required, are another. 
Businessmen, at least in developed countries, would place con
siderable emphasis on the elusive but nonetheless important "con
fidence", which t".I some extent depends on macro-economic expecta
tions. J~/ 

A further cause of criticism lies in the assumption which 
repression theory makes about the credit allocation procedures of 
lenders (generally banks). fry [23] stated that under repression, 

nonprlce rationing of investible funds must occur. This 
typically takes place on the basis of quality of collateral, polit
ical pressures, "name", loan size and covert benefits to respon
sible loan officers. These criteria can be counted on to discrim
inate Inefficiently between Investment opportunities." 

All this admittedly takes place to some extf'nt whether or not 
interest rates are coatrolled by Government. In countries where no 
such controls exist, banks still rely heavily on their assessment 
of thf' creditworthiness of the borrowers, and thl' s~curlty 
available, and charging risk premiums on higher-risk loans may bf' a 
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secondary rather than a primary rationing device. Such credit 
rationing by banks has the effect of restraining the den:and for 
funds, and in itself helps to maintain equilibrium Interest rates 
below vhat they would otherwise be in the absence of credit ration
ing. Arndt [2] has pointed out that credit rationing by banks 
tends to exclude the less privileged loan applicants, and may 
justify government-inspired concessional credit schemes, for 
example for small fanne;:s, for house purchase, for small-scale 
enterprises, or others vho may be identified as priority borrowers. 
Concessions do not necessarily imply interest rate subsidies; thi!Y 
may come in the fonn of funds tied to certain specific uses, or in 
the guarantee or refinancing of commercial bank credit to certain 
categories of borrowers. A case for a government concessional 
credit scheme ls made by Bolnick (10), in the context of Indonesia's 
special concessional credit programmes designed to promote the 
development of indigenous small-scale enterprises. 

Although repression theory has emphasized the effects of 
interest rate controls on investment, there are also further pos
sible effects on technology choice and distribution. The relative 
cheapening of ca pi ta l through cont rolled interest rates vi 11 tend 
to encourage the use o! capital-intensive technologies and the 
selection of capital-intensive industries, while the maintenance of 
artificially low rates of interest means that borrowers pay less 
and savers receive less than they would in a freely competitive 
market. One economic effect ls to encourage cons'..llllptlon at the 
expense of saving. However, the major effect ls distributional, 
since savers (that ls, lenders) are implicitly subsidizing bor
rov~rs, a subsidy which becomes more apparent when real interest 
rates are negative. A priori, there appears to be no justification 
for such a subsidization of borrowers by lenders, and the onus is 
on the suppllrters of financial repression to justify it. In some 
cases (for exampl., vhen saving is excessive) it may be readily 
justifiable, but these cases probably arise in only a small number 
of developing countries. 

The case for llberallzat ion of financial markets, therefore, 
appears fairly strong generally. However, in some countries it may 
not be feasible to remove interest rate controls, at least in the 
short run, for institutional, political or legal rf!asons. In such 
c:asf!s, the question arises as to whether there f!Xlsts a feasible 
"second-best" policy which alleviates many, If not all, the 
undesirablf' effects of interest rate controls. Nellor (53] has 
looked at tax policy options whlrh might reduce the distortions to 
savings in repressed financial markets. He comes to the conclusion 
that consumption (or <;ales) taxes ran be designed to make saving 
relatively more attractive, and can be adjustf!d so that the real 
return to saving approxlmatf'S to thP. free markP.t lntP.rest rate. In 
ordP.r to implemf'nt such a serond-bf'st policy, it ls nf'cf'ssary t:i 
have a broadly basP.d consumption tax. Many dP.VP.loplng countries do 
not havP. such a systen1 of taxatlo11, but Its Introduction ls one of 
the prlnrlpal rP.c:ommendatlons of this study. It Is Important, too, 
that flnanC'.lal Institutions should pf'rform thP. function of maturity 
transformation, making long-term credit available for rapltal 
lnvestm.,nt. 
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This concludes the summary of the theoreti~al impact of finan
cial repression on saving, investment and grow·-h. While liberal
ized interest rates w.iuid have a positive effect, it seems that 
interest rate liberalization is not likely to be a sufficient con
dition for the development of the financial sector to the extent 
that it exerts a substantial influence on investment and economic 
growtn. In particular, it needs to be accompanied by institutional 
deveJopment and strengthening so that alternative competitive 
markets for savings, such as equities, unit trusts, life assurance 
and pension funds, are created. It is tmportant, too, that finan
cial institutions should perform the f•.nct ion of maturity trans
formation, making long-term credit available for capital invest
ment. The theorPtical conclusions, therefore, tend to give qual
ified suppc rt to what is currently regarded as the accepted posi
t ion succirctly put by Van Wijnbergen ([71), p. 3). "Establishing 
high time Jeposi t rares (high compared to anticipated inflation) 
ha!' bPcome a standard part of the pol icy advice given to (devel
oping countries) by external experts, ranging from the visiting 
academic economist via the World Banlt to emisaari<!!s of the Inter
national Monetary fund". However, the strongest argument against 
repressed Interest rates remains intact: why should savers be 
expected to subsidize borrowers? The case needs to be made before 
repressed Interest rates are accepted. 

To conclude the review of distortions, a brief review of sub
sldi •s no~ already discussed under traded goods will be presented. 
The definition of a subsidy is not straightforward. At the 
simplest level it Is a cash payment by the Government to a consumer 
or producer. However, many subsidies do not take the form of cash 
payments. for example, incentives such as gover1unent encouragement 
to industry through tax concessions, special depreciation allow
anc!'s or physical far\ lit I es such as rent-free premises are, in 
fact, suhsidlPs. The provision of free educational or medical 
services are subsidies. Permitting a manufacturer to obtain higher 
prices on the domestic market because he is protected from imports 
is a subsidy. At another level, Governments that absorb the losses 
of State Pnterprlses are subsidizing f'ither the conaumf'r of the 
output or thf' rpsources employed by the enterprlsPs, often labour. 
Thf' control of lnvf'stmf'nt l lcences can enable existing manufac
turf'rs to Parn a rent bPcause rapacity or production is restric
ted. Thu"! a suhsldy may be dPscrlbed as any device which pl'rmits 
consumPrs to purchase goods at a price bf'low that which would 
ohtaln In a rompPtltlvP markPt, or which enables producf'rs to 
ohtaln an Pconomlc rent. A suhsldy has thf' effect of transferring 
rf'sourrPs from onP group ro anothPr. The key point to •emf'mber ts 
that onP l'.ro11p mwlt pay for 11nothPr's suhsldy; there Is no such 
thing as a frPP lunrh. 

Ar thP lrvPl nt rP:;o1irrP al lorat Ion, thP prPsPncP of suhsldlPs 
affprts thP pr! rps 11: .... d In lnvtstmPnt appraisal and lf'ads thPrf'fore 
to dlffPrf'nt dPri::fons that would be made If compf'tltlvf' markf't 
pr!rP"I wPrP w; .. d. ThP us" of world prlcPs (and sh .. dow prl<"f'S for 
(Ar tors and nnn r r11dPd v,oods) In prlnrlpll' rorrf'cts for thf' use of 
dlstnrtPd marlrPt prlrPs. llowf'VPr, practlrf' may not be as good as 
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the principle; the extent to which world prices are used in invest
ment appraisal ls limited. Governments and different @overnment 
departments use them to differing degrees (if at ~11} and the 
private se::tor does not use them. Moreover, even when used in 
appraisals, shadow prices may not be able to catch and offset ali 
the effects of subsidies, especially in countries where subsidies 
are widespread. 

Al though the presence of subsidies may distort prices and 
resource allocation superficially, their use is intended to reflect 
government policies. The subsidized price, given perfect govern
ment decision-taking, is the price which the Government wants to 
exist. In particular, subsidies are an important device for trans
ferring resources to the poor. The provision of subsidized health, 
education and food are obvious examples. Likewise, Governments 111ay 
protect infant industries because of their growth potential. 
Similarly, Governments may subs!dize State enterprises or private 
sector enterprises because they are assist Ing government policies 
of employment creation or regional development, for example. There 
is undoubtedly a rational ~asis for subsidies, however the concern 
here is that in practice subsidies may not have been applied log
ically and consistently in many countries, leading in some 
instances to undesired prices and other effects which no longer 
reflect government policies and which may result in significant 
misallocation of resources. 

Apart from protection from competing imports and low interest 
rates, which have already been discussed, most industrial subsidies 
come in the form of incentives. Public sector industrial enter
prises may, in atldition, have losses financed by the Government. 
However, cases of cash subsidies, especially to the private sector, 
are not plentiful. The most widespread form of incentive is the 
tax concession, which may take the form of tax holidays, accel
erated depreciation allowances, tax deduction for expansion re
lnveiiitment and tax exemption ?n i11ported capital equipment. In 
seve1c&l instances, the object of these subsidies is to compensate 
manufacturers for the anti-export bias of import tariffs. However, 
they also have the effect of lowering the after-tax cost of capital 
rel at l ve to the cost of labour, and may therefore introduce a 
further distortion in that the use of capital ls encouraged at the 
expense of labour. That distortion will lnfJuence both the selec
t ton of industry (for example, oil-refining may appear relatively 
more attractive than shoe-making} and the choice of technology 
within an industry. 

The effects of the provision of indirect subsidies through 
protective tariff» and capital market controh ave already been 
discussed. A few words should be said about three specific ty~es 
of subsidy, namely export subsidies, consumer subsidies and sub
sidies provided by losses of state corporations. 

Exporl ~l!~Sj~j~. Direct subsidies on exports are, of course, 
contrary to the regulations of the General Agrer.ment on Tariffs and 
Tradr.. However, the prevalence of high tariffs in many rountrles 
mPans that prices of some Inputs of exporting industrlu are well 
above world prires, and some form of export subsidy is needed to 
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compensate exporters for the anti-expor bias of tart ffs. There
fore it is not unc<>1mon for Governments to offer some form of 
incentives package to exporters. This 111ay take the form of rebates 
on import duties, tax credits or other fiscal incentives, or even 
direct cash payaents. Alternatively, the exchange rate ~•Y be held 
down to assist exporters. These "subsidies" are generally not in 
themselves distor;..ionary; rather they are intended to correct for 
other distortions. 

Consumer subsidies. Subsidies to consmaers usually a11ply to 
foodstuffs and, in some countries, to petroleum products and other 
consumer products such as textile goods. They are generally 
introduced ... or welfare reasons. Tae distortionary impact of such 
subsidies dt pends upon how they are operated. The least distor
t ionary method would be a cash hand-out to consumers, such as a 
welfare payme~t. However, consumers might not then spend it in the 
way intended. A price subsidized by the Government may lead to 
"excesstve" consumption (of petroleum products, for instance) 
leading to effects such as a diversion of exports and a prefe~enct 

for private transport rather than public transport. A subsidy to 
producers (with th2 intention of keeping prices low) may encourage 
excess production of the subsidized good rather than other goods. 
Finally, subsidized imports (for example, of foodstuffs) may lower 
domestic prices and thereby discourage local production. This 
problem has been experienced as a result of low-priced food aid 
(Jackson and Eade (36)). 

Losses of State corporationa. The Hteot to which losses 
incurred by State corporations arise from deliberate subsidies 
rather than bad planning or management is largely a matter for con
jecture. Ronetheless, losses of State corporations in sc.me c:iun
t ries are substAntial and represent s notable drain on the govern
ment budget. Ghana, Senegal, the United Republic of Tanzania and 
Zambia are four countries for which the extent of losses has been 
documented (Killick (38)). But subsidies to State enterprises are 
not restricted to absorbing losses. The provision of low-cost 
finance, including development aid, freedom from taxation and the 
ability to sell its output or provide services at artificially high 
prices because of protection or monoroly are advantages which State 
enterprises may receive. 

The rationale for subsidizing State enterprises la that they 
have "social" as well as financial objectives. To the extent that 
these objectives conflict, pursuit of an objective of maximizing 
net socia~ benefits may entail financial losses, wh1ch would 
justify a subsidy. However, the widespread suspicion that State 
enterprises, particularly those in a monopoly or protected position, 
&enerate "X-inefficiency" (production inefficiencies owing to lack 
of competition) suggests that subsidies provided on the grounds of 
maximizing net social benefits should be justified carefully. 

The notion of subsidizing deserving c,•!les may appear to be 
supnflclally attractive. However, it has ht.en noted that sub
sidies may have a number of important slde-efferts, notably In 
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resource allocation, •hich may be both unintended and undesirable. 
It is also important to bear in mipd that subsidy schemes may be 
very expensive to administer, a point of particular relevance to 
cowitries where administrative staff and skills are scarce, and 
they open possibilities f.:ir corruption. Costs of administration 
and corruption need to be borne in mind as well as the financial 
costs of subsidies. As a generalization, therefore it may be 
stated that subsidies need to be used sparingly. Where necessary, 
they should be simple to implement, and Governments should ensure 
that the expected benefits exceed the expected costs. 

G. Economic significance of distortions 

1. Tra~ed goods 

The major distortions •hich it is often argued exist in many 
developing countries have been discussed in the preceding sec
tions. It is clear that a large number of applied studies on both 
shadow pricing and broader measures of economic efficiency provide 
evidence of the existence of many distortions. However, establish
ing their existence is not the same as proving the validity of 
arguments which assert that such distortions have a critical role 
in holding back the long-run development of many countries. The 
questio~ of the economic significance of these distortions must be 
considered; for example, are there in some instances short-run 
costs which have to be borne as part of a desirable and viable 
long-run strategy? It is clear that one need not accept all of the 
arguments noted in the previous sect ions. Most cont rovers! al ls 
the implication that trade controls are always undesirable. For 
example, it might be argued that notwithstanding the distortionary 
effects of a system of import quotas and tariffs, given the foreign 
exchange constraint faced by a particular economy, such trade con
trols provide the most effective and least harmful means of man
agin& the balance of payments. It must be recognized that specific 
elements of a system of controls can always be improved, but for 
many countries there is no justification for automatically accept
ing the view that full trade l•beralization is a feasible and more 
effective option, in terms of long-run growth, than some form of 
protection. 

Given the frequent statements of the desirability of removing 
distortions from the kf'Y markets of developing rountrles lt is 
necessary to consider some of the evidence to substant lat,. such 
rlaims. It Is interPsting to note that one of thP leading 
researrh,.rr. In this area has recently rommentPd as follows 
(Krueger [43], p. 555): "[)esplte th,. lmportanrf' of distortions in 
thPory relatlvf'ly llttlP Pmplrlcal work has b .. en undPrtakf'n to 
Pstlmare thf'!r magnftu~,. or thf'lr PffPCts". 

Most work on thl' quantitative lmpar.t of distortions has been 
devotn~ to thf' rosts of protection and gf'nPral lntervf'ntlons In 
lntf':.1ational tradf'. Two broad approaches can be ldPntlflPd; thf' 
first Involves what Is tPrmed "partial equilibrium" analysis, slnr,. 
It dof's not rest on some consistent m11rro--modPl of 11n f'ronomy; thf" 
serond, howr·v" r USPS su<'h a modP l , and r11n hf" sl'Pn as a "gPnP r11 l 
equl l lhrlum" approarh. It Is sign I fl rant that P11rly attl'mpts to 
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estimate the cost of protection in a partial framework found this 
cost to be only a small proportion of current national income. The 
approach was basically to estimate the production and consumption 
cost for goods produced domestically under protect ion, but which 
would be imported if the protective system were abolished. The 
production costs are defined as the difference between domestic 
costs for the importable items, which would be imported under free 
trade, and their import value. 

Consumption costs are the difference between what consumers 
are willing to pay for the importable products under protection, 
and the price that would be established once free trade is intro
duced. ~/ In combination these two effects were described as the 
"allocative inefficiency"' associatf'd with protection, and, as has 
been noted, were generally found to be rather small. However, 
partial equilibrium approaches to the cost of protection were 
extended significantly by incorporating "X-inefficiency" effects 
into the calculations. 41/ X-inefficiency implies that firms are 
not producing at their minimum possi~le unit costs, and can arise, 
it is argued, due to a lack of competitive pressure in an environ
ment protected from world competition. Bergsman's extension of the 
earlier approach allowed for the possibility that many protected 
commodities might still be produced domestically after the mcve to 
free trade, but that in the new competitive environment 
X-inefficiency would fall, thus bringing production costs down to 
international ievels. The existence of X-inefficlency creates an 
additional cost of protection not captured by the earl !er produc
tion and consumption costs. The economy as a whole would gain from 
the reduction of X-inefficiency due to the res0urces freed for use 
elsewhere, while consumers of the products affected would gain 
through lower prices. A major limitation of the approach, however, 
is that it cannot distinguish between high costs d'.le to a relaxa
tion of cost-reducing efforts, defined as X-inefficiency, and 
monopoly profits. In other words, w!th protection, domestir prices 
may be above world prices either heLause production costs are 
higher than they need be - X-lnefficiency - or because a monopoly 
posi(ion in a sheltered market is being expl0lted. However, 
bearing this limitation in mind, the major point of interest for 
the present discussion Is that by allowing for a combination of 
X-lnefficiency and monopoly returns Bergsman produced cost-of
protect ion estimates substantially above those found by others. 
His major effort WdS directed at estimatP~ for Braz! 1, b•1t he also 
applied his method to other economlf's. Ills results are summarlzPd 
In table 2. 

The following Important points should be noted: 

(a) f'or all economies the allorat!VI' costs ot pr0r .. nlon, 
arising from allocative inetfirlency, arP t>lthn very small or 
negativt>, Negativf' results Imply that countr!Ps lo:;p from thf' mrwp 
to free trade, chiefly bt>cause of the terms of tradf' f'ffl'rt; 

(b) Whl le the X-ineffldt>ncy monopoly rPturn:i t>fff'r! Is 
always more signlflrant, In only two of thf' nix ro1mtrlt•s sturllf'd 
Is It mort> than 5 pPr rPnt of n~tlnnal lnrome. 
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Admittedly, what is a high cost in this context is not clear. 
Bergsman himself argues that the figures for Brazil and Pakistan 
are high enough to matter. Others may feel that, given the 
emphasis often placed on the irrationality of the protective system 
in many developing countries, results of this order of magnitude 
are hardly convincing evidence that distortions arising from 
pr0tection really are significant. 42/ 

Table 2. Costs of r-rotection in six economies ~/ 
(Percentage of GDP) 

-- - ---- ----------- - - ----------
Ill 
Cl 

OS i:: 
i:: -.... OS Clo .... <II 0 ... Clo - ;;.. CJ <II -N ., ..... ..... .... 

OS .... >< "" ..... 
Item .... ., Cl ., s:: 

a:i :E: :E: c.. c.. 
- - --- - -------- ------

Ne~ allocative 
cost 0.3 -1.2 0.3 0.5 1.0 

X- inefficiency 
plus monopoly 
return 6.8 0.4 2.2 5.4 2.6 

Total cost of 
protection 7.1 -0.8 2.5 5.9 3.6 

--- -------------------------

;;.. 
OS 
:. .... 
0 

:z; 

-0.l 

2.0 

1.8 

SQ!!L\;~: J. Bergsman, "Commercial policy, allocative efficiency 
an·.1 X-effidency", Quartllil_Journal of Economics, vol. 87, August 
~Y74. 

~/ Based on data from the 1960s. 

The general equilibrium approach to estimates of the cost of 
prot er t I on has also been employed in recent years. Krueger [ 43] 
summarizes the types of models which have been used, stressing 
thl'i r dt-manding data requirements and pointing out the econometric 
terhniques Involved. The work of de Melo (52] on Colombia Is 
frt>quently cited as an important example c.f this approach. What Is 
:;i11ni ti rant Is that although his results generally produce higher 
c·c,st-of-protection estimates than the partial approach, they appear 
td~hly sen::;lt!ve to key assumptions. The cost of protertlon ranges 
fr•">m 1.8 per cent of gross national product assuming a quota on 
cofft><' t-xports, and an upward sloping labour supply rurve, to 11.0 
pe•r r·ent with an optimal tax on coffee expo;ts, and the same labour 
rnarl<t>t conditions. If a perfectly elastic labour supply curve Is 
assumed, the cost of production becomes 5.8 per cent with the same 
coffee quota, and 15.8 per cent with the export tax. 'LJ./ This is a 
vny wide range, anti It Illustrates the uncertainty attached to 
exe>rclr.er; of this type. 
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The major point to stress regarding any attempt to capture the 
ma.:ro-economic costs arising from an import protect ion system is 
that for most countries experiencing relatively high protection, 
free trade is no more than a hypothetical situation, and little 
confidence can be placed in projections for an economy which moves 
from a highly protectt!d to an open trading policy. It is signif-
icant that only b} incorporating dynamic factors, such as cost 
reduct ions due to lower X-inefficiency, can quantitatively signi f
ie ant cost-of-protection estimates be derived, at least in a 
partial equilibrium framework. However, these improvements are 
only one possible scenario resulting from the removal of trade 
controls. Those less optimistic concerning the benefits associated 
with freer trade could con~truct an alternative with high-cost 
domestic producers closing down, and the resources freed by tht!l r 
closure not finding their way into dynamic export activities. In 
these circumstances it would be free trade that introduces the 
costs, in terms of 1. loss of potential national income, not protec
tion. The difficulty is that once one allows for the central 
importance of dynamic rather than static consider .. d .::ns, est !mates 
of costs will depend largely upon judgements concerning the 
viability of alternative growth strategies. Naturally opinions 
differ on such broad questions, and those sceptical of the merits 
of free trade are unlikely to be convinced by cost-of-protec.tion 
calculations. 

A more fruitfal approach to the que:ition of the impact of 
trade distortions on growth is likely to be thro1.gh reductions in 
exports due to the anti-export bias of protection. 44/ If exports 
are held back this is likely to have important implications for 
long-run growth, ~!nee rising exports should help to ease the 
foreign exchange constraint and may allow the attainment of greater 
economies of scale, when production is no longer limited to the 
home market. Exports can be held back in a number of ways: tw< of 
these - the high cost of non-traded inputs arising from rrote~tion 
and the relatively higher incentives for domestic market sale.:1 -
will be referred to in this section. A third, a high exchange rate 
maintained by protection, will be considered in the next section. 

Recent work using what is termed "shift analysis" has esti
mated the extent to which protection of importables ha::1 penalized 
the export sector, through its effect on the domestic price of non
tradeables. As has been noted earlier, higher prices of non
traded imports imply an implicit tax on the export sector which may 
more than offset any subsidies it receives. Greenaway and 
Milner [32] provide data on the shift coefficient in a number of 
countries, where this can be s~~n as the proportion of the growth 
of protection to importers that is passed on to exporters as ~!~her 
prices of non-traded goods. The simple average for the Latin 
Amerir.an countries for which they provide data is 67 per r.ent. ~51 

An important point the author.:1 bring out is that while Governments 
can set nominal rates of import duty and export subsidies, unless 
they operate a very comprehensive set of price controls for the 
non-traded sector they cannot influence prices of non-tradl'd goods 
in relation to importables and exportable&. The final outcome of 
relative prices wt 11 be determined by the technologfral character
istics and consumer preferenr.es that determined thl' dl'gree of 
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substitutability between the non-tr.ded and tradi'd sectors. In 
other 10ords, Governments cannot influence the shi:-c c0.,fdcient and 
thus cannot determine ~x ar.t€' the real protect Ion or real subsidy 
they are granting. This is another l.'ay of expressing the argument 
regarding the unco-ordinated nature of the incentive structure 
under a trade control system. The exact empirical significance of 
the findings of analysis Is unclear since one would need to 
kno·,; how imports responded to t..e taxes on exports that are 
implied. Hol.'ever, provides further evidence of anti-export bias. 

There is evidence from a number of countries, much of which is 
summarized In Krueger [41], that non-traditional ex.,orts respond to 
bo•h export incentives and reai exchange rate changes. Krueger 
stresses, however, that the critical determinant "f performance 
appears to be the trade bias of a protective system, rather thnn 
the 1P·1.-l of the exchange rate; in other words, Yhat is of central 
concPrn is the relative levels of incPntives in the domestic and 
export markets. Krueger arJl.":>s that what is rf:qui red for success
ful export gr:iwth is the removal of a bias against exports, ~nd a 
substantial government commitment to prevent the re-Pmergence of 
any such bias In future. This Involves granting exports equival~nt 
incentives to those afforded to d.1mestic sales, hut dot>s not, It 
should te noted, necessarily Imply a need to mo·~e to a free trade 
policy. Several of the successful export economit>s of the JCl60s, 
for example Brazil, Japan and the Republic of Korl'a, maintained 
various forms of Irr.port protpctlon, whl!P export growth was taking 
plare. The Important point was that the incentivPs crpated by 
import prctertion were offset by various combinations of export 
inc~ntives and exrhange rate changes. Furthermore, discussions 
such 2s that of Kruegf'r, ar.d ttle earlier work of Little, SC'ftovsky 
and Scott [50] normally fail to allow for a possible link between 
an Initial stagP of lmport-substitutlon·bias<>d indu:;trializat~on 

and :ater PXport suc·cess. Although the cas<' still nPeds to be 
proved ronc!u:;ively, it is po£slhle that some of the suc.·essful 
P:<port eronnmies wPre ahlP to achieve rapid export )\rowth as a con
ser;uPnre of the production experienc"' arq;;ir<>d initially In selling 
in a protPcted domest ir market. If this is the casf', the stark 
dit"hoto;ny bf't'Jt'en in•Jard · and r·1t•.iard-looklng lr.dustrialization 
which Is still present in many d cussions of tradP srrat.-gy may 
provf' to hf' a mlsl.-adlng ovrrslm~ll .ration. 46/ 

M;in:1 :;twll~·; r:a'/" f':;tb,;,!.-•l t:ie rl!Vf'f)\Pf\Cf hPt"o't'f"fl ""'tr.,JJp,j 

"ftl··lal ··:uhanv· r;,t,·:; aar! rr,;,rh·t r·lrarlng rat .. s. Thp,,, ... o.timatf>'' 
r.-:tn bf> ~rirrjrr,r1r;ttt·1 tntrJ tt:f' t·i;d·" r,f r'ri~•t r,f ptr,t ",·t fr)n mor!eL.• 
'ii'.;r·11:;~;t•'I fn thf" ~·rr":ir,·1·; f,~-r·ttr)r:. ;!',·,..·r·•:...-r, "1,l'/t·I' tht• lL1·1!lrttion~1 

r)t tLt·:;~ rr.·,dr·l~; in C1d\';!,t•·; i:.y, tr ..... r··,::t r,f inttl'f'/t•nt i·ir1 tn thfl' 

trJft·iy,n t•Xth.:ir;ri,t• r:.rtrYt-t, tr i;; rr.r11~· n1.;~r'1i1rlfltt• tr) trJCIJ~ 011 thp 
rll~>i.\('t•nt i'/f• t<i •)x;,r1rt.r; i.'T.~·i it·d t., f'X•"hit.L,1,t" r;itt· IJl/f·r·ud11nt ion. 
Th"fl' !:; ···1ir\,.r1r,. tr .. m a 11•1r..t .. ·r r,f :-.twl\p:; that ln,1dlf·'· th~t rivPr 
'/i111l'1tlr,n ;rnr\ it•; ;.,;c;,,ci;,tf'i Vdlrlt'S llt'lri b,1c)r f'l<P'JrJ!, ;,nrl th1J5 
t!y,t:t"n"'' the h'1!i111r" nf 1·<:r.,r·nt•; r·r.n:;tral11t 011 '":"r;,11 jl,J.,wth. 
f\ird ['IJ fr,r f'l<ilrf11,!" ~r;.·1•'" th;,t !n p,l'nPr,.1, trar!t· 1•l11:;tirltl.-:1 In 
mr,:,t d1•'/t•lr1)dr1v, rr11ir•trft•::, fif lt>...s:;t i11 th,. !qriy,f'r tt•rm, ,.trf• !-tUftf 

<"l"ntl'/ t:ly.! 1 fr,r .. ;q ... rt•; ~1,d lrr.1··•rt:; \r, m"'"' !11 ttw rll1t'f·t!r,n 
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required for balance of payments improvement. His survey of the 
evidence follows the earlier work of Cooper (12] in concluding that 
in a majority of cases the trade balance Improved following deval
uation. However th~ following qualificatio:is must be made: 

(a) In many countries the period over which the real exchange 
rate is devalued is relatively :.ir~ef. Often this follows in part 
from the inflotionary consequences of devaluation itself; 47' 

(b} The internal relative price effect on traded and non
traaed goods is also normally transl tory. Evidence from a number 
of countries suggests that the price advantage for tradeables is 
largely eroded within a period of up to three years; ~/ 

(c) The depression of economic activity following devaluation 
varies between countries, from periods of a few months to over a 
year. ~/ There are difficulties however in disentangling the 
direct effects of devaluation from those of other policy changes. 

These findings suggest that the effect of devaluation on the 
trade balance is largely short term, although it may still be a 
useful impetus for future growth. There are nonetheless short-run 
C')Sts likely to be involved to set against favourable trade and 
allocaticn effects. These are essentially a higher rate of do~~s
tic inflation and some reduction in real expenditure and activiry. 
The type of economy in which these costs will be highest wi 11 be 
where the propensity to import is high, import demand and export 
supply are i:ielastic, and labour resistance to real wage cuts is 
greatest. These are clearly the economies where the favourable 
effects of devaluation are likely to be weakest, or even negative. 

3. Labour markets 

Turning to thP. question of labour market distortions, some 
estimates exist of the magnitude of labour and capital market 
distortions, in terms of raising labour and lowering capital 
costs. Krueger (40] reports data from eight countries in the 1960s 
and early 1970s which show the degree to which labour costs were 
raised relative to capital for the modern protected sector of the 
economy. Those data are given in table 3. The key figures are in 
the last column, and show the increase in che wage-capital cost er 
wage-capital rental ratio for the protected modern sector relative 
to the same ratio in the rest of the economy. It is diffic~lt to 
generalize on the basis of data from only eight countries, but it 
appears that in only two, Brazil and Cote d'Ivoire, were the 
percentage distortions in labour costs greater than those in 
capital costs. In two countries, Paki!.tan and Tunisia, the com
bined effect of wage and capital distortions appears to have been 
substantial. However, again it is unr.lear what co:istitutes a sig
nificant level of distortion in cases surh as this. Krueger 
reports that efforts ~o estimate the level of employment in the 
absence of distort ,ons produced a 10 per rf'nt lnrrf'aSf' for 
Argentl:ia, 15 per r.ent for Brazil, and as much as 271 per cent for 
Pakistan. Thi' real Ism cf such projf'r.tlons f:; unrlf'ar, hut even 
al lowing for the fllr.t that thry rf'ff'r to onrf'-for-al l lnrrf'ilSf's, 
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and disregarding the Pakistan result as extreme, the results f'lr 
the other tvo countries are still substantial. ~/ 

Table 3. Percentage estimated distortion in capital 
and labour costs from 7arious 3ources 1/ 

Country 
or area Year 

Percentage reduction 
Percentage in capital costs 

increase in ___ due _1;.Q__ __ 

labour costs Trade Credit Others 

Penentage 
tncreas~ 

in wage
rental 
ratio 

---------- ----------------------

Argentina 1973 15 8 9 38 
Brazil 1968 27 0 4 31 
Chile 1966-1968 37 37 
Cote d'Ivoire 1971 23 0 3 12 45 
Hong Kong 1973 0 0 0 0 0 
Pakistan 1961-1964 0 38 53 10 316 
Republic of 

Korea 1969 0 0 8 2 11 
Tunisia 1972 20 30 6 87 

~: A. O. Krueger, Alternative Trade Strau&ies ~ 
El!lployrnent (Chicago Gniveraity Presa, 1983), table 7.1.• 

1/ Percentage changes refer to costs in the "distorled" o& 
protected modern sector relative to costs in the rest o! the 
economy. 

As noted earlier there is now general agreement that scope for 
technology choice, in terms of degrees of labour-intensity, exists 
in a fairly vi de range of industrial act lvi ties. Several firm
level studies have indicated that for particular branches the gain 
in employment arising from use of more labour-intensive techniques 
can be substantial. One of the most comprehensive of th'!se is by 
Pack f54), and his results are worth noting. Pack examined the 
range of technologies in use in nine manufacturing branches, and 
contrasted the characteristics of vhat he identifies as the most 
economically appropriate and the most capital-intensive tt.chnol
ogiea. In total, for an equal investment in each branch, use of 
the economically appropriate technologies generated a~proxtmately 
fO!.lr timea the number of joba usociated with the most capital
intenai ve technologies. Thia result depends upon the brancht.a 
selected for study, hut the nine chosen are all likely to be 
important, ~articularly for the lov income developing countrie&. 21/ 

However, this evidence on the scope for technology choice does 
demonstrate that pArticular labour or capital market diatortlona 
vill be aufficient to block the adoption of economically efficient 
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technologies. Squire [60), for example, judges labour market dis
tortions in many developing countries to be a relatively weak 
influence on the level of employment. 

He tests for the effect of reductions in the minimum wage on 
employment in both the formal and informal sectors, and in partic
ular on productivity in the latter. His conclusion is that the 
removal of distortions in the form of minimum wage legislation is 
unlikely to have a significant impact on incomes in the informal 
sei::tor through a rise in proJuctivity, as workers leave to find 
formal sector employme.1t. Furthermore, simulations of hiu model 
for different demand and supply elasticities for labour show reduc
tion in minimum wages to have relatively little impact on total 
employment, although they can increase substantially formal sector 
em9loyment, if relatively high demand elasticities are assumed. ~/ 

This type of evidence does not mean that in combination the 
effect of labour and capital market distortions may not still be a 
significant influence on employment and capital use in many 
countries. Relative factor prices will be amo11g a number of 
influences on technology choice, and clearly if some technologies 
are judged more economically efficient than others, prices facing 
producers should he such as to encourage shifts in the desired 
direction. The extent to which such shifts will actually fall in 
response to relative factor price changes wf 11 vary both between 
branches and between economies. 

Squire does also suggest, however, that capital market distor
tions in the form of the availability of cheap credit to farmers 
may have a signi fie an~ negative effect on agricultural employment 
in many countries, owing to excessive mechanization. 

H. Empirical .studies of c.fil!al market controls 

Most empirical work has focused on attempts to estimate the 
impact of interest rate controls on economic growth. Interest 
rates are generally taken as a proxy for financial repression, and 
ho.ve the virtue, from a research point of view, ot b,!ing reaHly 
measurable. Various models have been tested by their various 
authors. Work has concentrated on specifying a model in a testable 
form (data are available for the variables used) and then estima
ting tne values of ti1e coefficients in order to evaluate the impac.t 
of thl' rate of interest on savings, investment and growth. The 
method of utimati'ln ;;sed is invariably a form of least squares 
rt>gression analysis. Tests have been performed on a substantial 
number of countries over substantial periods of time. The main 
econometric studies a,·e summarized briefly below. It should be 
no~ed, however, that the regressions produce variable results in 
thtdr rorreldtion coeffichnts and t-statistics and in thP mag
nitude of their coeffidents. However, it 1s difficult to do full 
justire to the studies in the limited spacP available, and 
inll'rested readPrs are referred to the original texts. 

f'lschPr (20) estimated an investment ~unrtion for forty devel
o;iing rountr!Ps over the perloc1 1960··1972. Hr. found that "domestir 
savings transferred within the respective c.)untry i1a:l a grP.ater 
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influence upon capital formation in countries with low and stable 
inflation rates than in countries where rates of inflatior. were 
high and stable". 

The positi·.re sign of the coefficient of the nominal interest 
rate and the negative sign for the expected inflation rate confirm 
repression theories. Fischer estimateJ that the interest rate and 
the inflation rate each account for about 20 per cent of the ~han,e 
in the private domestic investment ratio, but the biggest influence 
is the inverse relationship between public sector investment anli 
private domestic investment. His results support the notion thl!t 
public ~ector investment crowds out private domestic investment. 

Fry [25) found that in Afghanistan changes in the real rate of 
interest had a definite impact on growth. Abe and others [18] 
found a positive (but not very substantial) relationship between 
saving and the real deposit rate in six Asian countries. Fry [22] 
looked at 14 developing countries in the region of the Economic and 
Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific and found that increases 
in the real rate of interest did increase financial s•vings. The 
effect may not be to increase total savings, rather it may divert 
savings from inflatio:i hedges to financial savings. The effect, 
neverthe!ess, is to increase the availabiaty of loanable funds 
available for investment. Fry [23] found that the real interest 
rate had a positive effeC't on domestic saving and economic growth 
in sevP.n Asian developing count~ies over the period 1962-1972. ~/ 
Fry [24] extended the analysis to cover 61 developing countries and 
found that saving is affected positively by the real deposit rate 
of interest and that credit avaihbility is an important deter
minant not only of new investment, but also of capacity utilization 
of the entire capital stock. He further estimated the cost of 
financial repression to be around i12 per cent in economi-: growth 
lost for each l per cent by which the real deposit rate of interest 
is set below its market eq~ilibrium rate. Hanson [35) studied the 
impact of the change from positive to negative real interest rates 
in Colombia in 1967 on saving, investment and growth and found that 
they all declined as a result. In a fairly broad study of ten West 
African countries, Leite [46) came to the general conclusion that 
the prevailing poll~ies of low and stable in!erest rates are inap
propriate. 

Not all studies have obta!ned positive r~sults, however. 
Galbis (29], fn 11 study of 19 Latin American countri''"• produced 
inconclusive results. Brodersohn [70) found a positi'i"! relation 
between liberalization of irterest rates and saving in the Southern 
Cone countries of Latin America, but found that the impact on the 
demand for in.,estment funds was inconcludve or negative. Vogel 
and Buser (72] looked at the ri.lationship between real interest 
rates, saving and investment in Latin America and the results were 
again inconclusive. 

Few l!mpirir.al studie.i have been c•rrff'd out to estimate the 
impact of liberalizing inte!"f'St rates after s·1ch a reform has been 
implemented. Sri Lanka, where intnest rates were raised consid
erably after thP. elPr.tion in 1977, has produr.P.d two studtes. 
Roe ([S6), p. 221) fnund that 
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a large part of total investment is not governed either 
as to its total quantity or its allocation by local interest 
rate conditions. Under present institutional arrangements, 
the administered interest rates could be set at almost .my 
level without affecting the pattern of investment. Thus so 
long as thr:se arrangements persist it is impossible to say 
what is the 'correct' level of these rates, or whether 'high' 
rates are preferable to 'low' ones." 

Khatkhate [37), although onl) concerned with the pre-1977 
liberalization in Sri Lanka, was of the opinion that negative real 
interest rates had resulted in a shrinking of the supply of real 
loanable funds, leaving the demand for investment finance t;'.1Sat
isfied. 

In Latin America, Galbis [28) found that liberalizing interest 
rates in the 1970s had been generally successful in Argentina, 
Brazil and Uruguay, but not in Chile. 

The Republic of Korea reformed its interest rates in 1965. 
This was followed by an enormous increase in time deposits. Van 
Wijnbergen [71) has estimated that this growth came from switct.ing 
money from the kerb, or parallel, market to time deposits, rather 
than from increased savings or increased mobilization of cash 
savings. The effect was to tighten credit on the kerb market, 
which many smaller businesses depend on, and the reform was there
fore contractionary in the short-run. Van Wijnbergen considered 
that the contraction would persist if bank lending were restricted 
by government controls. Tight credit controls, if a permanent 
f~ature of bank regulation, would self-evidently restrict invest
ment, and be contrary to the obje'.'t i ve of interest rate liberal
i za t ion. 

In short, the bulk of the empirical evidence supports the main 
tenet of repression theory, that liberalizing interest rates tends 
to increase savings and investments. The signifi..:ant number of 
inconclusive and negative studies gives some weight to the qua~ -
iflcat1ons made in the earlier discussion of repression theory, 
that interest rate liberalization may not be a sufficient condition 
for Increased saving and investment, and ln some countries it may 
simply not work. However, there ts little evidenC".e that liberal
ization Is harmful, and, as has been noted earlier, the onus is on 
the supporr.ers of repression to justify the pollC".y, and to just{fy 
the lmpl lca!ion of repression, that savPrs should subsidize bor
rowers. 

I. Economy-widl' distortions 

The preceding dlscus.;lon has foC".used upon Individual distor
tions more or lf'ss Ir: isolation from one, anothf'r. llowpver, It can 
he argued that In a highly dlstortt:d economy a numhf'r of Important 
market signals will he functioning wrongly and that In total the 
romblnf'd effect of these distortions may exreed the Individual 
f'ffects viewed In isolation. ThP World Bank [77) attrmptrd to mP.et 
this point hy rf'latlng Pstlmatrs of thP ovrral 1 lrvrl of 
distortions In a samplr of 11 df'vrloplnl\, C".01Jntrlrs to thrlr growth 
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performance, OP a cross-country basis. Since this is one of the 
few attemr.ts to quantify the overall effect of distortions, it is 
worth discussing in some deta i 1. There are major difficulties in 
quantifying the degree of distortion in different markets, sincf' 
one requires a norm with •hich to compare actual prices. The World 
Bank study \las not able to compare market prices with accurate 
estima:es ?f shadow prices. The approach is to derive rough proxy 
estimates fer shadow prices in dif.::erent markets. In all, seven 
distortions are considered relating to the exchange rate, effective 
protection for manufacturing and agriculture respectively, un
skilled labour and capital, the rate of inflation and public 
utility pricing. Using data from the 1970s, countries are grouped 
in high-, medium- or low-distortion categories, on the basis of 
their distortion measure in each market. 

The growth performance of the 31 developing countries during 
the 1970s can be considered in relation to thPir rating by degree 
of distortion. The basic results of the study an· summarized in 
table 4, countries are grouped on the basis of an overall distor
tion index into high, medium or 1011 C'ltegories, and the simple 

1'erages of various performance Indicators are calculated for each 
group. It is clear that the low-distortion group has a superior 
growth performance on the basis of all the indicators shown. For 
example, in terms of GDP growth the low-distortion group had an 
annual average growth of about 7 per cent per year during the 
1970s, which is 2 percentage points above the average for all coun
tries in the sample, and 4 percentage points above the average for 
high-distortion countries. The divergence in performanre bPtween 
the 1011- and high-distortion groups Is particularly markPd In the 
case of exports, with the former showing an averahe growth of just 
under 7 per cent per year, and the latter a growth of below 1 per 
cent. 

Cross-sectional regression analysis relating GDP growth to the 
ccmposite distortion index was also applied to allow for variations 
between countries in the three separate grcups shown In table 4. 
This showe~ a significant negative correlation betW~Pn the distor
tion index and growth. On the basis of this evidence thP World 
Bank ((77), p. 63) r.oncludes that "In short the statlstfra! anal
y~is clearly suggests that prices matter for gro 1th". llowPver, a 
number cf qualifications, outlined below, shovld be horne In mind: 
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(a) Ttf're are several problems in quantifying the varto s 
distortions across countries. The mtasures of distortion used do 
r.ot compare market prices with shadow prirf's, but only with proxies 
for the latter, which in some cases are very rrude; for example, 
market waj1'.PS are not compared with shadow wages, nor are actual 
rates with exchange rates. Moreover, measures of ERP may vary sub
s~antially with the methodology adopted, and it is not clear how 
directly comparable acros" countries are the ERPs for agriculture 
and manufacturing used in the construction of the composite index. 
Therefore, in so far as the overall distortion index is con
structed, at least in part, with data of questionable validity, the 
strength of the conclusions of the study must be weakened; 

(b) The regression results show the distortion index to be a 
;;igni ficant explanatory variable, explaining about one t:li rd of the 
variation in growth performance between countries. 54/ However, 
certain countries grew more rapidly tha11 predicted by the equation 
- including Brazil, Cote d'Ivoire, Egypt, Indonesia, Nigeria and 
the Republic of Korea - while others performed mark~dly worse than 
predicted including Ethi0pia, Ghana, India and Jamaica. The 
World Bank ((77), p. 63) acknowledged that "many other elements, 
not least natural resource endo;,nnent as well as other economic, 
social and political, a-1 institutional factors would need to be 
considered in a more complete explanation to account fully for the 
variation in growt11 rates". This is quite clearly a rf'asonable 
conclusion, but once the importani:e of other far.tors is al lowed 
for, the primacy of price distortions becomes open to question; 

(c) Finally, perhaps the most important point is that a 
statistical association between measures of distortion in an 
economy and growth obviously says nothing about causation. Earlier 
sections of this paper have summarized many of the arguments which 
suggest that distortions will reduce both allocative efficiency and 
long-term growth. Protection, for example, may shelter high-cost 
producers and create a bias against exports. Similarly, technology 
choice may be biased in an inappropriate direction owing to factor 
market distortions, and specialization along the lines 'If existing 
resource endowments may be hindered. Such arguments suggest that 
causation runs directly from high distortions ~o low growth. 
However, the evidence is open to another Interpretation. Some 
would argue that in many developing countries growth is held back 
by variou<J structural rigidities. For example, lark of domest!r 
entrepreneurs and skilled workers may mak£ it difficult to incre~je 

domestic supply of many commodities in the short run, thf' Inability 
of the Govf'rnment to raise revenue may restrict the level of 
investment, and export earnings may be held bark by external con
straints. 55/ In this view distortions ran be the symptom of 
structural problems rather th~n "he fundamental cause of low 
growtt.. It Is Interesting that the World Bank [77) finds the 
exchange rate to be the single most significant Individual dl<>tor
tlon. However, one would expert an economy with what may be termed 
a structural halanre of payments problem - a small non-traditional 
f'Xport sertor and a high propf'nslty to Import - to experience low 
growth, slnre whf'never lnromes rise slgnlflrantly :he absolutr 
Increase In Import~ will rxrred the foreign rxrhNnge that the 
f'Xport sertor ran generate. <:rowth may be rurtal led for balanre of 
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payments reasons. To conserve foreign exchange such an econom~ may 
have to esta!:llish an import controls system - inevitably raising 
the ERP granted to many producers - and it may also expert ence a 
real exchange ~ate appreciation, if structural bottlenecks create a 
higher rate of dumestic inflation than in its trading competitors. 
In such circumstances, low growth will be accompanied by distor
tions, as measured by high ERPs and exchange rate appreciation. 
However, duch distortions are not necessarily the underlying causes 
of kw growth, which in this view lie in the structural character
istics of the economy. One need not generalize this argument too 
far, since the interpretation of the relation between distorti•:ms 
and growth will be determined by a reading of the constraints faced 
by particular economies. There is no reason, however, why causation 
should always lie in a single direction. In some countries, at 
some t cme, distortions as defined here may contribute directly to 
poor economic performance. In other circumstances however, they 
may simply reflect more fundamental struct•Jral pcoblems so that 
removal of the distortions alone would not be a long-term solution. 

This section has gone in some detail into the empirical 
evidence on the significance of price distortions, and it is neces
sary to draw together some conclusions from the often ambiguous 
data considered. The most important general point is that the 
economic consequences of the sets of market prices prevai 1 ing in 
developing countries do appear to matter, although getting prices 
right is clearly not the only issue. There is evidence that the 
relative prices prevaf ling in many developing countries often bear 
no clear relation to government objr.ctives, and that in some cir
cumstances the effects of prices may operate in direct contradic
tion to certain objectives. In terms of the specific con~equences 
of market distortions, it appears that protection of import
substitute industries has sheltered high-cost producers, and in 
some instances pulled resources into non-priority areas. Perhaps 
most seriously, incentives for domestic production have often not 
been matched by incentives tor ~xport, which has hindered the 
growth of exports. Regardin•, the effect of labour market distor
tions, their impact on employment growth is unclear, although in 
certain sectors employment may have been negatively affpctpd to a 
substantial degree. Finally, domestic savings do appear to be 
responsive to real interest rates, suggesting that capital market 
distortions may have held down savings and Investment. 

The evldenre on the overal 1 consequenC'PS of distort fans for 
growth clearly does not demonstrate that price pol icy is th" only 
factor which .·an explain the wide variatio1i In growth experienc:P 
between developing countries. However, there ar" strong grounds 
for arguing that Pl tees h~ve a sufflrlent ly Important rolP to wa•
rant consideration of ways of reforming price-setting proC'~dures. 
If resource mobilization and alloratlon derisions are rtponsl•Je to 
price changl's, then onf' ran argul' that dl'rlslon-takPrs shc.uld be 
forced to examine whether prlres curr,.n~ly ruling in key markets of 
their economies are appropriate, In thP sensf' that th" Pff Prts 
created by thes,. prices, In terms of Pithf'r rPsourrP USP or inrome 
distribution, arP in line with govPrnmPnt r,hjertfvpi; and prlnrltles. 
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l/ In a recent book, Ian Little [48) categoriz~s development 
economists as either "structuralist" or "neo-classical" on the 
basis of the ext~nt to which they believe prices to be an important 
factor in resource allocation. The latter clearly do, and he 
defines thP former as all those who do not. 

1,./ One can also distinguish between distortions created by 
government policies, and those resulting from market conditions, 
for example, monopoly. Corden [ 15) uses the term distortion to 
refer to the effects of g<>vernment intervention, describing the 
effect on market cc,nditions as a "divergence". 

J_/ There is a substantial literature on the definition and 
estimation of shadow prices; see, for example, [67), [68) and [69), 
Little and Kirrless [49) and Squire and van der Tak [61). Where 
Governments are interest~:\ in objectives other tha~. allocative 
efficiency, the measurement of opportunity costs will have to be 
broadened to cover the effects on these wider objec,ives. 

~I In terms of the previous example, this implies that the 
balance of payments mc,y be controlled by a mixture of the exchange 
rate, quota restri~tions, ~ariffs and internal demand management. 

~I The term ef:iciency is ambiguous, since it must be related 
to the achievement of particular objectives. In this section, 
efficiency is used in the sense of allocative efficiency, that is, 
the extent to which income is maximized from the utilization of 
existing resources. Dynamic and distributional considerations are 
introduced in later chapters. 

~I Here the initial distortion will be the difference between 
the valuation of the commodity by the Government and the valuation 
of private consumers. 

II Major empirical works on shadow pricing include Lal [ 45] 
on India, Scott, MacArthur and Newbury [57) on Kenya, and 
Powers [SS] on several Central and Latin Ameriran economies. 

81 Balassa has been the pioneer in this area; see, for 
example, Balassa [5] and more recently Balassa [3]. 

2/ The term comed from Turuner et al (66]. 

lQ/ In this statement and elsewhere in the discussion the 
deviation of domestic fron. world prices owing to domestic transport 
and distribution costs is ignored. 

ll/ Strictly this assumes that export demand is perfectly 
elastic (the small country assumption), so that exporters have no 
problem selling more at the prevailing price, and that competitive 
production conditions prevail domestirally. 

lZ/ Sf'e, for example, Bhagwati [8). This point of the 
relative effects of tariffs and quotas is explored further in the 
disr.11sAlon of poll".y alternatives. 
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13/ Krueger [ 42) points out that real economic resources may 
be wasted by firms or traders wishing to obtain access to licences 
or other documents necessary under a system of direct economic 
controls (rent-seeking). 

14/ We have already >een how market interventions through 
tariffs, taxes and subsidies will influence this ratio. 

15/ The ERP formula for branch j is 

ERP 
j 

T j - l:Ti • a 11 
1 - aij 

where Tj and Ti are the nominal rates of ~rotection on output j 
and input i respectively 

aij gives the input of i per unit of j at world prices, and 
world prices of j and i are normalized to equal unity. 

It can be shown that ERPj can be rewritten to give the re.tio of 
the additional value added arising from protection to value added 
under free trade so that 

ERP 
j 

VADP 1 - VAWPl 

VAWPj 

where VADP and VAWP are value added at domestic and world prices, 
respectively. 

Gorden [14) provides a comprehensive stu~y of the theory of protec
tion. 

lQ/ A simple numerical example may illustrate t:he ext.,nt to 
which nominal and effective protection rates can differ. There are 
three goods produced under protection - A, B and C. Nominal rates 
of tariff are 40 per cent for A, 20 per cent for B and 10 per cent 
for C. For simplicity it is assumed that each good requires only 
one pr~duced input B, and that B is 50 per cent of the value of 
output at world prices in each case. With these assumptions the 
ERP measures will be 60 per cent for A, 20 per cent for B and zero 
for C. 

In comparison with the nominal rates the ranking of products 
has remained unchanged, but the relative degree of incentive has 
widened substantially. C receives no net protection and the 
effective protection of A is 50 per cent greater than its nominal 
rate. 

~/ Balassa [3) finds the ;ankings of branches by nominal and 
effer.tive rates of protection to be significantly correlated in 
some countries. He argues, however, that ERP measures will be much 
more effective in predir.ting the absolute siZ! of resource shifts 
arising from protection. The Implication is that In some countries 
nominal rates may be useful in predicting the direction, as opposed 
to the magnitude of resource shifts. 
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!!/ Little, Scitovsky and Scott (50] pointed to the bias 
within manufacturing again~t production of capital goods. 

12/ Formally the DRC ratio for activity j is 

where si is the shadow price of domestic factor i 

Vij is the amount of factor i required per unit of output j 

IVAj i~ the international value added in j. 

From this definition it follows that ERP and DRC measures will be 
equivalent if market prices rather than shadow prices are used in 
the DRC measure. 

'MJ_/ Bhagwati [8] surveys some of the evidence on DRCs; see 
chapter 5, pp. 82-126. 

21/ Es':imating the appropriate exchange rate fer an economy 
is by no means straightforward, however. For various theoretical 
approaches see, for example, Oxford Economic Papers [63]. 

22/ Bhagwati [8] points out that theoretically a wide range 
of DRCs need not inevitably imply resource misaliocation. A 
producer with a low DRC at present may run into increasing costs 
for example, or alternatively face a falling output price if his 
production is expanded. Both effects would raise his DRC ratio. 
Also Warr [73] points to the limitations of ranking by DRC ratios. 

~/ Balassa [3] uses the definition of 

ERS 
j 

~~i___=:___V~~ 
VAWPj 

where VADPi is value added in j at domestic prices adjusted for 
subsidies 

VAWPj is value added at world prices. 

The subsidies included in the estimates are for crPdit and tax pay
menu. The incidence of the subsidy has to be estimated fairly 
crudely however; see Balassa ([3), pp. 9-19). 

~/ This appears to have been the case in Taiwan Province of 
China and, t~ a lesser extent, in the Republic of Korea. 

~/ Agarwala [l] 'Jurveys ERP estimates tor agriculture and 
manuhcturing for a number of countrir.s, and finds 12 where the 
average ERP tor agriculture was negative during the 1970s. 

i6t Balassa [4) provides formulae for the calculatio1. Clf the 
shadow exchange rate under thr.se alternative policy sr.r.narlos. 

27/ Thirlwall [65] givr.s a good introduction to devaluation 
and compr.ting theories of the balance of paymr.nts. 
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28/ The "new structuralist" critique of devaluation as a policy 
measure for developing countries is that it is "stagflationary" -
creating both inflation and domestic recession. This rests in part 
on the view that export responses will be slow to emerge; see 
Taylor [64) and Krugman and Taylor [44). 

29/ For an example of this approach in Jamaica, see Weiss [74). 
It must be remembered that the extent of underemployment must be 
allowed for, so that a worker's annual proauctivity will be measured 
by days worked per year multiplied by the tiaily wage rate. This 
simple view of migratior. patterns, where agriculture provides the 
labour for all new projects in the economy, can be modified in 
various ways. However, it still provides the basis for many empir
ical studies on shadow wages. 

30/ For example, it figures in the article setting out the 
famous "Lewis-model" for a labour surplus economy; see Lewis [47). 

_ll/ The argument must be qualified, however, since under 
certain circumstances long-run growth of both employment and income 
could be greater with ca pi tal-intensi ve rather than labour
intensi ve techniques. Sen [58] provides the classic discussion of 
these issues. 

32/ See Stewart [62), White [75) and Pack [54) for surveys of 
the 1iterature. 

;u/ This abstracts from differences between market and shadow 
wages due to differences between domestic and international prices; 
see, for example, the discussion of skilled labour in Powers [55). 

J!!_/ High-wage economies where government intervention has been 
important are listed as the East African countries, plus Colombia, 
Pakistan, Puerto Rico, Nigeria ar.d Sri Lanka. It is noted that in 
many mining-based economies the initial impetus towards high urban 
wages comes from the foreign mining companies; see Squire ( [60), 
pp. 129-130). 

~/ Interest rate floors on deposit and loan rates are also 
encountered occasionally, but they have not been taken into account 
in the analysis here. As an illustration of methods of nterest 
rate controls, Galbis [28) found that 17 out of 19 Latin A ·erican 
countries studied had imposed interest rate controls at some time 
during the period 1967-'.976. Interest rate ceilings on deposits 
were encountered in 14 countries, of which five were comprehensive 
ceilings and nine partial ceilings. Three countries had interest 
rate floors. In seven countries, interest rates were pegted to 
some form of index, usually as part of a much wider indexation of 
financial assets and liabilities. 

)()/ The argument assumes that the interest rate is th.~ main 
detnminant of the investment rate in a given period. This is 
obviously quest fonabll', and other important de,ermlnants Include 
thP P.XpP.rted ratPS of growth and inflation, thl' lPVl'l of exress 
rapadty at the bPglnnlng of the pnlod, and all the other factors 
which makl' up that elusive concept, buslnP.SS confidence. 
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ll/ There will always be a margin between bank borrowing and 
lending rates, but this is ignored for ease of exposition • 

.ll.I Ronetheless, government borrowing, by offering increasingly 
higher risk-free rates of return to lenders, may "crowd out" private 
sector borrowing. To the extent that crowding out occurs, govern
ment borrowing, if used for current expenditure, may be at the 
expenge of private sector investment. 

J2/ The literature on the impact of foreign capital inflows on 
domestic saving efforts has been summarized recently by Dowling and 
Hiemenz [17), for example. 

~I For a brief exposition of the approach, Sf'e Corden [13). 
It should be noted that a number of qualifications 111ay have to be 
made to the simple definition of producer and consumer costs given 
above. In particular, the expansion of exports associated with a 
move to free trade must be allowed for. This expansion may have a 
negative terms-of-trade effect if international prices for exports 
fall, and may also encounter rising production costs, if there are 
diminishing returns to scale. On the consumption side, lf domestic 
prices of exportables rise with the move to free trade, this will 
create consumption costs of free trade to offset the rem~val of the 
consum~tion costs associated with protection. 

!1/ See Bergsman [7]. 

YI It should be noted that Bal ass a amended Bergsman' s cal
culat iona to produce somewhat higher figures including 3.7 per cent 
for the Philippines, 6.2 per cent for Pakistan and 9.5 per cent for 
Brazil. See Balaaaa ([6], p. 156). 

!J/ These 
Balassa [3]. 

results are cited by both Krueger (43) and 

44/ Bias can be expre~sed simply in quantitative terms as the 
ratio of domestic to world orices for importables over the same 
ratio for exportables. Therefore bias exists where 

B "f. 1 and 

!>P /WP 
8 m m 

DP/WPx 

where B is the measure of bias 

DP111 and DPx 

WP111 and WPx 

are the domestic prires ~f importables and 
exportables respectively 

are thf' world prices for importables and 
exportables res?ectively. 

Anti-export bias implies B>l, and pro-export bias B<l. 
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~I The shift coefficient is derived from the equation 

:. cPh) 
Px 

w (Pm) 
Px 

where ,·. denotes changes; Ph, Px and Pm are the prices of non
tradeables, exportables and importables respectively; and w is the 
shift coefficient. 

~I This possibility is tou::hed on by Diaz-Alejandro (16) and 
Findlay (19]. Some empirical evidence is considere1 by Kirkpatrick 
and Mixson (39). 

!]_I The brief period of real depreciation is illustrated for 
several countries in Krueger [41). 

~I Warr [73) surveys this evidence and contrasts it with the 
Indonesian experience. 

~I See Cooptr [12). 

~QI The percentage increases in employment refer to the pro
tected sector only, see Krueger ((43], p. 557). Earlier estimates 
for Pakistan (Guisinger (33)) put th~ possible additional employ
ment arising from the removal of distortions at rather l~ss. How
ever, exercises of this type are generally highly sensitive to 
assumed demand and supply elasticities. 

Ill Pack (54) defines economically appropriate as the tech
nology which generates the highest net benefit-to-capital ratio at 
market prices. Hts nine branches cov!'r a range of industrial pro
cesses and represent a variety of technical rigidities. 

~I See Squire ((60), pp. 126-128). High demand elasticities 
are defined here as greater than 2.0. Squire noteL that empirical 
estimates of unskilled labour demand elasticities are frequently 
fuund to be 1.0 or less, and H this is the cue, the employment 
effect of the removal of minimum wage legislation is small even in 
t~e formal sector. 

~JI Giovanni (30) re-estimated Fry's equations for the same 
countries oYer a different period (roughly the 1970s) !n order to 
try to test the robustness of Fry's results. He found an insignif
icant relationship between domestic savings and the real interest 
rate, concluding, "Serious doubts are cast on the view that the 
interest elasticity of savings is significantly positive and easy to 
detect in developing countries" ((30), p. 603). 

HI The detl!iled resea1·ch upon which the analysis ln the World 
D!'velopment Report 1983 is based ls in Agarwala [l), which gives 
details of the procedure adopted. 

"I Kirkpatrick a1.' Nixson ( 39) give a sUllUllary of what they 
term the "structuralist-dependency perspective" on industrializa
tion. 
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A STATISTICAL ABALYSIS OF THE SOURCES OF CHARGE 
IK MAKUFACTURIKG VALUE ADDED BY IKDUSTRY ARD REGIOK 

IK 1963-1980: A DECOMPOSITION APPROACH 

Secretariat of UBIDO 

A. Structural cbsnge and global economic interdepenclence 

In rrcent years 1111ch attention has been focused on tvo inter
related development issues, namely growing interdependenee and 
structural change in the world economy. The accelerating inter
dependence of national economies b evident within both developing 
and developed country groups. Equally import.uit is the Korth-South 
economic interdependence that has grown rapidly in past decades. 

At the same time, the increasing internationalization of 
trade, production and finance, combined vith the intensified 
development efforts of developing countries, has contributed to a 
slgnificant structural change in many national economies and 
resulted in the cont!m:ously shifting international division of 
labour. 

Structural change is broadly 1ieved here to include the •huie 
range of interrelated changes in the structure of a~ economy in the 
development process. This includes a shift in such variables as 
the composition of demand, product mixes, sectoral composition of 
employment, as veil as the external structure of trade and capital 
flov. 

While economic arovth remai.ls as one of the most important 
development objectives, structural change that transforms a tradi
tional agr!.:ian economy into a modern industrial economy has been 
accorded equally high, if not greater, priority by many development 
thinkers and policy-makers. It reflects a coanonly held viev that 
structural change may no: necessarily lead to rapid economic ~rowth 
in the short run, but is nerded to develop the productive capacity 
to expand and sustain output, employment and welfare of an economy 
in the long run. Recent development experiences in most resource
rich developing economies and particularly capital-surplus oil 
economies illustrate this point. n.ey attained growth rates of 
unprecedented rapidi tY, primarily relying on a few primary co11111od
f ty exports, but delayed ~c even impeded structural transformation 
essential for creating the productive capacity to "ustain rapid 
growth and reduce vulnerability to the • ps and downs of the world 
economy. H~wever, recent massive capital investments in the infra
structure and energy-intensive dov11streU1 industries in the Gulf 
states mirror the! r preoccupation with the 1tructural balance and 
diversification of their economies. In addition, some of the 
resource-poor co11ntrlt!s or territories such as China (Taiwan 
Province), Hong Kona, the Republic of Korea and Singapore underwent 
structural change at fairly early stages of development with rela
tively low per capita incomes initially, and after the two decades 
of restructuring and revampin& their economies on the basis of an 
export-oriented 1rovth 11trate1y, they became "success stories" a111on1 
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the coanunity of developing countries by firmly establishing a st·s
tainable and diversifi~d economy. 

Central to the study of structural chf'nge are, -ong other 
things, the patterns of sectoral change, n-ely the change in the 
sectoral composition of output and employment. For instance, it 
has been -ply documented tha: the relative share of industry and 
particularly manufacturi~ in gross domestic product (GDP) 
increases with t11e rising p~r capita income. With this perspective 
in mi~d, we attempt systematically to examine the patterns of manu
facturing value added (MVA) growth of 28 manufacturing industries 
in various regions of both the North and the South during the 
period 1963-1980. The relatively narrow focus of this study on the 
manufacturing sector may be partly justified, given the pivotal 
role that industrialization plays in structural change and economic 
development and given a coanon perception that the development of 
manufacturing indust&ies is the most critical element of industri
alization. 

Going beyond a comparative assessment of the general patten>s 
of MVA changes in different industries of dlfferent regions of tne 
world in different periods, we furtl1er at•empt to decompose the 
sources of such MVA cha~ges into three elements attributable to the 
global economic effect, the individual industry effect and the 
regional effect. Our main objective is served by the identifica
tion of regional growth or decline in the MVA of an industry that 
Js region-specific. Put slightly differently, the regfonal effect 
component would permit us to deter:nine the 111agni tude of the con
tribution of endogenous growth factors such wS the capacity of a 
region to expand its sl'are of world MVA growth, independently of 
the general fluctuations of the world economy. This has an impor
tant implication for a South-South industrial co-operation 
strategy, since the question of whether such a South-South scheme 
is viable and sustainable depends on the vulnerability of the 
economy of the South to the rise and fall of the world economy. 

Likewise, global and industrial co ... ponents may enahle us to 
gauge the increasing sensitivity of manufacturing activities in 
various regions, particularly in the: North, to the global inter
dependence factor and the dynamics of shifting comparative advan
tage. In this context, there is mounting evidence that the tradi
tional manufacturing industries in the North are rapidly losing 
their compar•tive advantage to the South and an empirical measure
ment of t~e shift in the international divisio~ of labour would be 
useful. 

The objective of this paper is to analyse the past growth per
formance of manufacturing value-added of 28 industries in 12 regions 
of the world to assess the extent of structural change within the 
manufacturing sec.tor that occurred between 1963 and 1980 and to 
quantify and compare th'! sourcH of change in MVA among different 
industries and regions in the same period with the aid of a decompo
sition analysis. 
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B. Patterns of MVA growtt. by industry and region 
during the period 1963-1980 

The statistical data used for this s~udy was drawn from the 
UNIDO data base. MVA data for the International Standard Indus
trial Classification (ISIC) 28 three-digit manufacturing industries 
in 1975 constant prices were examined for three subperiods of 
)963-1967 (period 1), 1967-1973 (period 2) and 1973-1980 (period 3). 
The division of the 1963-1980 period int•• three subperiods was 
primarily dictated by a discernible trend in the average annual 
increase in MVA of both developed markiet •conomies and developir..g 
countries withia each subperiod identified. Figure I shows such 
shifting trends in different periods. More specifically, period 1 
(1963-1967) was dominated by a marked steady decline of the annual 
MVA growth rates of both developed ma~ket economies and developing 
countries by •·ppro:::imately equal magnitudes, while the MVA growth 
rate of centr; 1y planned economies showed a fh.n upward trend 
during this pe1.Jd. Period 2 (1967-1973) begins wi~h the onset of 
a sharp upswing in 1967 and '!nded with the 1973 watershed year of 
the first oil price rise. During this period, the MVA gruwth rate 
of developed market economies exhibited a considerable fluctuation, 
dropping precipitously in 1969-1970 and rising sharply again ir t~e 

remaining period. Meanwhile, the pattern of MVA growth of develop
ing countries was a healthy upward tr~nd with a mild slowdown 
around 1970. Period 3 (1973-1980) was characterized by a contin
uous slide in the MVA growth of all three economic groups, reflect
ing the adverse impact of two oil price rises and worldwide stag
flation during the period, although the developed market economy 
group was hit hardest among the three in terms of declining MVA 
growth. 

The method of aggregating country data obviously has a signif
icant bearing on the statistical results of any empirical analysis. 
But there are no hard-and-fast rules for country grouping. 
Usually, country grouping can be done either by the criteria of 
geographical proximity or by some common country characteristics 
such as stages of development (measured by per capita income), 
country size, natural resource endowments, trade orientation and so 
on, or a combination of both approache~. A hyb,id method of coun
try grouping based on both income criteria and geographical proxim
ity is •dopted in this study. First, using the 19P2 per capita 
income of $300 as a cut-off line, developing countries are divided 
into two groups, namely low-inccme and middle-income developing 
countries. Then, within each income group, countries are further 
grouped according to geographical proximity. As a result, the 
following six regional groups of developing countries ~merged: 
low-income countr. grouping Indian Subcontinent (LIS) and 
Africa (LAF); middle-income country grouping - Asia (MAS), West 
Asia and North Africa (l'NA), /frica (MAF) and Lat in America (MLA). 
Likewise, among developed countries, Western Europe is divided into 
two groups, advanced Western Europe (WEI) and newly industrialized 
Europe (WE2), using the income criteria, and the rest of the group
ing consists of North America (NA), Japan (JP), Eastern Europe (EP.) 
and other Developed Countries (OD). A tot~ 1 of 12 regions (six 
developed, six developing) were covered in the study sample. 
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Figure I. Annual increase ia .. nufacturing Yalue added 
bJ econoaic grouping, 1961-1980 
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1.2.!!..t£.!.: UNIDO data ba11; infor1111tion 1upplied bJ the Unlled Nation• 
Off Ice of Oevelop111nt le•earch and PollcJ Anal11i1 and the United Nation• 
Statl1tlcal Office; United Nation• )lonthlx lulletln of St1tl1tic1, November 
1980, and 11tlaat11 by the UllDO 1ecreteri1t. 

11.21!.: Data for 1980 are preliainarJ 11tlaate1. 
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Cot:ntries with a population of less thati one million in 1'180 were 
excluded from the sample. Conspicuously missing frol4 the sample, 
because of the t•navai lc..bi Ii ty of 1980 data, is the region of 
centrally planned Asia, consisting mainly of China. The composi
tion of each regional grouping in the sample of 74 countries is in 
table 1. 

I. 

". 

B. 

Table 1. Breakdown of sample of 74 countries by region, 1980 

Country 
g1ouping 

I!_e_yel_op in& _couQt r_ies 

1,Q.o;,r~in~Q!!t_e devp Io-PJ!l....& 
~oJJn t r_i_es 

ln4iaf! S\ltJCQ!ltln!!!l~ (t,ISl 

1. Bangladesh 
2. India 
3. Pakistan 
4. Sri r.anka 

Mrii;a {J.M'} 

l. Ethiopia 
2. Madagascar 
3. Mozamblqm• 
4. Uganda 

Population 
(millions} 

l 861.6 

970.6 

858.6 

88.5 
6""'1.2 

l.2 
.4.7 

112 

31. l 
8.7 

12.1 
ll.6 

5. Uni ~ed Republic of Tanzania 18.7 
6. Za I rl' 28.3 

Mlddle-i_ncome developln.& 
countrif's 891 

Asl11 (MAS) 297 

I. lndonPsla 146.6 
2. Malaysia 13.9 
3. Phil lpplnf's 49.0 ,, . Rt'p11hl Ir of Kt>rf'a 38. 2 
'i. Slngapo~f' 2.4 
6. ThAlland 47.0 

Wf'st Asia and North Afrlra (MWA~ 149 

I. J.lv•rt 11 18.'I 
7. ~:~·;1•t l'l. II 

Per capita 
gross 

national 
product 

{dollars) 

72t,.2(w} 

233.9(w} 

234.7(w} 

130 
240 
300 
270 

227.2(w) 

140 
350 
230 
300 
280 
220 

262.3(w) 

739.2(w) 

430 
620 
690 
520 

4 4)0 
670 

l94.9(w) 

870 
•,110 

MVA per 
capita 
(1975 

constant 
prices} 

105.0(w) 

25. l(w} 

26.6(w} 

11 
27 
37 
44 

l3.7(w} 

12 
27 
19 
11 
14 
10 

192.l(w) 

I00.9(w) 

30 
222 
115 
262 
967 

96 

ll4.4(w) 

96 
Q/1 

ront lnuPrl 
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Table 1 (continued} 

Per capita MVA per 
lt'OSS capita 

national (1975 
ColDltry Population product constant 
grouping (millions) (dollacs) prices) 

3. Iran (Islamic Republic of) 38.8 951 174 
4. Iraq 13.l 3 020 99 
5. Jordan 3.2 1 420 63 
6. Morocco 20.2 900 91 
7. Syrian Arab Republic 9.0 1 340 59 
8. TlDlisia 6.4 1 310 137 

Africa CNF} 135 859.6(w) 45.7(w) 

1. Congo 1.6 900 27 

2. Cote d'Ivoire 8.3 1 150 109 
3. Ghana 11.7 420 50 
4. Kenya 15.9 420 35 

5. Nigeria 84.7 1 010 32 

6. Zambia 5.8 560 98 

7. Zimbabwe 7.4 630 106 

Latin Amulca (Ml.Al 310 1 971.4(w) 380.4{w) 

1. Argentina 27.7 2 390 799 

2. Bolivia 5.6 570 72 

3. Brazil 118. 7 2 050 428 

4. Chile 11.l 2 150 290 

5. Colombia 26.7 1 180 139 

6. ,ominican R£public 5.4 1 160 179 

7. Ecuador 8.0 1 270 126 

8. Jamaica 2.2 1 040 199 

9. Mexico 69.8 2 090 349 

10. Peru 17.4 930 234 

11. Uruquay 2.9 2 810 395 

12. Venezuela 14.9 3 630 393 

II. ~evelORCd tQYntrle1 1 202.4 7 683.3{w) l 601.2(w) 

HQLtb Amuitl! (HA} 251.6 11 243.2{w) 1 871.6(w) 

1. Canada 23.9 10 130 1 689 

2. United States 227.7 11 360 1 891 

Aav11ntcd wc1t~rn ~~r2R~ (~l} 281 10 327.3{w) 922.8{w) 

1. Austria 7.5 10 230 1 985 

2. Belgium 9.8 12 180 1 978 

3. Denmark 5.1 12 950 l 988 

r.ontinueci 
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Table l (continued) 

Per capita P'IVA per 
gross capita 

national (1975 
Country 
grouping 

Populatiorc 
(millions) 

prodLct constant 
(dollars) prices) 

4. Finland 
5. France 
6. Gt:rmany, l"e.!::ral Republic of 
7. Italy 
8. Netherlands 
9. Norway 

10. Sweden 
11. United Kingdom 

Newly industrialized Western 
Europe CWE2) 

1. Greece 
2. Ireland 
3. Portugal 
4. Spain 
5. Turkey 
6. Yugoslavia 

Japan CJPl 

Eastern Europe ..Llll 

1. Bulgaria 
2. Czechoslovakia 
3. German Democratic Republic 
4. Hungary 
5. Poland 
6. Romania 
7. USSR 

!:UheL develo~ countrieA._(.QJU 

1. Australia 
2. Israel 
3. New Zealand 
4. South Africa 

4.9 
53.5 
60.9 
56.9 
14.l 
4.1 
8.3 

55.9 

127 

9.6 
3.3 
C).8 

37.4 
44.9 
22.3 

9 720 
11 730 
13 590 
6 480 

11 470 
12 650 
13 520 
7 '120 

3 222.5(w) 

4 380 
4 880 
2 370 
s 440 
1 470 
2 620 

1 886 
2 139 
2 839 
l 448 
1 992 
I 562 
2 492 
I 105 

532.9(w) 

516 
642 
723 
851 
186 
598 

116.8 9 890 2 677 

375 4 513.3(w) 295.3(~) 

9.0 
15.3 
16.9 
10.8 
35.8 
22.2 

265.5 

51 

14.5 
3.9 
3.3 

29.3 

4 150 
5 820 
7 180 
4 180 
3 900 
2 340 
4 550 

936 
761 

2 551 
1 027 
l 223 
l 174 
l 228 

4 916.3(w) 941.l(w) 

9 820 
4 500 
7 090 
2 300 

2 146 
834 
910 
363 

~QY.~: World Development Report 1982; UNIDO data base. 

fi21u: The letter """ within parentheses indlcatru a weighted 
averagf'. 

Sample covers &f'lected countries with a populat Ion of morP 
than one million in 1980. 
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Table 2 reveals an evolution in the pattern of MVA by region. 
First oi all, the MVA share of the sample developing countries as a 
whole shovs an unmistakable upward trend, growing steadily from 
7.35 per cent in 1963 to 9.52 per cent in 1980, but at a far slower 
:-ate of growth than that required to attain the Lima target of 
25 per cent.* Moreover, the aggregate figures disguise consider
able variations among regions of both the South and the lorth. It 
is notevorthy that the MVA share of the low-income group, p;;r
t icularly that of low-income Africa (LAF) with a very small base to 
begin with, has been continuously sliding, while that of the •iddle
income group, notably middle-in1,;ome Asia (MAS) and middle-income 
Lat in America (MLA), increased markedly during the period. Simi
larly, behind a generally slow decline over ti•e in the aggregate 
MVA share of total developed countries lies substantial regional 
differences. Eastern Europe (EE) and newly industrialized Western 
r1rope {WE2) registered an appreciable gain in their respect!ve MVA 
shares, while the rest of the group shoved a downward trend. 

Table 2. Regional shares of vorld MVA for selected years 
(Per.-:entage) 

Total manufacturing 
by region 1963 1967 1973 1980 

----~-~--· 

Total valu~ 
(millions of dollars, 
1975 constant prices) 802 310 l 022 987 1 505 288 1 897 032 

Developing c9M!l_trles 7.35 7.45 8.07 9.52 

Low- iJlCj;f!le 1.40 1.32 1.08 1.08 
Indian Subcontinl'nt 1.30 1.20 0.90 1.00 
Africa 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.08 

P'!li141e-111cQme 5.95 6.13 7.10 8.47 
Asia 0.70 0.70 0.90 1.40 

continued 

•A trend ll'ast-squarl's fitted to the aharl' data of developing 
rr,un! r!,.s for thf' pl'riod of 1161-1980 vas 

MVAS = 7.493 + O.l488t 
(44.68) (10.63) 

[R2 " 0.86) 

. .,h•·r .. the numh,.r~ in parrnthl'ses arr t-values. A trend projection 
111> 10 the year 2000 based on the above equation gives only about 
: i .:. pn rent, fa! I Ing short of the 25 per cent target by a great 
T.arv.!r.. 5,.,. .. Th,. l.lm11 target and the South-South ro-or, •11tlon: a 
:;r.~• :~r!ral rnl,.w" (llrl!DO/IS . .;68). 
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Table 2 (continuedl 

Total ..._uf acturing 
by region 1963 1967 1973 1910 

ftlddlf-ln~~ (continued} 
Vest Asia and 

Worth Africa 0.70 0.70 0.80 0.90 
Africa 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.30 
Latin Allerica 4.40 4.60 5.10 5.90 

Dfvflo~ed ~Oli!D~[lfs 92.65 92.55 91.93 90.48 
Worth Allerica 29.10 29.50 26.30 23.70 
Advanced Western Europe 34.10 30.60 28.80 24.60 
Rewly industrialized 

Western Europe 2.60 2.90 3.40 3.70 
Japan 6.50 7.80 9.60 9.30 
Eastern Europe 18.10 19.70 21.80 27.40 
Other developed 

countries 2.20 2.10 2.00 1.80 

~: UWIDO data base. 

Table 3 shows inter-industry variations in the MVA sh;ares of 
developed and developing country aroups for selected years. The 
table provides a number of iaportaat clues to th~ patterns of 
structural change which took place within the aanufacturing sector 
betwP.en 1963 and 1980. 

Table 3. Share of industry In total world MVA for selected years 
(Percentage) 

1963-
Total 1980 

manufacturing annual 
by industry 1/ MVA 

and country growth 
grouping 1963 1967 1973 1980 rate 

Total value 
(11illions of 
dollars in 
1975 constant 
prices) 8('2 310 1 022 987 1 505 288 879 032 5.13 

Developina countries 7.35 7.45 8.07 9.52 6.74 
Developed countries 92.65 92.55 91.93 <;0.48 4.99 

continued 
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Ta'>~"e 3 (contig~ed) 

1963-

Total 1910 

icanufiacturillf. annual 
by indl!:ltry 1/ IWA 

and comitrJ growth 

gNUping 1963 19U 1973 1910 rate 

311 Food pro'1ucts 11.76 U.06 9.61 9.41 3.77 

Dneloping 10.75 10.61 11.95 13.13 5.00 

Developed 19.25 89.32 U.05 86.17 3.60 

313 Beverages 2.22 2.16 2.00 2.12 4.15 

Developing lC.05 10.21 11.15 16.01 7.76 

Developed 19.95 19.79 11.15 13 .Ci9 4.42 

314 Tobacco !.17 1.05 0.11 0.8~ 3.24 

Developing 19.19 20.71 21.92 25.90 :..u7 

Developed 80.11 79.29 71.01 74.10 2.71 

321 Textiles 6.65 6.00 5.51 4.fl2 3.29 

Developing !5.48 15.27 15.63 17 .43 4.01 

Developed 84.52 84. 73 84.37 82.57 3.15 

322 Wearing appar~l 3.83 3.41 3.18 2.93 3.48 

Developing 6. 72 7.41 6.87 7.01 3.75 

Developed 93.28 92.52 93.13 92.99 3.46 

323 Leather and 
leather products 0.73 0.61 0.49 0.44 2.09 

Developing 8.50 9.08 9.35 ll.93 4.15 

Developed 91.50 90.92 90.65 1:8.07 1.16 

324 Footwear 1.25 1.11 0.86 0.79 2.36 

Developing 8.79 9.36 9.40 10.35 3.35 

Developed 91.21 90.64 90.60 19.65 2.26 

331 Wood products 2.45 2.23 2.06 1. 71 2.93 

Developing 7.90 7.87 8.22 11.15 5.05 

Developed 92.10 92.13 91. 78 88.15 2.72 

332 Furniture and 
fixtures 1.82 1.79 1.84 1. 71 4.73 

Developing 5.66 5.76 5.06 6.45 5.55 

Developed 94.34 94.24 94.94 93.55 4.68 

341 Paper and 
paper products 3.27 3.24 3.15 2.86 4.33 

Developing 5.55 5.8S 6.30 7. 72 6.37 

Developed 94.45 94.lS 93.70 92.28 4.18 

continued 
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Table 3 C~2n1lnu~) 

1963-
Total 1980 

aanuf acturing llJIJlJal 
by industry ~/ IWA 

and comitry growth 
grouping 1963 1967 1973 1980 rate 

342 Printing and 
publishing 4.21 4.04 3.44 3.27 3.58 

DeYeloping 5.41 5.07 5.78 5.60 3.79 
DeYeloped 94.59 94.93 94.22 94.40 3.57 

351 Industrial 
chemicals 3.67 4.33 5.20 5.38 7.52 

DeYeloping 4.34 4.39 5.51 6.71 10.31 
Developed 95.66 95.61 94.49 93.29 7.36 

352 Other chemical 
products 3.02 3.21 3.33 3.66 6.32 

Developing 11.88 13.13 14.63 18.28 9.05 
Developed 88.12 86.87 85.37 81.72 5.85 

353 Petrole'lm 
refineries 1.78 1.92 2.11 2.:n 5.91 

Developing 27.21 26.63 27.07 32.50 7.02 
Developed 72.79 73.37 72.93 67.50 5.44 

354 Petroleum and 
coal products 0.63 0.55 0.45 0.42 2.64 

Developing 6.43 8.58 11.96 14.54 7.69 
Developed 93.57 91.42 88.04 85.46 2.10 

355 Rubber products 1.41 1.38 1.43 1.34 4.83 
Developing 9.31 9.69 11.01 13.98 7.37 
Developed 90.69 90.31 88.99 86.02 4.51 

356 Plastic products 0.77 1.04 1.64 1.81 10.57 
Developing 9.36 7.84 6.82 7.00 8.70 
Developed 90.64 92.16 93.18 93.00 10.74 

361 Pottery and china 0.61 0.57 0.56 0.58 4.7o 
Developing 8.69 9.02 9.62 10.76 6.08 
Developed 91.31 90.98 90.38 89.24 4.61 

162 Glau and 
glass products 0.87 0.89 0.92 1.01 6.08 

Developing 6.42 7 .12 q.09 10.83 9.40 
Develop~d 93.58 92.88 90.91 89.17 5.78 

369 Non-metal products 3.40 3.41 3.47 3.25 4.85 
Developing 6.87 7.12 8.07 11.59 8.13 
Develo:;>ed 93.13 92.88 91.93 1!8.41 4.53 

continued 



Table 3 (~ontinued) 

Toul 
aanuf acturing 

by industry 1/ 
and country 
grouping 

371 Iron and steel 
Developing 
Developed 

372 Ron-ferrous aetals 
Developing 
Developed 

381 "etal products 
Developing 
Developed 

382 "-chlnery 
Developing 
Developed 

383 Electrical 
aacbinery 

Developing 
Developed 

384 Transport 
eqi.Jipaent 

Developing 
Developed 

385 Professional goods 
Developing 
Developed 

390 Other industries 
Developing 
Developed 

1963 

6.71 
5.01 

94.99 

1.11 
6.17 

93.13 

6.61 
4.54 

95.46 

9.43 
2.23 

97.77 

6.2) 
3.79 

96.21 

9.37 
4.71 

95.29 

2.17 
1.21 

98.79 

!.85 
7 .38 

92.62 

- 112 -

1967 

6.63 
5.21 

94.79 

1.99 
7.23 

92.77 

0. 78 
: .il6 

-.-4.94 

9.87 
2.73 

97.2; 

6.86 
4.30 

95.70 

9.46 
4.86 

95.14 

2.42 
1.13 

98.87 

1.84 
7.96 

92.04 

~: URIDO data base. 

1973 

6.31 
6.37 

93.63 

2.03 
7.45 

92.55 

6.92 
5.3<1 

94.61 

10.16 
4.07 

95.93 

8.02 
4.59 

95.41 

9. 72 
6.52 

93.78 

2.70 
1.26 

98.74 

1.83 
6.26 

93.74 

1980 

5.31 
10.51 
19.49 

1.96 
8.72 

91.28 

6.92 
6.46 

93.54 

10.83 
4.80 

95.20 

9.23 
5.98 

91: .02 

9.61 
7.80 

92.20 

3.59 
1.22 

98.78 

2.02 
6.83 

93.17 

1963-
1910 

annual 
tlVA 

growth 
rate 

3.6' 
8.26 
3.21 

5.39 
6.88 
5.26 

5.35 
7.57 
5.23 

6.00 
10.87 
5.83 

7.59 
10.51 
7.44 

5.29 
8.46 
5.08 

8.29 
8.37 
8.29 

5.70 
5.21 
5. 73 

1/ Clusif'ied according to the International Standard Indus
trial Classification of all Economic Activities (ISIC). 

In table 4 the dominant industries in terms of their shares of 
total world flVA in 1963 and 1980 are ranked in drsrrnding order of 
importance. 
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Table 4. Industries accounting for d011inant shares of 
world MVA in selected years 

1963 1980 

ISIC 
code Industry 

Percentage 
share of ISIC 

world MVA ~ode Industry 

Percentage 
share of 

world MVA 

311 Food products 
382 llachineey 
384 Transport equipaent 
371 Iron and steel 
381 lletal products 
321 Tu:tlles 
383 Electrkal •·~chineey 

11.76 
9.43 
9.37 
5.78 
6.68 
6.65 
6.23 

382 llachlnery 
384 Transpor~ equlpaent 
311 Food products 
383 Electrical .. chinery 
381 Metal products 
351 Industrial cheaicala 
37~ Iron and steel 

10.83 
9.61 
9.41 
9.23 
6.92 
5.38 
5.31 

Except for foods and tattles, it wa£ capital goods industries 
and heHy industries that elalaed the lion• s share of value added 
generated in the aanufacturing sector in both 1963 and 1980, 
although the relative ranking changed in favour of cai.ital goods 
industries during the interven~ng period. 

In teraa of the direction of change in the share of Industries 
In world MVA between 1963 and 1980 and the annual MVA g::-ovth rate 
1~latlve to the world average, each industry can be classified into 
tt.e two groups ahovn in table 5. 

Table 5. Industry classification baaed on shares of world MVA 
and annual MVA growth rates between 1963 and 1980 

ISIC ISIC 
code ~rowth Industry code Decllnin& industry 

351 Industrial chemicals 311 Food products 
352 Other chemical products 313 Beverages 
353 PetroleUll refineries 314 Tc;bacco 
356 Plastic products 321 Textiles 
362 Glaaa !>roducta 322 Wearing apparel 
372 Jonf errous metal 323 Leather and leather products 
381 Pletal products 3~. 

-~ Footwear 
382 llachinery 331 Wood products 
38? Electrlc•l machinery 332 Furniture and fixtures 
384 Transport equipaent 141 Paper and pape.~ products 
385 Professional goods :;42 Prlntlna and publlshlna 
390 Other Industries 354 Petrole\111 and coal products 

355 Rubber products ,, , 
r.::~•1 ~~d chtr.~ ..... 

369 Jon-metal products 
371 Iron and steel 

------~-- ___ .. ____ ---
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Growth industries and decli~ing industries are graphically 
represented in figure II. The dotted line indi~ates the percentage 
share of a given declining industrY in vorld MVA and the rectangu
lar shaded and blackened areas at the top of the line represent the 
share losses by the North and the South respectively between 1963 
and 1980. Likewise, the bold black line represents the percentage 
share of a growth industry, vith the shaded ar.d blackened bo~es at 
the top shoving the respective gLins of the North and the South. 

It is •.gain vorth noting that, vil:h a fev minor exceptions, 
the grovth industries are concentrated in most capital goods indus
tries anci heavy industries producing industrial !ntermediate 
goods. It ls 1>a;ticularly important to observe that some of the 
fastest-;-.coving industries are electrical ma:::hinery, machiner.1, 
industrial chemicals and professional goods, while among the 
rapidly declining industries are food produC'ts, wearing apparel, 
iron and steel, and vood products. 

The share of the developing countrY gr~!1p in vorld MVi< 
increased in all manufacturing in1ustries except plastic products 
(356) and other industries (390) during the same period. In other 
vords, develooing countril's h•d 111ade tangible headway in both so
called "sunrise" and "sunset" industries. Table 6 shovs the indus
tries in vhlch developing countries accounted for at least 10 per 
cent of MVA in 1980, ranked in descending order of importance. 

Tabie 6. l11dustries in vhich developing countries accounted 
Lor at l£ast 10 per cent of !'IVA in 1980 

ISIC code 

351 
314 
352 
321 
313 
355 
311 
323 
369 
3ll 
362 
361 
354 
371 
324 

Industry 
Percentage 

share of world MVA 

---- -------------------------- -- . 

Petroleum refiner!es 
Tobacco 
Other chemical ~roducts 
Textiles 
Beverages 
Rubber products 
food produrts 
Leathl'r & products 
Non-metal product 
Wood products 
Glass and ilass products 
Pottery 1~d china 
Petroleum and r.oal products 
Iron and sreel 
footwear 

32.50 
25.90 
18.28 
17.43 
16.Cl 
13.98 
13 .13 
11.93 
11. '59 
11 . 1 '> 
10.83 
10.76 
14.54 
10. 'S 1 
10. J'S 
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The COllpetitive advanta11e of the developing country group 
seems to lie in light industry and in some of the resource-based 
industries, particularly petroleum. DevPloping countries as a 
whole have yet to make a significant penetration into the domain of 
high technology and skill-intensive indu~tries such as capital 
goods and certain heavy industries. 

C. Changes in the c011position and reRional shares 
of world Ml/A. 1963-1980 

Figure III shows the regional distribution of changes in total 
world MVA for three subperiods, 196~-1967, 1967-1973 and 1973-1980. 
Some of the salient features of the patterns of change in world MVA 
observed in these periods are as follows: 

(a) An overwhelming proportion of world MVA changes are con
centrated in the North, particularly North America, Eastern Europe 
and advanced Western Europe, while the South's share of the total 
pie is still distressingly small; 

(b) The shares of North America and advanced Western Europe 
are quite sizeable bur decline rapidly over the three periods in 
sharp contrast to significant gains made by Eastern Europe durir.g 
the same time, reaching nearly a 50 per cent share of total world 
MVA change in the last period; 

(c) The worst performance was noted in Africa. The share of 
low-income Africa (LAF) was virtually nil, and that of middle
income Africa (PIAF) was not much better, hovering around a 11eagre 
half o! one per cent of the total share; 

(d) There are signs of some isolated burgeoning growth 
poles. Rot surprisingly, such dynamic growth is most notable in 
middle-income Latin America and to a lesser extent in middle-income 
Asia. It is well known that these two regions together include the 
core of the group of selected developing countries with a high 
share in manufacturing. 

Changea in the composition of MVA by industry for 12 regions 
between 1963 and 1980 are summarized in table 7. 'I able 8 shows 
percentage point changes ' ~ lculated from table 7, revealing some 
clues to the extent of structural change which took place within 
the manufacturing sector during the period dealt vi th. At the 
global level, as described earlier, notable percentage point gains 
were observed in the following growth industries: 

351 
352 
356 
382 
383 
385 

Industrial chemicals 
Other chemical products 
Plastic products 
Machinery 
Electrical machinery 
Professional goods 

(l. 71)· 
(0.64) 
(l.04) 
( 1. 40) 
(3.JO) 
( 1.42) 
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Table 7. Changes in the composition of MVA, 1963 and 1980 
(Percentage) 

ISIC 
code Induatry TDC LIS LAF MAS 11WA MAF "1.A TDD NA WEl WE2 JP EE •D 

311 [!!~ 1![!!!1!1!:11 
1963 17.19 10.03 40.77 25.12 18.94 17,43 17.06 11.32 l0.46 10.04 11.86 9,57 15.21 15.23 

1980 U.98 11. 'i5 21.67 15.91 12.95 14.20 12.35 9.04 8.86 9.46 10.11 5.56 9.54 13.51 

Jl3 leycrage1 
1963 3.04 0.64 6.32 2.9l 2.66 4,80 3.63 2.16 1.39 2.40 2.59 2.69 2.66 2.27 

1910 3.57 0.91 10.08 3-55 2.16 11.01) 3.71 1.97 1.76 2.36 2.66 1.20 1.20 2,9'7 

314 ~ 
1963 3.07 4.04 4.50 6.96 6.39 3.05 l.65 l.02 l.12 0.85 3.50 0.67 0.97 0.92 

1980 2,35 5.2! 5.25 4.32 3.68 1,86 1.20 0.71 0.74 0.76 2.12 0.40 0.55 0.70 

..... 
321 Textiles ..... 

1963 14.00 23.72 12.15 7.96 15.97 10.24 l2.05 6.06 3.32 6.46 13.53 6.27 1.75 4.61 OI 

1980 9.01 14.60 17.05 10.68 14.05 12.12 6.66 4.49 3.07 4,21 :- .aa 3.39 5.90 4,30 

322 ¥1:nln1 11111nd 
1963 3.50 7.12 2.61 2.00 2.23 4.21 2.11 3.16 3.55 3.11 7.63 3.17 5.34 3.75 

1910 2.16 3.00 4.21 2.89 3.00 2.24 1.69 3.01 2.66 2.21 4.25 1.71 4.26 3.75 

323 L!:l~h!:I lnll l!:l~h!:I l!I~lill~tl 
1963 0.84 1.35 0.19 0.33 0.63 0,52 0.84 0.72 0.41 0.11 1.86 0.37 1.01 0.77 

1910 0.55 0.47 0.90 0.65 0.73 0.79 0.50 0.43 0.22 0.45 0.97 0.20 0.60 0.44 

324 F22tVH[ 
1963 1.49 1.20 1.82 0.19 1.27 1.17 l. 70 1.23 0.83 1.24 2.24 0.20 2.09 1.10 

1910 0.86 0.64 2.00 1.09 1.09 1.31 0.77 0.71 0.32 0.69 3.15 0.15 l.30 0.17 

331 ~~ 
1963 2.63 l.94 4.18 4.81 l.60 4.47 2.50 2.43 2.35 1.86 3.32 4.21 2.64 4.25 

1910 2.00 3.21 l.16 3.25 1.34 2.90 1.56 1.68 l. 79 1.66 2.33 1.51 l.47 3.10 

continued 



Table 7 Cr~nlinY~d) 
- ------· -------- --- - - -·-- -- ------- - ------ -- ----- -- - ---- - --- -- ----

ISIC 
code Industry TOO LIS I.AF MAS ltWA ltAF f1LA TDD NA WEl WE2 JP EE OD 

332 l'l.!r:nitYrc 1nd fiXtY[CI 
1963 1.40 0.39 1.24 1.20 0.91 2.27 1.76 l.86 l.29 2.10 2.76 4.11 l.38 1. 71 
1980 1.16 0.68 0.90 0.44 0.89 1. 70 1.42 1. 77 l.25 ,.64 2.80 1.48 l. 37 l.94 

341 r12cr IDd RIR![ Rt2dY!:tl 
1963 2.46 l.65 o. 38 3.41 l.95 1.75 2. 72 3.33 4.86 3.22 2.52 3.53 l.17 2.80 
1980 2.32 2.22 l.31 l. 78 2.21 2.11 2.51 2.92 4.73 4.73 3.46 2.88 0.92 3.60 

342 rrlntlna 1nd RY~ll=blna 
1963 3.10 l.29 1.34 2.46 3.26 3.37 3.73 4.30 5.79 4.00 3.94 8.50 l.04 3.97 
1980 1.92 l.45 2.35 2.24 l.55 3.66 l.88 3.41 5.48 4.00 3.30 3.79 0.85 5.29 

351 lndYlltill !:brl!i!:lll 
1963 2.17 2.33 1.82 2.02 l.12 2.53 2.30 3.79 3.81 4.17 3.05 2.55 3.76 2.32 .... .... 
1980 3.79 5.73 l.42 1\.51 l.84 l.99 3. 71 5.54 6.26 5.66 5.42 3.05 5.75 4.37 '° I 

352 Qibu i:bnh:1l Rro!lyru 
1963 4.88 6.70 2.11 3.68 2.87 6.74 4.85 2.87 3.67 3.19 3.91 2.70 0.86 3.14 
1980 7.02 6.98 3.04 4.24 5.01 6.38 8.08 3.30 5.07 3.25 4.99 4.80 l.05 3.92 

353 rcir2lc1111 rcflncrlc1 
1963 6.57 0.75 2.20 13.18 18.04 0.39 5.90 l.40 2.11 1.27 1.80 0.37 o.aa 0.63 
1980 6.87 l.27 2.07 8.89 19.22 l. 57 5.84 1.50 1.66 1. 71 2,90 0,49 l,34 1.27 

354 rctr21Cllll IDd !:211 2[2dY!:11 
1963 0.55 o. 70 0.00 0.26 0.47 3.56 0.45 0.64 0.40 0.60 0.52 0.36 1.23 o. 32 
1980 0.64 0.67 o.oo 0.42 1.31 1. 73 0.54 0.40 0.32 0.21 0.34 0.40 0,64 0.33 

355 l!Y~~u Rr2dY!:U 
1963 1.79 l.09 0.29 3.22 2.03 2. 33 l. 75 ~. 38 l.46 1.42 1.17 l.54 1.12 l. 54 
1980 1.98 l.55 1.10 2.6:1 l.25 3.81 1.91 l.28 1.22 1.49 l. 39 1. 39 1.08 1.42 

continued 



Table ; (~~nlinueg} 

---

ISiC 
code Industry TDG LIS LAF MAS l'IWA MAF Kl.A TDD MA WEl WE2 JP EE OD 

--

356 ~lastic produ~ 
1963 0.98 0.16 o.oo 0.30 0.61 0.45 1.43 0.75 0.56 0.96 0.70 1.60 0.34 l.09 

1980 l. 33 0.43 0.69 1.19 0.45 l. ~3 l.66 1.86 2.42 2.26 l.57 2.67 o. 77 2.06 

361 ~o~tr~ 1nd ~bln1 
1963 0.73 l.27 0.10 0.39 0.13 0.32 0.75 0.57 0.19 0.90 0.50 0.64 0.78 0.19 

1980 0.65 0.71 0.55 0.23 0.18 0.29 0.84 0.57 0.14 o. 72 0.52 0.46 0.87 0.20 

362 G1111 1nd &1111 PIQ~Y~tl 
1963 0.76 0.53 0.48 0.93 0.60 0.32 0.85 0.88 0.89 0.84 l.02 l.24 0.78 0.83 

1980 l.15 0.59 0.97 0.76 2.52 0.65 l.16 1.00 0.94 1.10 1.14 0.75 1.03 0.85 

369 Mon-11rt1l p~ 
1963 3.18 2.40 2.20 3.13 4.17 3.24 3.29 3.42 2.78 2.9~ 4.00 3,37 5.27 3.93 .... 

"' 
1980 3.96 3.53 2.62 ~.93 6.61 2.51 3.74 3.17 2.26 2.72 4.83 3.04 4.15 3.83 0 

371 I [SID In!! IUd 
1963 4.62 6.87 1.82 l.02 2.35 3.56 5.00 6.95 6.49 7.40 3.90 6.67 7.48 6.08 

1980 5.87 6.14 l.59 4.07 2.22 3.31 6.99 5.25 3.89 6.09 6.26 7. 77 4.61 6.64 

372 ft2n-ff[[2u1 •r11l1 
1963 1. 76 0.76 1.53 0.67 2.66 1.56 2.09 1.89 2.17 1.31 1.66 l. 74 2.s8 2.25 

1980 l.80 0.93 0.69 o.as 1.06 1. 70 2.29 1.H 1. 79 l. 35 1. 70 2.02 2.64 3.34 

381 Metil pndu~ 
1963 4.12 2.61j 2.20 2.52 3.28 5.51 4.90 6 .118 7.48 7.14 6.19 5.17 5.46 9.41 

1980 4.70 3.94 4.28 2.79 3.88 5.88 5.34 7.15 6.86 6.60 8.00 7.01 7.75 8.67 

382 "'cbinea 
1963 2.86 3.12 0.96 l.37 1.25 1.17 3.39 9.95 9.17 12.32 3.48 9.38 7.89 \' .62 

1980 5.46 6.92 1.10 2.25 2.02 0.92 6.80 11.39 11.96 12.64 3.66 12 .80 10.64 6.80 

continued 



Table 7 (C!'fl~_ln\I_~) 

------
!SIC 
code Industry TOG LIS LAF .-"'s 11WA MAF Ml.A TDD NA WEl WE2 JP EE OD 

383 llc~~•i~1l 111~blncr1: 
1963 3.22 2.53 0.67 - .94 1.23 2.53 4.02 6.47 6.83 7.00 4.28 5.20 5.79 5.60 
1980 5.80 5.67 l.31 8.61 4,58 2.56 5.59 9.59 9.33 9.58 6.02 14,31 8.98 5.26 

384 t[IDIR2[t 1gYll!!ml:Dt 
1963 6.01 7.23 1.34 4.20 1.34 5.64 6.80 9.64 12. 74 9.90 5.26 5,13 6.42 9.68 
1980 7.88 4.69 2.21 5.90 3.07 8.91 9,60 9,79 10.38 10.14 7.07 9.55 9, 53 8,03 

38S ~[2(Clli2Dll 12!Hll 
1963 0.36 0.53 o.oo 0.33 0.02 0.00 o. 39 2.31 2.31 1.35 0.59 l.48 4.89 0.45 
1980 0.46 0.59 o.oo 0.69 0.02 0.01. 0.48 3.92 3.14 l.53 0.53 3.96 7.37 0.84 

390 Q~bC[ i~Yl~[iCI 
1963 l.86 6.47 0.96. 1.35 O.:?O l.43 0.90 1.85 l.57 1.08 1.15 6.85 2.12 1.16 .... 

N 
1980 l.45 5.44 3.04 0.96 0.49 l.12 1.05 2.08 l.48 1.20 1.47 3,24 3.13 1.56 .... 

--
~= U!IIDO data base. 

12..u: TOG • T~tal developina countries TDD • Total developed countries 
LIS • Lov-inco.e Indian Subcontinent IA • Korth Allleric1 
LAF • Lov-lnc011e Afric1 Wll • Advenced We1tern Europe 
l'IA.S • "iddle-inco.e Asi1 Wl2 • levly induatri1ll1ed Weatern Europe 
ltWA • "iddle-inco.e West Asi1 end Korth Afric1 JP • Japen 
"41' • "1ddle-inc011e Afric1 II • leatern Europe 
i.l..A • "iddle-inco.e Latin Allerlc1 OD • Other developed countrte1 



Table a. Percentage point change• In lndu1try 1hare1 of total MVA between 19~3 and 1910 by region 

ISlC 
code Industry 

lll Food products 

J ll Beverages 

)14 tobacco 

321 tu tiles 

322 Wearing apparel 

323 Leather and leather 
products 

324 Footwear 

331 Wood products 

332 Furniture and f iature1 

World TDC I.IS 

-2.JS -4.21 l.S2 

-0.40 O.S3 0.27 

-0.31 -0.72 1.17 

-l.73 -4.99 -9.12 

-0.90 -1.)4 -4.12 

-0.29 -0.29 -0.88 

-0.46 -0.63 -O.S6 

-0.74 -0.63 l.27 

-0.ll -0.24 0.29 

341 Paper and paper ~roduct1 -0.41 -0.14 O.S1 

-----------------------------·--· 

I.AF MAS llWA MAF Kl.A TDD NA WEl WE2 JP n OD 

19.lO -9.21 -S.99 -3.23 -4.71 -2.28 -1.60 -o.s8 -1.68 .4,01 5.67 -1.12 

J,76 0.64 -0.50 6.2~ 0.08 -0.19 0.37 -0.04 0.07 -1.49 -1.46 0.10 

0.75 -2.64 -2.71 -1.:9 -0.45 -0.31 -0.38 -0.~9 -1.38 -0.27 -0.42 -0.22 

4.90 2.12 -1.92 l.88 -5.39 -1.57 -0.25 -2.25 -5.65 -2.88 -2.8s -o.J8 

l.53 o.89 0.11 -2.04 -1.19 -o.8s -0.89 -o.97 -3.38 -1.46 -1.08 -o.oo 

0. 71 0.32 0.10 0.27 -0.34 -0.29 -0.19 -0.36 -0.8~ -0.17 -0.41 -0.)J 

0.18 0.20 -0.18 0.21 -o.93 -o.4s -o.s1 -o.ss o.91 -o.os -0.19 -0.23 

-3.02 -1.56 -0.26 -1.57 -0.94 -0.75 -0.56 -0.20 -0.99 -<.70 -1.17 -1.15 

-0.34 0.24 -0.02 -o.s1 -0.34 -0.09 -0.04 o.s4 o.o4 -2.63 -0.01 0.23 

0.93 -l.63 0.26 0.36 -0.21 -0.41 0.13 l. 51 0,94 -0.6S -0.2S o .80 

342 Printing and publi1hlng -0.9• -1.18 0.16 1.01 -0.22 -1.71 0.29 -1.85 -0.89 -0.31 0.00 -0.64 -4.71 ·O.J9 1.32 

351 Industrial chealcals l.11 1.62 3.40 0.60 2.49 0.12 -0.54 1.41 l.75 2.45 1.49 2.37 o.50 1.99 2.05 

352 Other cheaical product1 0.64 2.14 0.28 0.93 0.S6 2.14 -0.36 l.23 0.~3 l.40 0,06 l.08 2.10 0.19 0.78 

JSJ Petrol•- reflnerlH 0.23 0.30 0.52 -0.13 -4.29 l.18 1.18 -0.06 0.10 -0 . .S o.u 1.10 0.12 o.u 0.6'. 

3~4 Petroleua and coal 
products -Q.21 0.09 -0.03 o.oo 0.16 o.84 -1.83 o.o9 -0.24 -o.oa -0.39 -0.18 o.o4 -o.s9 0.01 

continued 
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Table I (coatlauedl 

ISlC 
code Industry World TDC LIS LAF KAS KWA KAF KLA TDD NA Wll WK2 JP H OD 

355 Rubber products -0.07 0.19 0.&6 0.11 -0.59 -0.71 l.&I 0.16 -0.10 -0.2• 0.07 0.22 -0.15 -0.04 -0.12 

356 Pl••tlc product• 1.0• 0.35 0.21 0.69 o.89 -0.16 o.aa 0.23 1.11 1.16 1.30 0.17 1.07 o.&3 0.97 

361 Pottery and china -0.03 -0.01 -0.56 0.45 -0.16 0.05 -0.03 0.09 0.00 -0.05 -0.11 0.02 -0.11 0.09 0.01 

362 Glass and &l••s product• O.l& 0.39 0.06 0.&9 -0.17 1.92 0.33 0.31 0.12 0.05 0.26 0.12 -0.&9 0.25 0.02 

369 Non-.. tal products -0.15 0.71 1.13 0.•2 0.80 2.&• -0.73 O.•s -0.25 -0.52 -0.19 0.13 -0.33 -1.12 -0.10 

371 Iron and steel -1.•7 1.25 -0.73 -0.23 3.05 -0.13 -0.25 1.99 -1.70 -2.60 -1.31 2.36 1.10 -2.17 0.56 

312 Non-ferrous .. ta11 0.01 o.o• 0.11 -o.a• 0.18 -1.60 0.1~ 0.21 0.09 -0.31 o.o• o.o• 0.21 0.06 1.09 

311 Ketal products 0.2• o.sa 1.26 

312 KachiaerJ l.&O 2.60 3.10 

313 Electrical aachlnerJ 3.00 2.51 3.1• 

31& Transport equipaent 0.2• 1.87 -2.5& 

315 Profe11ion•l 1o~d1 l.&? 0.10 0.06 

390 Other \ndu1trie1 0.17 -0.&l -1.03 

source: Calculated froa table 7. 

~: TDC • Total developln& countries 
LIS • Low-lncoae Indian Subcontinent 
LAF • Low-\ncoae Africa 
llAS a Kiddle-lncoae All& 

2.01 0.27 0.60 0.37 O.•• 0.27 -0.62 -0.5& 1.11 1.1• 2.29 -0.7& 

O.H o.aa 0.11 -0.25 3.•l l.•• 2.79 0.32 0.11 3.•2 2.75 -2.12 

o.6& 6.67 3.35 0.03 1.57 3.12 2.50 2.5a 1.7• 9.11 3.19 -o.3& 

0.11 i.10 1.73 3.27 2.ao 0.15 -2.36 0.2• 1.11 •.•2 l.11 -1.65 

0.00 0.36 0.00 0.02 0.09 1.61 0.13 0.15 -0.06 2... 2.•• 0,39 

2.01 -0.39 0.29 -0.31 0.15 0.23 -0.09 0.12 0.32 -3.61 1.01 O.•O 

too • total developed countrl•• 
NA • North America 

W!l a Advanced Western Europe 

~~A • Klddle-lncoae Weit A•I• and North Africa 
KA.• • Klddle-lncoae Africa 

Wl2 • Newly lndu1trlal\zed we1tern lurope 
JP • Japan 
II • la1tern lurope 

Kl.A • Klddle-lncoae Latin Allerlca OD • Other developed countrl•• 

.... 
N 

"" 
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Siailarly, the following are among the major declining industries: 

311 Food products 
321 Textiles 
322 Wearing apparel 
331 Wood products 
342 Printing and publishing 
355 Rubber products 
371 Iron and steel 

(-2.35) 
(-1.73) 
(-0.90) 
(-0.74) 
(-0.94) 
(-0.70) 
(-1.41) 

Against this global trend for structural change in the .. nu
facturing sector, we shall s~rize the most salient features of 
the patterns of structural change in each region during the period. 

1. Low-income Indian Subcontinent (LIS) 

The Indian Subcontinent registered a substantial gain in 
certain capital goods industries, in particular machinery (3.80), 
electrical machinery (3.14), and industrial chemicals (3.40), along 
with a modest increase in non-metal products (1.13) and metal 
products (l.26). The share gains in machinery and industrial 
chemicals represent the greatest in the two industries among all 
regions in both the Korth and the South. The result is cohsistent 
with the vastly expanding technological capacity of the region, and 
particularly of India as a major third world exporter of capital 
goods and other relatively skill-intensive manufactures. In the 
areas of light manufacturing, the results are mixed: a sharp 
decline in textiles (-9.12) and wearing apparel (-4.12), accompa
nied by a notable increase in food products (1.52), tobacco (1.17) 
and wood products (1.27). The region seems to be moving into the 
stages of industrialization characterized by technologically sophis
ticated and skill-intensive manufacturing activities. 

2. Low-income Africa CLAFl 

In the region dominated by the least developed countries, the 
results are not surprising. During the period 1963-1980, the PWA 
share increased markedly in textiles (4.9), beverages (3.76), wood 
products (3.02), and wearing apparel (1.53), but there was a dras
tic drop in food products (-19.1). Otherwise, nothing much changed 
in terms of structural change. Simply, the region remained stag
nant. 

The most rapid expansion in iron and steel (3.05) and the 
second largr.at increase in electrical machinery (6.67) took place 
in middle-income Asia, second only to Japan among all regions of 
the world. A modest gain was also observed In Industrial 
chemicals (2.49) and transport equipment (l.70), and a rather unex
pectedly low gain in machinery (0.88). However, these gains were 
partly offset by a sharp drop in petroleum refining (-4.29). In 
tt.e area of light Industry, the rei!on rPglsterrd the blggut share 
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incre•se in food products (9.21), in sharp contrast to generally 
dovnvard trends elsewhere. However, the ftVA shares of other light 
industries diainished appreciably over the period: tobacco (-2.64), 
paper and paper products (-1.63) and vood prcK.Jcts (-1.56). vhile 
the textile industry increased its share considerably (2.72). On 
the vhole, empirical evidence SE~ to suggest that the economy of 
the region bec-e more balanced and diversified, vith increasing 
export ccapetitiveness in traditional 11&nufactures such as foods, 
textiles, iron and steel• con!'mier electronics and transpor.: 
equipment. 

4. ftiddle-inc011e West Asi? and Rorth Africa (ftWA) 

Since this region is dominated by oil-exporting countries, its 
coaparatlve advantage is expected to lie in oil-based products and 
other energy-intensive aanufactures. Consistent vi th the expecta
tions, the region's expanding industries in terms of the ftVA share 
are found in petrole'lm refining (1.18), other chemical prod
ucts (2.14), glass products (1.92) and petrole'lm and coal prod
ucts (0.11•; • vhich is unexpectedly too lov. Somewhat surprising 
gain .. -•e also noted in electrical aachinery (3.35) and transport 
equipment ( 1. 70). Otherwise• the structure of product ion in the 
region changed little, with the exception of a considerable decline 
in some light industries: food products (-5.99). tobacco (-2.71), 
textiles (-1.92) and publishing and printing (-1.71). On the 
whole, it seems clear that despite the relatively high per capita 
income of the region ($1,200 in 1980), a narrow industrial base and 
structural imbalance has been and continues to be the major devel
opment issue confronting ftWA. 

5. ftiddle-income Africa CMAFl 

The dominance of Rigeria in terms of area, population ar.d GRP 
must be taken into account in analysing structural change in the 
group of middle-income African countries. In general, the "'!VA 
shares of most industries remained nearly constant. Notable excep
tions were ~everages (6.2), textiles (1.88), rubber products (l.48) 
and transport equipment (3.27) on the plus side, and food prod
ucts (-3.23), tobacco (-1.19), wearing apparel (-2.04), wood prod
ucts (-1.57) and petroleum and coal products (-J .83) on the minus 
side. As compand vi th the low-income African group, the middle
income African group definitely shows some signs of structural 
transformation in the manufacturing sector, but the pace of change 
does not appear to be significant enough to produce tangible Indus
trial progress. 

Latin America made substantial headway towards the expansion 
of clrtain capital goods Industries and heavy Industries during the 
period, in part I cular tndust rla 1 chemicals ( 1.41), other chemt cal 
producu (3.23), Iron and steel (1.99), machinery (3.41), electri
cal machinery (1.57) and transport equipment (2.8). However, these 
gains in capital goods Industries and heavy Industries were accom
panied by the diminishing tmrortanr.I' of light Industry, lndudlng 
food products (-4.71), tutlles (-5.39), wearing apparel (-1.19), 
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footwear (-0.9J}, vood products (-0.94} and printing and publishing 
(-1.85). On the vhole, Latin America appears to have undergone the 
•ost rapid structural change among various developing country groups 
during the period 1963-1983. 

The PIVA shares of all light industries except beverages (0.37) 
decreased in var:ying dei;rees. Among .. jor grovth industries vere 
industrial chemicals (2.45}, other chemical products (i.40}, plastic 
prod~cts (l.86), 11achinery (2.79) and electrical machinery (2.50}, 
vhile the shares of iron and steel (-2.60) and transport equipment 
(-2.36) declined considerably over the period. 

8. Advanced Western ~~ ~l 

Similar to the pattern of structural ;:hange in North Amedca, 
most light industries experienced a contraction tr. varying degrees, 
vith the sharpest decline occurring in textiles (-2.25). Some of 
the major grovth industries vere electrical machinery (2.58}, paper 
and paper :>roducts (1.51) a.1d industrial chemicals (l.49}, while 
icon and steel (-1.31) vas the only industry except textiles, 4en
tic.ned above, to suffer a decline in its share by more than one 
percentage point. 

This group of European countries experienced a much sharper 
decline in most light industries than their more .. ture European 
counterparts, notably in textiles {-5.65), wearing apparel (-3.38), 
food products ( -1. 68) and tobscco (-1. 38). In contrast to Korth 
America and advanced Western Europe, the share of iron and steel 
grl!w by 2. 36 percentage points along with other grovth tndust ries 
such as i1.dustrial chemicals (2.37), other chemical ~roducts (l.08), 
petroleum refining (l.10), electrical machinery (l.74), metal 
products (l.11) and transport equipment (l.81). The patterns of 
change in the sectoral PIVA shares for this group may reveal a 
transition stage from an advanced developing economy to a developed 
economy. It ts expected that during th ls t ranst t ton period, the 
decline in most light manufacturing activities will accelerate, 
while some of the t radi t tonal heavy ind est rif's such as 1 ron arad 
steel and metal products maintain their steady grovth rates, and 
the shares of capital goods tndl•stries begin to increase percep
tibly. 

10. ,!liID (,!f} 

Japan sef'ms to represent the leading edge of structural 
change, with a drastic ~utback across all light industries and a 
shift of the growth centre to the production of sophisticated cap
ital goods and other precision products. This 1111portant shift vas 
evidenced by a sizable decl lne In most llgnt tndustriea, indu.iiua 
food products (-4.01), r.rlnting and publishing (-4.71), tex
tiles (-2.88), vurlng apparel (-1.46), beverages (-1.49), vood 
products (-2.7} and furniture and fixtures (-2.61), arrompanlf'd by 
a dramatic Increase In electrical 111achlnrry (9.11), followf'd by 
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transport equip11ent (4.42), -chinery (3.42) and professional 
goods (2.48). Other industries also grev considerably, in partic
ular other chemical products (2.10), plastic products (1.07), iron 
and steel (l.10) and aeta! products (1.14). 

'.l. ~astern Europe CEEl 

Eastern Europe is a more or less self-contained block of cen
trally planned developej c~onoales vith relatively fev trade link
ages vith countries outside the ~roup. The patterns of structural 
change, characterized by a aarkc~ decline in light industries and a 
considerable growth in capital goods industries, are however strik
ingly siailar to those of developed -rket econoales. Allong the 
declining industries are food products (-5.67), beverages (-1.46), 
textiles (-2.85), wearing apparel (-1.08), vood products (-1.17), 
printing and publishing (-4.71) and iron and steel (-2.87), while 
the growth industries are headed by electrical -chlnery (3.19), 
transport equipment (3.11), machinery (2.75), professional goods 
(2.48), aetal products (2.29) and other chemical products (2.10). 

This group comprises, for the sake of completeness, a collec
tion of residual developed countries (Australia, Israel, Rev Zealand 
and South Africa) that do not neatly flt Into other country group
ings. The nuaerlcal results of this group therefore seem less aean
lngful for our analytical purposes. 

The foregoing analysis of the numerical results contained in 
tables 7 and 8 are highly Intuitive and lapreclse. What ls n•eded 
here Is a aore syst~tlc and rigorous method for measuring, test
ing a11d coaparlng the extent of structural change that occurred in 
various regions of the vorld during the period under consideration. 
The aost serious problem encountered In developing such a aeasure
aent aethod ls the non-existence of an ideal norm against which 
actual performance could be compared. In the field of develop11ent 
econoalcs, the notion of the optimal structure of production ~f an 
econ?ay not only ls conceptually elusive and yet to be formulated, 
but also -y v3ry over tiae and space as a result of a shift in the 
International division of labour and coaparatlve advantage, thus 
making its empirical measurement extremely difficult. 

In the absence of Ideal yardsticks for a comparative assess
ment, a more prag111atlc approach vas adopted in this study, based on 
certain "heroic" assumptions. In particular, on the assumption 
that the industry sh11re distributions of MVA In Japan and Korth 
America In 1980 reflect a desired, If not ideal, fora of structue, 
they are d.eslgnated as a bench-mark against vhlch changes In the 
Industry share of all other regions are measured. !valuation 
criteria used for this purpose are the inequality coefficients (u)• 

•For a detailed explanation of the use of the inequality 
coefficient 11ethod, see Henry "J'hel l, ARPlle!l 1£2n2111J~ fQre~ll.t.in& 
(Chicago, Rand McNally, "966). 
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and the root-square •ean error (ISME), that ls, 

where 

b 
y 1 = "l"th industry share of total MVA in 

the bench--11ark region 

"i"th industry share of t,tal MVA in 
the s .. ple region 

nU11ber of industries 

The ISM! and inequality coefficients of the share values of 
all regions for 1963 and 1910 are given in table 9. The figures in 
table 9 provide an overall indication of hov close the share dis
tribution of a saaple region in a given year caae to the corre
sponding value cf a bench--11ark region lu 1980. For instance, 1 t ls 
obvious that the closer the share distribution of a saaple region 
is to that of a bench--rk region, the ... uer the coefficient, 
which ls zero in the extreae case when the two are identical. 

The data contained in table 9 tend to conflra the intuitive 
analysis and conclusions reached earlier. Soae of the major 
i•plications of the data are outlined below. 

Whether •easured against Japan or Korth America as a bench-mark 
r~iion, the •u• coefficients and RSM! for low-inc011e Africa in both 
1963 and 1980 are largest among the 12 regions. It seeaa to sugaest 
that lov-inc011e Africa least resembles Japan or Korth America in 
the structure of production aaong all aroups included in the s .. ple, 
reflecting the still early stages of industrialization ir. that 
region. It is worth noting, however, that both coefficients were 
considerably reduced between 1963 and 1980 in the saae reaion. For 
instance, the '"u" coefficient fell to 0.6871 from 1.2965 and RSM! 
to 5.967 from 8.1969 for Japan •• a bench-mark reaion. Thi• aeans 
that some positiv~ structural chanae occurred between 1963 and 1980 
in the region, althou&h not rapidly enouah. 

In this reasrd, it is interesting to compare the relative per
formance of low-inc011e and middle-income Africa. All the coeffi
cients for middle-income Africa sll&htly increased between 1963 and 
1910, and the &•P between low-income and aiddle-lncome Africa was 
substantially reduced. It would imply that the initial structure 
of production for middle-income Africa vaa aore balanced and far 
closer to that of Japan or Korth America than that of low-income 
Africa !ii=l::!il Japan or Korth America in 1963, but it deteriorated 
over the pf!tiod, while lov-tncome Afrt.:a Improved I ts atructural 
balance tu such an extent that the initial larae aaps which existed 
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Table 9. A c1111P&ratiYe measure of 

lneaualltI coe((icia1t1 al 
l'!'nch-turlt rqion 3encb--rlt recion 

Coimtry Japan cl llorth America ~/ 
croupina 1963 1910 196] 1910 

TllG 0.39565 0.209513 0.31397 0.150344 
LIS 0.5310] 0.259466 0.54326 0.2]]055 
LAF 1.29656 0.617090 1.17516 0.592719 
MS 0.71236 0.3272]] 0.57731 0.266307 
1111& 0.71592 0.606571 0.69160 0.552690 
Mi' 0.39624 0.406063 0.30406 0.322946 
Im.A 0.33356 0.167025 0.25014 0.111746 
TDD 0.09173 0.040442 0.04623 0.014572 
llA 0.09160 0.052611 0.03371 0.000000 
vu 0.07511 0.041421 0.04067 0.014766 
Vl2 0.30700 0.171045 0.24356 0.124231 
JP 0.14326 0.000000 0.11611 0.051596 
El 0.20162 0.016560 0.16199 0.074556 
OD 0.15615 0.151793 0.09316 0.080164 

1!2ll: TDG .. Total dndopina coimtriu 
LIS • Lov-inc- Indian Subcontinent 
LAF • Lov-inc- Africa 
llAS .. Riddle-incoee Asia 
lllA .. Riddle-inc- Vest Asia and 

lorth Africa 
RAF ~ Riddle-inc- Africa 
RLA • Riddle-inc1111e Latin America 

where 

structural change 

Root-~uare •eag error b/ 
Bencb-11arlt r~cion Bench~rlt recion 

Japan r,_/ lorth America ~/ 
1963 lSIO 1963 1910 

4.52799 l.29502 l.12417 2.64677 
5.21025 ].66614 5.03126 ].29535 
1.19617 5.96704 7.3991] 5.25530 
6.07571 4.1.:.794 5.11616 3.52261 
6.31177 5.60654 5.70541 5.07474 
4.53136 4.51721 l.76404 3.17916 
4.15755 2.94200 3.41403 2.21116 
2.11027 1.44767 1.46761 0.12400 
2.17176 1.65236 1.25319 0.00000 
1.97313 1.51406 1.37666 0.12941 
3.91160 3.03750 3.36717 2.40596 
1.72465 0.00000 2.32594 1.65236 
3.23232 2.11792 2.10611 1.16317 
2.15100 2.10464 2.01344 l.93270 

TDD • Total deYeloped coimtries 
IA • llorth America 

Vil • AdYanced Western Europe 
VE2 • levly industrialized 

Western Europe 
JP • Japan 
EE • Eastern Europe 
OD • Other deYeloped countries 

y~ u "l"th industry share of total PIVA in the bench-mark re~ion. 

s Y; • "l"th industry share of total PIVA In the s .. ple region. 

~I RSIU: = (E(y~-y~)2/l)l/2 
I i 

II ,. 21 

ct Industry share of total RVA in Japan, 1910 used as a bencb-.. rk. 

~I Industry ahare of total RVA \n llorth Arierica, 1910 uafttl H a bench-11arlt. 
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between the two groups in 1963 narrowed considerably by 1980. This 
further seems to show that both low-income an~ middle-inc~me Africa 
have been affected by a similar problem of structural imbalance in 
recent years. 

It is hardly surprising that the coefficients for West Asia 
and Korth Africa are among the highest, second or.ly to those of 
low-income Africa, and these coefficients changed little between 
1963 and 1980. Manf countries in the region are major oil ~port
ers and tend to specialize in the production and export of a few 
COlmodities, particularly crude oil. Despite their high per capita 
incomes, the structure of the economies of the region during the 
period 1963-1980 was basically dominated by the oil s, ctor with a 
very narrow industrial base. This may however change drastically 
in the curreat decade, in view of recent massive investment in the 
physical ar.d social infrastructure and energy-related d:>wnstream 
industries, notably in the Gulf region. The 1980-1990 statistics 
seem most likely to tell a different story of substantial struc
tural transformation. 

Kiddle-income Latin America yielded the best indicators of 
structural change among all regions of the South. In fact, the 
coefficients for middle-income Latin America are strikingly close 
to those of newly industrialized Western Europe, perhaps indicating 
roughly the same degree of structural c~ange which might have taken 
place in the two regions during the period under consideration. In 
this regard, middle-income Asia, which consists mainly of selected 
developing countries with a high, or a 1ignificant, share in manu
fa~turing, did not fare as well as middle-ilicome Latin America, but 
a substantial decrease in the coefficients bet111een 1963 and 1980 
seeas to imply that the region underwent a significant structural 
change. Furthermore, despite the adverse international econo111ic 
environment of the early 1980s, and in sharp contrast to the 
worsening performance of middle-income Lat in America vi th its huge 
external debt burder., the recent remarkabJ e growth of production 
and exports of middle-income Asia seems to reflect a quite differ
ent picture of the 1980s, with that region e111erging as the 111ost 
dynamic growth pole in the world. In that connection, it 1~ inter
esting to note that the ::egion's structure of production seems to 
have moved somewhat closer to the model of North America than to 
th1tt of Japan. 

The date also show that developed Western Europe ~as structur
ally much closer to Japan and Korth A!llerica than newly industrial
ized Western Europe and Eastern Europe !.lI::i.-vif the two bench-mark 
regions. The coefficients comparing the two bench-mark regions, 
Japan and Korth America, are also strikingly low, thus suggesting a 
remarkable similarity in the patterns of structural change between 
the two regions. Moreover, the extent of structural changf' seems 
to have been somewhat greater in Japan than in North America during 
the period dealt with. For instance, the RSME for Japan calculated 
from the formula using Japan as a bench-mark shows the coefficient 
value of 2.72 in 1963, while a ai111ilar calculation for North America 
yields the value of only l.2S. 
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On the whole, the •esults show a significant gap in structural 
balance between the North and the South both in 1963 and 1980, if 
the pattern of industrialization in Japan and North America is 
assumed to be the model of development. This partt ~r assumption 
may, of course, be open to question. 

D. A decomposition analysis of the MVA changes by region and 
lndustrY_ for the periods of lq63-1967, 1967-1973 and 1973-19.§.Q 

1. Methodology 

The objective of this section ls to develop and apply empiri
cally a simple method for analysing the past MVA growth performance 
of 28 manufacturing industries in each of the 12 regions identified 
earlier for this study. The method developed here permits the 
disaggregation of MVA growth into three components attributable to 
the global economic effect, the individual industry effect and the 
regional effect. The main goal is served by the identification of 
regional growth or decline in the MVA of an industry which is 
region-specific. The regional effect component is intended to 
provide a measure of the relative performance of the region in a 
particular industry. Positive regional effect could then be asso
ciated with the locational advantage of the region for that indus
try and vice versa. 

The location advantage discussed in this paper is not to be 
confused with the concept of comparative advantage analysed within 
the context of foreign trade. In international trade, comparative 
advantage generally refers to the ability of a country or a region 
to expand its exports of certain products based on factor endow
ments and production efficiency considerations. On the other hand, 
the concept of locational advantage is to be interpreted within the 
context of the region-specific capacity of a given region to expand 
its share of world MVA change, independently of the general increase 
in aggregate world MVA and the relative performance of the industry 
in question vis-a-vis other industries in the world economy. In 
other words, there is no necessary causal link between traditional 
comparative advantage and locational advantage. For instance, MVA 
growth of an industry in a particular region may be attributable 
largely to the strong export growth of a region as in the case of 
East Asia and particularly selected developing countries with a 
high share in manufacturing, or factors other than export perform
ance and relative factor efficiency such as import substitution and 
expanded domestic markets for a given product, a phenomenon which 
may explain part of the past HVA growth in Latin America. 

The analytical method used here is adapted partially from 
sh! ft-share analysis which has been widely used as a forecasting 
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technique for regional employment in the field of regional science.* 

The necessary variables are defined as follows: 

MVAijt = MVA of industry "i" in region "j" in period "t" 

i 1, 2, ••. , n 
j 1,2, ••• ,11 

r percentage increase in total world MVA from period 
t-1 to period t 

ri = percentage increase in world MVA of industr.1 "i" 
from period t-1 to period t 

rij = percentage increase in MVA of industry "i" in 
region "j" from period t-1 to period t 

It follows from the foregoing definitions that 

tj MVAijt = MVAit =world MVA of industry "i" 

ti MVAit = MVA = world MVA of all manufacturing 
industries 

Row, for industry "i" in ".'egion "j", the following mathe
matical identity can be established: 

dMVAijt = MVAijt - MVAijt-1 = rMVAijt-1 + (ri-r)MVAijt-1 + 

(a) (b) 

(rij-ri)MVAijt-1 

(c) 

The above equation decomposes the grovth of MVA of industry "1" into 
three components attributable to the following: 

*The literature on shift-share analysis is quite extensive and 
there are numerous variants of the shift-share technique. For a 
critical review of the literature on ~hift-share as well as a com
prehensive bibliography on this subject, see B. H. Stevens and 
C. L. Moore , "A critical review of the literature on shift-share 
as a forecasting technique", Journal of Redonal Science, vol. 20, 
No. 4 (1980), pp. 419-37. Leamer and Stern also independently 
developed a similar technique to analyse the relative performance 
of export growth in a particular country; see R. E. Leamer and 
R. M. Stern, ~itative International Economies (Boston, Allyn 
and Bacon, 1970). For an empirical application of the constant 
market share analysis, see R. Baner j 1, "The export performanc" of 
less developed countries: a constant market analysis", 
Weltwirtachaftlichea Archly, vol. 110, 1974, pp. 447-81. 
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(a) The globa~ effect (r), that is, the general rise in total 
vo~ld MVA as a function of the levels of world economic activity; 

(b) The industry effect (ri-r), that is, the growth rate of 
MVA of industry "i" relative to the vorld average MVA grovth. 
Thus, if the MVA of industry "i" is growing faster than the vorld 
average for all manufacturing industries, the term would be P"~i
t ive, and negative if the opposite holds; 

(c) The regional effect Crij-ri), a term that measures a 
differential growth rate of MVA in the same industry between a 
given region and the rest of the world. Therefore, if a given 
region has a special advantage in producing and increasing the 
local input content of the industrial product "1" because of 
favo11rable factor endoVlllents or locational advantages (for example, 
the locational advantage of the Gulf regio;1 in petrochemical prod
ucts owing to cheap energy costs), the term vould shov a positive 
sign. If the region is losing its locational advantage, the sign 
vould of course be negative. 

~= 

The mathematical identity described can be readily ::onverted 
into a recursive form for forecasting the region-and-indua·ry
specific MVA, namely, 

MVAijt 

where f.MVAijt 

MVAijt-1 + f.MVAijt 

rMVAijt-1 + (ri-r)MVAijt-1 + (rij-ri)MVAijt-1 

The definition of time, t-1, in the long proceaa would have to 
be determined by empirical research. Even ao, once the parameter 
values of r, ri, rij and the initial values of MVAijt-1 are 
gtven, a aeries of forecast values of MVAijm (m = t, t + I, t + 2, 
••• ,) can be recursively generated. The use of the above equation 
for forecasting MVA should be limited to a relatively short-term 
period, however, since the structural parameters of the equation 
are likely to change cor~iderably over a lengthy period of time. 

Finally, aome of the limitations aaaociated with the applica
tion of the method presented above must be considered. First, the 
estimate la devoid of any causal relationahlpa by the nature of the 
identity relation. The technique la useful in diaa11re~ating paat 
MVA growth into ita different components, but it fails to offer any 
explanat:!ons as to why a given component, for exuiple, the regional 
effect, is the dominant factor in explaining actual MVA chanaea in 
a given region. Revertheleaa, the technique helps ' identify the 
1.1rua in which the explanations can be sought. Seer idly, aa mer· 
t toned euller, the technique la not atochaat ic in form and hence 
not valid for econometric projections; the procedure can be used 
only to analyse the ex post performance. Thirdly, the conclusions 
drawn from a decomposition analysis are valid only for the particu
lar time period chosen, the level of i11dustry disaggregation used 
and the part lcular i:egional grourtng adopted. An alternative aet 
of these parameters may produce different results and perhaps other 
conclusions. 
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2. Empirical results 

Table 10 summarizes, for the developing and developed country 
groups, the overall decomposition of MVA changes into the three 
eff£cts global, industry and regional - for three periods, 
1963-1967, 1967-1973 and 1973-1980. 

The presence of negative signs in the table seems somewhat 
confusing at first glance, but this can be readily clarified by 
means of an illustration. For example, the table shows a total MVA 
change of $18,196 million between 1973 and 1980 in the basic prod
ucts industry in developing countries as a whole, a change which is 
explained by the three components in the following proportions: 
40 per cent for the global effect; and 64 per cent for the regional 
effect, the sum of which is partly offset by about 4 per cent owing 
to the below-average performance of the industry in question. For 
developed countries, the actual MVA change of this industry was 
$55,996 million during the same period. However, if MVA in the 
basic products group had grown at the world average growth rate of 
total manufacturing for the period (25 per cent) and not been off
set by the negative industry and regional effects, MVA change would 
have been $86,307 million, about 1.54 times the actual value. This 
positive global effect of $86,307 million was, however, partly 
counterbalanced by about $18, 613 million (-33 per cent) owing to 
the sluggish performance in basic products relative to the world 
average, and by around $11,703 million (-21 per cent) owing to the 
loss of locational advantage of developed countries in the industry 
under consideration. This means that the net MVA change wa~ 

$55,996 million. 

For analytical convenience, 28 manuf•cturing industries were 
reclassi fled under fl ve broad industrial groups, namr.ly agro-food 
processing, energy, basic products, light industry and capital 
goods. Tl>is was done mainly to articulate a broad sweep of struc
tural change across industries and regions. This broad overview 
however was often supplemented by a more detailed analysis of some 
significant developments at the individual industry level when 
appropriate. 

The most striking outcome is the pervasive presence of posi
tive regional effects in the South and the opposite of this situa
tion in the North, consistently across industries and over time 
with a few exceptions. As a corollary to the above phenomenon, HVA 
change was seen to be considerably more sens! ti ve to the general 
global economic environment and the world-wide market conditions of 
individual industries in the North than in the South. This would 
seem to suggest that production and trade in the North has become 
increasingly int'!!rnat ionalized, while the South has st i 11 abundant 
untapped potential for increasing value added in many manufacturing 
activities at regional levels. 

Each broad industrial group will now be dealt with. 

The South secured an expanding ahare of total MVA change over 
time in this industry group, as evidenced by the rapid increase in 



Tabla 10. A North-South coaear!aon of decoapo11tlon of llVA ch.n.1.11. lHJ--lllO 
c Pe re an ta1u > 

__1!,l-19~7 1967-191} l!7l-lH2 
llVA chsn&e llVA change llVA chan1e 
<•Ill lon1 <•I lllona Callllona 

lSlC Cou11tr1 of 1915 of l97S of 1915 
code l' gro .. pin1 dollara > Global lnd.,.lrJ Regional dollar•) Global lndualrJ Regional dollara > Global lndualrJ Regional 

A1~g-fgg~ Rt2~tllibl 

lll Develop\111 l 9H 142.1 -39.1 -3.7 5 19• 109. 7 -•6.1 H.3 5 9]1 72.J -1. 3 JS .o 
Developed 16 110 131.2 -37 .6 0.4 26 242 111.6 -14.6 -1.0 26 332 120.0 -12 .1 -7.9 

3ll O!V!lOpilll 09 105.0 -12.3 7.3 l 310 11.3 -19 .2 37.9 2 101 31.6 9.• 59 .0 
One loped 3 157 lU.3 -13.• -0.9 6 ... 140.1 -33.2 -1.• 6 902 95.5 21.5 -2• .o ~ 

"" 3U Oev!lop\111 425 111.0 -55 .1 31.1 661 lH .6 -11. 5 23.9 l 293 H.1 -5.5 49.1 
.,. 

Developed 933 224.5 -106.9 -11.6 1 115 225.1 116.1 -9.0 1 661 153.1 -15.2 -Jl.6 

Illll l!' 
Oenlop\111 2 ... 132.12 -31.16 .... 1 112 101.91 -43."' 34.11 10 OJI 51.11 -2.40 43.62 
Developed 2l 670 136.11 -36.27 -0.61 3• 691 11'.02 61.12 -1.11 34 902 116. 71 -•.22 -12. 55 

lll.II.U. 

353 Oevelop\111 1 343 19.4 29.0 -··· 3 371 12.1 23.1 •.1 l 694 57.1 -13.4 55 .6 
Developed • 009 11. l 26.0 2.1 I 716 71. 2 24.4 -1.6 2 360 2•3.7 -56.6 -17 .1 

354 Oenlop\111 lSI 56.6 -33.l 7'.5 333 61.4 -31.1 69.3 329 61.6 23. 3 61. 7 
Developed 419 310.4 -111. 5 -21.9 151 212.1 -!55.9 -26.9 723 206.2 -71.1 -21.1 

Illll l!I 
Oevelopln1 1 501 11.00 22.U 0.54 3 711 12.11 17.U 9.95 4 on 5'.11 -14 '21 56.10 
O!Hloped • 01 93.7• 6.37 -0.20 9 6U 95.U 1.36 .. J.15 l 013 234.91 -61.U -73. 26 

continued 
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Table 10 «coatlauedl 

---------------·--
19U-19~7 iu1-un 1!7~-l!IQ 

ICVA cban,e ICVA clla111• ICVA chan1• 
1•11110111 Cal ll Iona Callllon1 

lSIC CouatrJ Of 1975 of 1975 of 1915 
cod• ~' 1roupi11, dollanl Global Jnd111lrJ ••1lona1 dollars> Global IndullrJ lle&lonal dollars) Global Jnd111tr1 ••1101111 

bill!~ IDsllllEI 

321 Developh1 1 115 203.6 -91.1 -11.1 3 761 111. 5 -25 .6 1.1 2 979 109.• -65.2 55. 7 
Developed 6 931 171.6 -10.5 1.9 11 171 129.9 -21.3 -1.6 5 a56 322.6 -192.l -10.a 

322 Develop\111 600 ta.I -ao.o a5.3 620 202.7 -55 .1 -u.o 575 lU.1 -55. l 1~.9 
Developed a ?la lU.2 -77.1 -6.3 11 565 134 .a -36.9 2. 5 6 632 166.7 -65.5 -1.2 

323 Developh1 13 117.3 -137.3 50.l 117 229.7 -1'6.3 16.6 305 55.9 -26.3 10.a 
Developed 356 au.a -303.Z -10.3 957 211.2 -179. l -z.o 661 250.3 -117 .• -31.5 ..... 

32• Developla1 lU lll .a -66. 7 35.3 iaa 331.6 -2U.O 3.3 329 91.a -3a.5 U.l 
w 
..,i 

Oen loped l 111 na.a -101.1 -5.5 1 311 351. 5 -2!1. z -o.a l 66a 17• .2 -65.7 -1.5 

lll Oewelopl•& 250 110.a -61.Z -2.3 1~1 113. 5 -27.9 ia.J l 032 61. 3 -52.6 91. 3 
Developed z 911 166.l -66.5 0.2 1 3U na.a -33.0 -1.a 51 1i 176.7 -10 a51.6 -1 625.1 

331 Oe'Hlopla1 Zll 99.1 -7.9 1.1 3U lU.6 11.6 -56.2 671 n.a -11.3 66.6 
Oen loped 3 U5 109.Z -1.6 -0.5 I HI 90.6 7.3 2.2 3 762 173. 3 -61 • -11.~ 

l•2 Oeweloph•& :! 1 111.l -35.9 -52.Z 191 109.9 -5l. 0 H.1 ... 166.5 -U.2 -25. 3 
Oen loped 1 251 121. 2 -23.1 1.9 95'3 193. 1 -11'.I -3.9 9 221 131. 2 -32.5 l. l 

355 Oewelopl•& 313 92.6 -9.1 17 .l 1 009 63.9 1.9 21.2 l 156 H.O -16.1 65.0 
Oneloped 2 .,. na.2 -12.0 -2.2 6 ... 92.9 11.5 -a.a 2 516 119.6 -59.7 -2'.9 

156 Oewelopl•& 2Sl 63.2 101.a -U.7 151 o.o ll.5 -29.5 702 59.5 32.0 1.6 
Oen loped a 165 )6.9 59.2 3.9 ll 197 la.a 63.3 1.9 I 70a 65.5 35.2 -0.1 

continued 
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th.- ratio of South-North ~A chang.- from 13 per cl'nt in thr first 
period (1963-1967) to 21 pt'r cent in the second (1967-1973) and 
almost 30 pf'r c.-nt in the final period (1973-l'JSC). Furthf'rmore, 
regional growth factors as m.-asured by co-efficients of r.-gional 
effect played an incr.-asingly important role in bringing about this 
change. For instance, only 4 per cent of the South's !WA change 
{$2 ,846 mi 11 ion) in agro-food procusing was accountf'd for by the 
regional growth factor in the first period, but this proportion was 
-rkf'dly increasf'd to 35 per cent in the second period and to 
44 per c.-nt in the last pf'riod. Reanwhile, the !forth exhibitf'd 
extr ... e sensitivity to world econ011ic conditions and the general 
downward trf'nd of the agro-food processing industry, with little 
regional strength throughout the periods. The saae patterns of 
change were morf' or lrss replicated at individual industry lev.-ls, 
all pointing to a substantial gain in regional strength as a sig
nificant factor explaining the growth of the industry in the South, 
which sharply contrastf'd with the growing vulnerabll i ty of the 
industri.-s of thf' !forth to external factors. 

(b) t;neru 

The .-nergy group, which is mad.- up of orly two industries, 
petroleum rf'fining (ISIC 353) and petroleum and coal prOC:ucta 
{ISIC 354), was thf' only sector in which the South g.ai.1ed a grf'ater 
share of total l'tVA change than the !forth. To be aore precise, this 
has occurred only in petroleua refining, which started out with the 
l'tVA changf! of the South uaounting to less than half that of the 
!forth in the first two periods, but the l'tVA growth of the South 
surpa~sed that of thf' !forth by one and a half times in 1973-1980, 
thanks primarily to the two oil price rises which occurred during 
the p!!riod. In this regard, it ls worth noting that thf' rf'glonal 
co.-ffici.-nt fryr thf' South made a quantua juap fro11 4.l p.-r cf!nt in 
1967-1973 to 55.6 per Cf'nt in 1973-1980, whllf' the regional coef
ficient of thf' ftorth dropp.-d sharply from -1.6 per cent to 
-87. l p.-r c.-nt, and thf' glabal effect drastically incr.-as.-d fro11 
77.2 pl!r cent to 244.0 p.-r c.-nt betWf'f'n thf! last two p.-riods. This 
Sf!f'lllS to und.-rscor.- the growing fragility of the petroleum refining 
industry in thr fforth. In a si111llar vein, r.-gion-speclfic factors 
explained 111or.- than 60 p.-r cent of the l'tVA growth of ?t'trol.-um and 
coal produrts in the South, while thf' samf' industry performance in 
thf' North was pr.-domlnantly Influenced by both thf' global and 
industry f'ffrcts ov.-r thf' sa111.- p.-rlods. 

(c) Basic products 

From thf' point of virw of the South, thf' basic products group 
as a wholr. r.-glstrrf!d thf! s.-cond best l'tVA growth performanc,., only 
behind thr. ent'rgy group. Th.-rf' was a nmarkablf' Increase in the 
l'tVA growth of the South as a p.-rcf!ntag.- of thf' change In tht' ftorth, 
starting from 8.6 pr.r cr.nt tn 1963-1967, rising to 10.7 pn cent in 
1967-1973, with an abrupt incrus.- to 32.5 per cr.nt in 1973-1980. 
The rt'gional strrngth to sustain output in the South also dra11at
lrally Improved in a simlliar fashion over time as the reaional 
corfflctrnt tncreasr.d from 19 per crnt in the ftrat period to 
31 pnrrnr In tht' St'C'Ond period to 64 per cent In thf' last prrlod. 
In 11h,.rp l'onrraat, with tu diminishing share of l'tVA change, the 
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perfonunce of the llorth bec-e progressively senslti'i"e to the 
global effect, the coefficient of which Increased frOll II per cent 
in the first period to 154 per cent in the third period. At the 
individual Industry level, the growth perfonaance of iron and steel 
provides a particularly interest Ing llorth-South contrast. The llVA 
change of the South increas~d 110re than fivefold frOll $111 •lllion 
to $4,374 between the first period and the last period alona with 
its aarkedly iaproved regional coefftcient, while the llVA chance of 
the llorth initially doubled frOll $12,692 aillion to $25,620 between 
the first two periods, only to experience a sudden decline in its 
M\"A by $640 aillion between 1973 and 1910. Other notable indus
tr!es in the South which vere quantltatlYdy sipificant in teras 
of output and perforaed eiceptionally well as coapared with tbelr 
counterparts in the llorth are industrial chemicals (ISIC 351), 
other chemical products (!SIC 352) and non-taetal products 
(ISIC 369). 

In general• the light industry group in the So1>th chalked up 
an impressive gain in its share of .WA growth vis-a-Yi.I the llorth, 
although not as striking as the results achieved by the basic prod
uct group. The ratio of South-llorth .WA change remained alaost 
constant around 9.5 per cent between the first two periods, but the 
ratio nearly doubled to 18 per cent in the third period. At the 
s-e i: tee, the regional coefficient aarkedly increased frOll about 
8 per cent in the first period to 50 per cent in the third period, 
which was equally aatched by a substantial decrease in the propor
tion of llVA change that was ~.xplained by world econoaic conditiona, 
a drop frOll 125 per cent to about 79 per cent. The relatively poor 
growth perfonunce of the light industry aroup world-wide seeas 
however to have prevented this industry group in the South frOll 
growing faster, as explained by sizeable negative values of the 
industry effect. What happened to the liaht industry group ln the 
Horth was the opposite of the situation in the South. !lamely, the 
predominant portion of M\'A change ln the light industry aroup in 
the llorth was accounted for by the global economic situation and 
the world-wtde growth performance ot the industry under considera
tion. 

The most important Industries within the light industry group 
in terms o! .WA change are indicated below. 

First, the textile Industry (ISIC 121) in the South sustained 
Its stealfy growth over the periods considered, despite Its world
wide downward t~end which adversely affected the growth performance 
of the industry in the Horth. The region-specific factors also 
became increasingly Important In explaining the growth of the South 
In the most recent period. 

Secondly, the wood products Industry (ISIC 331) witnessed a 
dramatic reversal of the dominant position between the Horth and 
the South. The .WA growth In the Horth was over 13 t Imes laraer 
than thar of the South In the Initial period, $228 •llllon In the 
South to S2,9a8 million In the North. But the figure for the South 
jumped to Sl,032 mllll"n while that for the North fell to only 
S'i8 ml 11 Ion In the last pnlod. Meanwhl le, the capacity of the 
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South to generate growth internally increased treaendoasly, while 
the perforaance of the llorth bec-e extremely dependent on the 
external factors. 

Thirdly, the S?uth made a hefty gain in the rubber products 
industry ( ISIC 355) along vith its considerably strengthened loca
tional advantage. The PIVA change of tne industry in the South was 
up sharply to $1,000 ail lion frOll $313 ail lion between the first 
two periods and stayed at the s-e plateau in the last period. The 
gain of the llorth, however, was equally remarkable, alaost tripling 
frOll Sz,1,74 Billion to $6,461 Billion between the first two 
periods but subs~quently dropping to the previous level of almost 
$2,500 •illion. In the aeantiae, the global and industry effects 
bec-e d011inant factors in explaining the growth performance of the 
llorth. 

Fourthly, in the metal products industry (ISIC 381), both the 
llorth and the South enjoyed considerable PIVA gains throughout the 
periods, although the ratio of South-llorth PIVA growth sltghtly 
iaproved ov~r tiae in f~vour of the South. The growth of the llorth 
also tends to be aore sensitive to external forces than that of the 
South. 

{e) Capital goods 

The development of the capital goods industries ls cO:M1only 
seen as one of the aost essential ingredients required to ac:-el
erate technological advances and achieve industrial -turity ln 
develo~ing countries. Yet the eapirical evidence seems to suggest 
that the gains of the South in this crlt lcal sector during the 
periods considered were less iapressive than the progre!ls aade in 
other sectors. The ratio of South-llorth PIVA change increased 
steadily but slovly from about 5 per cent in 1963-1967 ta 7 per 
cent in 1967-1973 and to slightly less than 9 per cent in 1973-1980. 
Unlike previous cases, there were no striking changes In all 
coefficients for global, industry and regional effects in both the 
llorth and the South. It appears that the llorth clearly aaintains a 
firm control over the production of capital goods and the South ls 
yet to aake any significant dent in the do111inant position of the 
North in this iaportant sector. 

There are, however, consl~erable Inter-Industry variations 
within the capital goods sector in terms of the performance of the 
South as compared wl~h that of the llorth. For instance, the South 
made remarkable strides towards the enlargement of Its share of 
world PIVA growth In the transport equipment Industry (ISIC 384) as 
the PIVA change of the South as a percentage of that of the North 
rapidly cl1111bed from about 6 per cent In the initial period to 
11 per cent In the sf'cond perlad and further up to 15 per cent In 
the third period. There was also a parallel growth In thf' caraclty 
of the South to generate PIVA In this Industry on Its own strf'ngth, 
as shown by a notable lncrf'ase In the regional coefflclf'nts from 
12 per cent to around 50 per cent between t ,,. first and third 
periods. By sharp rontrast, the 1'1VA growrh of the South In the 
proff'Sslonal and srlentlflr goods lndust y \IS!C 185) was vf'ry 
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saali in relation to that of the Korth throughout the periods con
sidered, never exceeding l. 5 per Cl'nt of the growth of the North. 
fteanwhile, the performance of the South in •ach!nery (!SIC 382) and 
electrical -chinery (ISIC 38'1 c011es betveen these tvo extremes. 
In the -chinery industry the l'!VA grovth of the South as a per
centage of that of the Borth increased s011ewhat frOll 4 ~er cent to 
7 per cent Initially, and re-ined ar the s-e level thereafter 
vith the regional coefficient varying betveen 40 and 60 per cent. 
Likewise, in the electrical -c~inery industry, the ratio of 
South-Borth l'!VA change increased tvofold froa S per cent to 10 per 
cent between the last two periods, along with a remarkable increase 
ln the regional coefficient frOll 13 per cent to SO per cent. On 
the whole, there vere signs of burgeoning growth of th~ capital 
goods industry in the South, but such growth was confined to a 
handful of countries in a few ret,lons, n-ely Latin AAlerlca and 
South and South-East Asia. 

Space li11i tat ions do not perm It a full account of the sub
stantial variations aaong the regions and the ftVA ctanges for 
21 indust rles in the 12 regions covering the three periods. An 
atte•pt will be -de only to identify, in table 11, a fev regions 
of the South and the Worth that generated the •ost •otable change, 
both positive and negative, in each industry, •easured by the 
regional coefficients as well as actual ftVA change in the three 
periods. Such an identification •ay serve the purpose of aJerting 
interested readers for a •ore thorough and systematic analysis of a 
particular Industry in a particular region which could be under
taken separately. 

As stated earlier, the decomposition analysis could net offer 
any explanations of the c•usal factors underlying the relative 
regional strength of a particular industry In a particular region, 
as measured by the regional coefficient. Obviously, the region
speclftc ability to generate and sustain the ftVA growth of an 
industry Independently of external influences could be affected by 
a whole host of factors such as natural resource endowments, trade 
regimes, tec~.J\Ologfcal capacity and skill levels, .. rket size, 
relative factor costs, physical and social Infrastructure and •any 
other soclo-econo11lc varia~les. These factors vary vastly froa 
region to region. Therefore, given the diversity and heterogeneity 
of the r~ilons, each 11ay have to be examined separately. 

It ls, however, beyond the scope of this study to carry out a 
comprehensive study of causal factors for the strengths and weak
nesses of the manufacturing sector and Its ro11ponent Industries ln 
each region. Instead, an 1.!J h2i; general hypothesis about what 
might explain lnterregiona l and Int er- lndust ry d l fferenres In the 
regional effect ls developed and its validity statistically tested 
uJlng cross-section and time-series pooled data for each Industry. 
The empirical results presented here only serve tt. determine the 
general empirical validity of a set of the variables postulated to 
have an explanatory power vl~h regard to the regional effect. The 
results do not 11pply to the special rondltlons of any spprlflc 
region. 
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Table 11. legions generating the most significant change 
in •arious industries, 1963-1910 

ISIC 
code 

311 
313 
314 
321 
322 
323 
324 
331 
332 
341 
342 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
361 
362 
369 
371 
372 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
390 

Industry le&loas 

Food products 111.A, RAS , EE, WEI, IA 
leYerqea 111.A, llAS, EE, WEI, Illa 
Tobacco LIS, RAS, Ill.A, VEl, EE 
Tu:tilea I'll.A, lllA, llAS , EE, IA, .JP 
Vearina apparel Ill.A, LIS, llAS, EE, IA, .JP 
Leather and leather products Ill.A, llA$ , EE, IA 
r-tvear RAS, I'll.A, EE, VE2 
Voocl products ll&S, LIS, Ill.A, EE, VEl 
f'Urnlture and flztures 111.A, LIS, VEl, IA, EE 
Paper and paper products I'll.A, LIS, llAS, IA, VEl, EE 
Printina and publishina Ill.A, ..U, IA, Vil 
Industrial c:haaical5 Ill.A, LIS , llAS , IA , EE 
Other chaaicala Ill.A, LIS, llAS, llA, Vil, .JP 
Petrole~ refineries Ill.A, lllA, llAS, Vil, a 
Petrolema and coal products Ill.A, 111.l, EE, IA 
lubber products ltl.A, llAS , llA , EE 
Plastic products Ill.A, llAS. llA, Vil, EE 
Pottery and china ltl.A, EE, Vil 
'laaa and &laaa products Ill.A, 111.l, IA, EE, WEI 
11on .... etal products ltl.A, llAS, a, Vil, VIZ, .JP 
Iron and ated ltl.A, RAS, IE, .JP, Vil, IA 
Ion-ferrous metals Ill.A, 
tletal products Ill.A, 
llachinery Ill.A, 
llect~ical .. chlnery Ill.A, 
Transport eq11lpment III.A, 
Professional 1ooda MI.A, 
Other lnduat riea llll.A, 

lllUI: LIS • Low-lac- l .. laa Subcoatlanl 
LAF • Lov-lac•• Africa 
llAS • Rlddla-rac ... Aala 

lllA, EE, 
llAS, EE, 
LIS, IA, 
llAS, llA, 
llAS, llA, 
MAS, EE, 
LIS, EE, 

lllA • Riddle-lac ... Veal Aala ....r lortll Africa 
R&F • Rlddla-1ac ... Af rlca 
II.A • Riddle-lac ... Latia &aerie• 

IA • lorcll &8erlca 
VII • Adnaced Vaaura lure,. 
Vil • llavlJ l .. uulallzed Va.Cera lurope 
JP• Japaa 
II • leatera lurope 
OD • Otllcr dndoped co1acrlH 

11A, .JP, Vil 
IA, Vil, .JP 
EE, Vil, .JP 
Vil, .JP, EE 
Vil, EE, .JP 
llA, JP, Vil 
11A, Vil, .JP 

Tia• follovla1 f.acllonal speclflcatloa VH uHd for •Ill• purpoH: 

l1J • • • 1>1lllJ' • l>zClar)Z • c• • •rl•Cill:llP) • 

• 21a(lp/QIP) • •,1a(la/QIP) 

l1J 

r • 
l/CllP 

l:i/c:llP 
ralc:llP 

• calculaud re1lo11al •ff•ct of "l"t'• lndu.crr 111 
"J"lll re11oa 

• per ceplu h1coee 
• populat Ion 
• ratio •f ln•Hl .. nl to c•r 
• prlurr esporca •• percnu1• af CllP 
• aanuracturlnc esporca u pcrcnu1• of CllP, and In 

repruenu • aatuul-101 ~nndorutlon of tll• ... ,, ... ,. 
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Per capita income vas included as a proxy variable for the 
stages of development. It is based on the hypothesis that as a 
country or region advances along the path of industrialization, so 
does its capacity to generate the grovth of PWA internally up to a 
certain critical point. While industrialization broadens the 
capacity of a region to increase PWA, it tends progressively to 
integrate the econOllY of the region into the vorld economy. At the 
same time, industrial performance becomes increasingly sensitive to 
external factors such as wor::.d economic conditions and the world
wide grovth performance of a given industry rather than to region
specif ic factors. The importance of the regional eff.:ct is there
fore expected to diminish, while global and industrial effects 
should become a dominant factor in explaining PWA grovth, once a 
region achieves industrial -turlty. Furthermore, the patterns of 
this change -y be approximated by a non-linear form, a log
quadratic function in this case. Theoretically correct signs 
should be plus for the linear term and minus for the quadratic 
term, reflecting a diminishing rate of increase of the regional 
effect in proportion to increasing per capita incomes. 

It is f•1rther postulated that the capacity of a region to 
generate PWA growth is positively related to market size (ll) and 
the rate of resource mobilization of the region, that is, the share 
of cap'tal fo~tion in GNP (I,GNP), and negatively related to the 
relative natural resource endowments of the region, which are 
measured by tvo variables, namely the share cf primary exports in 
GNP (Ep/GNF) and the share of manufacturing exports in GNP (Em/GNP). 
It is vel1 'knovn that specialization in the production and export 
of primary co .. odities tends to delay or even impede industrializa
tion. It is P.qually obvious that manufacturing-export-led growth 
would make an economy more open and sensitive to changing inter
national economic conditions. 

The goodness of fit for the estimated equations as measured by 
R2 ranged from 0.09 to 0.81, but the majority of the equations 
(21 out of 29) had a reasonably good fit with R2 of over 0.5 (see 
table 12). In fact, the results turned out to be better than 
expected, since cross-section data tend to yield poorer fits than 
t ime-serie'I data. Furthermore, most of the sectoral equations havl' 
corre~t signs for their variables, except for population (N). 

Turning to the individual variables, the regress ion rl'sul ts 
generally support the conceptual hypothesis about the rel~tionship 
between per capita incomes and the regional effect as described by 
a log-quadratic function. In other words, the regional effect is 
expected to increase at a decreasing rate as per capita incomes 
rise, and beco~e negative once per capita incomes reach a critical 
level. For this relationship to hold, the sign for the linear term 
must be plus and the quadratic term negative. Generally, this is 
the case. Out of 29 sectoral equations estimated, only four havP 
wrong signs. But only 12 estimated equations have statistically 
significant coefficients for both linear and quadratic terms at thr 
95 p~r rent confidence level. 



Table 12. Regression analysis or determinants of regional effect 
·-· ----~--- ------- ---------------------------·-- ---·--------- ------ ----- ---------- - ---- ·--------

lSIC ____ Jur-.rulin_t_on1.kimt_L--___ __ _ _ _____ 
code Industry Constant lny (lny)2 N ln(l/GNP) ln(XP/GNP) ln(Xl'l/GNP) R2 D1t n 

-----------
311 •·ood products -18 621.10* 5 914.36* -477. 50* -0.56 825.09 -574.0l* -66.91 0.72 2.35 27 

(-3.362) (2.94) (-3.33) (-0.54) (l. 04) (-2.50) (-0.35) 

3ll B~verages -6 255.10 2 118.62 -157.75 0.42 6.23 -2l8.93 -291.00* 0.41 2.00 27 
(-1.61) ( l. 50) (-1.56) (0.57) (0.01) (-1.35) (-2.14) 

314 Tobacco -2 643.~6* 732.25* -61.50* -0.03 209.08* -32. 77 44. 77 o.u 2.31 27 
(-3.86) (2.95) (-3.46) (-0.21) (2.13) (-l.15) (1.118) 

321 Textiles -4 517.67 l 135.ll -124.14 -l.83 l 569.09 -684.30* -516.94* 0.48 2.01 27 
(-0.54) (0.37) (-0.57) (-l.17) (l.31) (-l.97) (-1. 78) 

..... 
Wearina apparel -161. 84 0.65 2.08 27 322 -4 683.63 l 097.92 -109.483 -l.40* l 063.82* -287.56* ,.. 

(-1.21) (0.78) (-l. 09) (-l.93) ( l. 92) (-1. 79) (-1.20) 
VI 

323 Leather and -920.21 200.01 -20.54 -0.25 248.61* -76.36* -43.02 0.61 2.44 27 
leather products (-l.11) (0.66) (-0.95) (-1.60) (2.09) (-2.22) (-1.49) 

324 Footvear -2 937.71* 898.29* -79.62* -0.67• 347.40* -164.05* -5.10 0.75 2.32 27 
(-2.25) (l.89) (-2.35) (-2.72) (l.85) (-3.02) (-0.ll) 

3ll Wood products -5 730.08* l 983.68• -149.69* 0.65 -189,06 -57.53 -12.51 0.32 2.26 27 
(-l.90) (l.81) (-l.91) (l .14) (-0.44) (-0.46) (-0.12) 

3l2 Furniture and -5 894.20* 2 215.66* -158.52* 0.70 -622.14 73.27 -3.42 0.37 2.01 27 
fixtures (-2.20) (2.28) (-2.29) (l. 39) (-l.62) (0.66) (-0.04) 

341 Paper and paper -5 787.22* l 645.10* -141. 76* -0.92* 754.18• -347.22* -61.19 0,79 2.57 27 
producta (-3.02) (2.36) (-2.85) (-2.55) (2.74) (-4.36) (-0.92) 

342 Printing and -1 588.45 631.64 -48.27 -0.22 -117.60 2.44 -35.20 0.09 2.09 27 
publishing (-0.40) (0.44) (-0.47) (-0.29) (-0.21) (0.02) (-0.25) 

continued 
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ISIC B11r111i2n c2cff1c1cn~1 
code Industry Constant lny (lny)2 N ln(I/GNP) ln(XP/GNP) ln(XM/G!IP) R2 Dv n 

351 Industrial -10 463.85 3 269.59 -291.39 -1.95 1 130.89 -148,39* -696.06 0.47 2.47 27 
ch-icals (-0.91) (0.79) (-0.98) (-0.91) ( 1.06) (-2.42) (-1.H) 

352 Other ch-ical -7 109.14 l 215.45 -131.40 -1.65 2 586.72* -970.60* -598.63* 0,52 2.22 27 
pr.ducts (-0.84) (0.39) (-0.60) (-1.04) (2.13) (-2.76) (-2.03) 

353 Petrole\D -12 05.?.86* 3 398.61• -272.31* -0.22 729.78 -150.05 60.08 0.61 2.22 27 
refineries (-2.85) (2.22) (-2.49) (-0.27) (l.21) (-0.86) (0.41) 

354 Petrole\D and -195.81 -112.72 1.93 -0.33 414.00* -130.19* -98.36* 0.54 1.94 27 
coal products {-0.17) (-0.27) (0.06) (-1.52) (2 47) (-2.68) (-2.41) 

..... 
355 Rubber products -4 458 .21• l 135.91* -100.31* -0.45 656,37* -194.96* -2?.66 o. 71 2.ll 27 "' (-2.39) (l.68) (-2.08) (-1.28) (2.46) (-2.52) (-0.46) °' I 

356 Plastic products 2 862.65 -685.64 52.69 -0.10 -44.61 -176.0l -255.36 0.12 2.02 27 
(0.50) (-0.33) (0.36) (-0.10) (-0.06) (-0.75) (-1.29) 

361 Pottery and china -1 679.94 497.79 -42.55 -0.30 252.49 -156.18* -124.88* 0.66 2.33 27 
(-1.42) (1.16) (-1.39) (-l.34) (1.49) (-3.18) (-3.03) 

362 Glass and glass -3 800.66* l 125.18• -87.211* 0.10 123.911 -J2.72 -53.73 0.61 2.14 27 
product a (-2.75) (2.24) (-2.43) (O. 38) (0.63) (-0.57) (-1.12) 

369 Non-•etal products -11 939.49* 3 312.15• -277.56* -0.82 l 316.13* -522.80* -183.07 0.72 2.42 27 
(-2.80) (2.14) (-2.51) (-1.03) (2.15) (-2.95) (-1.23) 

371 Iron and steel -25 40.95* 6 414.41• -566.59• -3.10 4 126.04• -1 445.43* -189.82 0.78 2.41 27 
(-2.90) (2.02) (2.49) (-1.88) (3.28) (-3.97) (-0.62) 

372 ~on-ferrous •etala -6 693.38* 1 642.38 -148.45 -0.96 1 055.57• -26'1 .90* 30.26 0.64 2.14 27 
(-1.96) ( 1. 32) (-1. 68) (-1.49) (2.16) (-1.89) (0.25) 

continued 



Table 12 (~nti.nlwS) 

lSlC Bll[llliRD ~Rl((itilD~I 
code Industry Constant lny (lny)2 " ln( I/GNP) ln(XP/GNP) ln(xi./GMP) a2 Dv n 

---
311 Retal products -20 023.10• " 789.86 -463.55 -4.14* 4 364,84* -1 473.52* -471,97 0.71 2.27 27 

(-1.73} (l .14) (-1.54) (-1.91) (2 .63) (-3.07) (-1.17) 

382 Machinery -12 541.'51 l 444.05 -246.80 -5.78 7 177.12* -2 684.011 -1 676.00* 0.66 2.14 27 
(-0.68) (0.22) (-0.52) (-1.67) (2.72) (-3.52) (-2.62) 

383 Electrical -7 542.23 -1 788. 71 -S0.5\ -· .17* 9 134.35* -l! 148.69* -414.60 0.65 2.04 2; 
.. chinery (-0.41) (-0.27) (-0.11) (-2. 37) (3 .47) (-2.82) (-0.65) 

384 transport -37 158.00* 8 123.58 -780.32 -6.28 7 ·;45 .12* -1 834.24* -141.00 0.67 2.01 27 
(-l.80) (l.01) (-1.46) (-1.62j (2.61) (-2.U) (-0.20) 

... 
385 Profeaaional -2 804.48 -525.10 -25.16 -3.14 3 104.88* -703.32* -107.07 o.o 2.09 27 "' ""' 1ooda (-0.30) (-0.15) (-0.11) (-1. 78) (2.30) (-1.80) (-0.33) 

390 Other induatriea -8 385.90* 2 936.95* -220.96* 0.45 -387.63 2.51 -69.90 0.56 2.02 27 
(-2.57) (2.48) (-2.62) (0.74) (-0.83) (0.02) (-0.62) 

300 total -134 541.00 38 573.46 -2 798.28 -25.10 35 240.03* -12 203.67* -3 981.29 0.64 l.99 27 
.anufacturina (-1.49) (0.87) (-1.19) ( 1.48) (2. 71) (-3.25) (-1.26) 

lil.u: Mwlbers in paren, .sea are t-valuea 
y • per capita income 
I • population 

I/GNP • invest11ent aa percentaae of GNP 
XP/GMP • pri .. ry exports aa percentaae of GNP 
SM/GNP • .anufactured exports aa percentaae or GNP 

* • statistically ai&niflcant at the 95 conflde~ce level. 
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It can be readily seen that the elasticity of regional effect 
with respect to income, that is, 

e = (y/x)(ax/Jy) = (l/x) (b1 + 2b2lny) 

decreases as per capita incomes rise fo1· b1 > 0 and b2 < 0. This 
means that the regional effect becomes progressively smaller, even
tually diminishes to zero, and then becomes negative, as per capita 
incomes continuously rise. Also setting ( Clx/ ay) = O and solving 
for y will give the value o~ a threshold per capita income beyond 
which point the regional effect becomes negative, ceteris paribus. 
For instance, such threshold incomes calculated from table 12 are 
$486 for food products, $853 for beverages, $349 for tobacco, $97 
for textiles, $1,086 for furniture and fixtures etc., all in 1980 
constant dollars. It must be cauti~ned, however, that these 
figures are very rough estimates and should not be taken too seri
ously. 

It seems reasonable to expect that the capacity of a region to 
generate MVA growth from internal sources is positively related to 
the extent of resource mobilization within the region, which is 
roughly measured by the share of ir..vestment in GNP (I/GNP). The 
empirical r.esults clearly confirm this expectation. Only five of 
29 coefficients have a w;ong sign and more than half of them are 
statistically significant at the 95 per cent confidence level. 
More importantly, the results show that the elasticity of the 
investment share in GNP ~s considerably larger than that of the 
primary export share or the manufacturing export share in GNP in 
most cases. This implies that resource mobilization and expansion 
of productive capacity is likely to have a greater impact on the 
endogenous growth of a region than trade promotion guided by 
natural reso·urce endowments. 

As stated earlier, specialization in the production and export 
of primary commodities tends to be negatively correlated with 
structural change and industrialization of a country or a region. 
Particularly, the commodity-exporting region may be exposed to the 
boom-and-bust cycle of dependence on widely fluctuating world 
demand and unpredictable change in supply conditions. As a result, 
the capacity of an economy to grow on the strength of its own endo
genous economic resources may be greatly impaired. It seems that 
the empirical results sup11ort this theoretical expectation. The 
bulk of the coefficients for the primary commodity export share are 
not only statistically significant (at the 95 confidence level) but 
also h"ve a ".orrect sign (minus). The results further show that 
the regional coefficients tend to be more responsive to the primary 
export share than the manufacturing export share in most cases. 

In a similar vein, the manufacturing export share is expected 
to be negativrly related to the regional coefficient. This nega
tive relationship seems to be consistently corroborated by the 
empiric&! results. Only 3 out of 29 equations have a wrong sign 
for this variable. Despite their correct signs, however, only 
6 coefficients are statistically significant. It must be con
cluded, th~refore, that statistical relationships between the manu
facturing export share and the regional coefficient seem far weaker 
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and less accurate than that between the primary export share ar.d 
the dependent variable. 

Lastly, the results obtained for the population variable voulf 
seem rather unexpected and inexplicable. Since population is used 
often as a proxy variable for market size, and market size is con
sidered to be a crucial determinant of the capacity of a region to 
expand its ovn internal market, the sign for the population coef
ficient should be positive. But almost all coefficients have a 
wrong sign. The results should not carry too much weight, however, 
since most coefficients are statistically insignificant and hence 
little confidence could be placed in these estimates. 

E. Conclusions and policy implications 

Admittedly, the method adopted for analysing MVA data in this 
paper is rather crude and subject to many limitations. To draw a 
sharply focused picture of the patterns of MVA change among dif
ferent regions would moreover be difficult ~ithout an in-depth 
analysis of why MVA increased the vay it actually did vi thin the 
specific regional context, going beyond a mere statistical analysis 
of data. The principal findings nonetheless provide interesting 
and substantive insights. 

The analysis in this paper sh<>vs that if the pattern of MVA 
growth in different manufacturing industries provides reasonable 
clues to structural change in manufacturing, then world manufac
turing industry underwent marked structural transformation betveen 
1963 and 1980. Changes in industry shares of world MVA between 
1963 and 1980 indicate that some of the fastest-growing industries 
have been concentrated in capital goods, particularly electrical 
machinery, machinery, industrial chemicals and professicnal goods. 
On the other hand, the relative shares of most light industries 
(such as food products, textiles and wearing apparel) and some 
resource-baaed industries (such as iron and steel and wood prod
ucts) declined rapidly over the same period. 

Although the North accounted for an overwhelming portion of 
world MVA change between 1963 and 1980, the MVA of most traditional 
manufacturing industries in the South had been steadily on the rise 
despite the shrinking shares of moat of these industries in total 
world production, and even more importantly, the gains of the South 
had been baaed on internally gen~rated economic forces, as revealed 
by the significance of the regional effect calc Jlated from the 
decomposition analysis. Africa, both the low-im.ome and middle
income groups, is a major exception to this otherwise encouraging 
picture. 

As a corollary of the expansion of the South in light manu
facturing and resource-based industries, the share of the North in 
these smokestack industries declined dramatically and instead its 
growth has been increasingly dominated by capital goods and other 
high-technology industries. In this regard, it is important to 
note that the gains of the South in the cri t teal capital goods 
industry during the period were much leas impressive than the 
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advances made in other sectors. The North still maintains undis
puted control over the production and trade of capital goods and 
the South has yet to make any significant dent on the dominant 
position of the North in this important sector. 

Moreover, the decomposition analysts suggests that across 
nearly all manufacturing industries, the North exhibited a remark
able sensitivity to general fluctuations of the global economy and 
the world-wide performance of individual industries. It revealed 
little regionalized viability to withstand external pressures. 

Admittedly, the South is not a monolithic economic group. The 
reality is considerably more complex, for the pace and patterns of 
structural change within the South varied widely from region to 
region. For instance, statistical test results show that the 
structure of production in Africa changed 11 ttle between 1963 and 
1980, when compared with the 1980 structure of Japan or North 
America. Meanwhile, during the period Latin America underwent the 
most rapid structural change among all regions of the South, 
closely followed by middle-income Asia, although there are some 
signs of a dramatic reversal of this positive trend in Latin 
America, under the impact of its huge external debt burden of 
recent years. Moreover, West Asia fared only slightly better than 
Africa in terms of structural change, despite the region's high per 
capita income of the region. This result is not surprising, 
because the structure of the economies of the region during the 
period was dominated by the oil sector with a very narrow indus
trial base. 

Taking all these empirical results together, one important 
conclusion would seem to emerge. The diverse configurations of 
structural change in the manufacturing sector in different regions 
of the world, as described so far, all seem to be explained by one 
common pattern of development. It is the theoretical premise that 
an economy like an organic body ls subject to an evolutionary pro
cess progressing through successive stages of specialization, 
beginning with the production of labour-intensive, technologically 
simple :ion-durable consumer goods in the first stage, fol !owed by 
the production of intermediate goods in the second stage, and 
culmim.: lng wt th the product ion of sophist teated sld 11-intens Ive 
capital goods and other knowledge-intensive high-technology prod
ucts tn the final stage. Exploiting shifting comparative advantagf' 
and the dynamic international division of labour, some wi 11 move 
rapidly from one stage to another while others remain stagnant at 
the initial stages of development. Development experiences in 
South-East Asia and Africa tn the 1960s and 1970s provide a telling 
testimony to this fact. This development prucess wt.I entatl " 
shift in the composition of output and exports from traditional 
labour-intensive goods such as textiles, garments, electronic 
assembly, and other light manufacturing to more technologically 
advanced and skill-intensive goods such as engineering goods, 
machinery, components, consumer durables and transport equipment. 
The process will also be marked by shifting locational incidence of 
production of labour-intensive goods from countries or territories 
at the higher hierachy of development to those at the lower erh
Plon, as it occurred tn the past In the tPXtile industry, first 
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from Japan to the Republic of ltorea and Hong ltong, and then co1D1-
tries or territories in South Asia. 

Such a theory of change seems to be capable of explaining what 
actually happened to the 11UU1ufacturing industry in various reg•ons 
of the world during the period 1963-1980. At the risk of over
simplification, our detailed analysis of l'IVA data for the period 
seems to offer the following Ralient points. Africa remained stag
nant in the earliest stage of industrialization during the period. 
West Asia and Horth Africa approached the threshold of the second 
stage of industrialization with heavy concentration on pt"oduction 
of energy-intensive industrial intermediate goods. In a '.iailar 
vein, the Indian Subcontinent appeared to have been posiHoned to 
e11ter the third phase of industrialization by embarking on the 
production of technologically simple capital goods and transport 
equipment, although the region needs to improve its international 
competitiveness in producing labour-intensive manufactured goods. 
Hevly industrialized countries in Europe were also at the upper end 
of the second phase of industrialization, roughly comparable to 
that of the industrially most adva:\ced co1D1tries of middle-income 
Asia and Latin America. Finall~, our analysis ahovs a marked 
erosion of the l'IVA growth of most manufacturing industries in the 
Horth, with the major exception of capital goods. Thia finding 
conforms with other mounting evidence of the shift in the compar
ative advantage of the Horth away from the traditional sm,kestack 
industries to skill-intensive capital goods and knowledge-intensive 
high-technology industries characteristic of the last phase of 
industrialization. 

Another important dimension to this growth process is the 
extent to which an economy becomes increasingly sensitive to 
external pressures as it progresses through the successive stages 
of development. The main results of the decomposition analysis 
seem to substantiate this hypothesis. Irrespective of the branch 
of manufacturing industry, performance tends to be generally 
affected more by region-specific factors than external factors at 
the initial stage and early in the second stage of industrializa
tior1. At the advanced stages of industrialization, moat industrial 
activities become extremely responsive to the ebbs and flows of the 
world economy and the world-wide performance of a given industry. 
The reason may be that as the economy passes through the successive 
stages of specialization, It will also be progressively drawn into 
the international division of labour and trade. The pace of inte
gration into the world economy may vary considerably from industry 
to industry, but ultimately all reach the point where tt.e external 
economir. environment becomes a more dominant factor than region
speci fic internal economic conditions in explaining the l'IVA growth 
of the region. The regression results lend empirical support to 
the notion of increasing lnternatlonallzatlon of production and 
trade at successively advanced stages of development. More specif
ically, the results show that the part of l'IVA growth attributable 
to internally generated economic forces as measured by the regional 
effect tends to increase initially in step vlth rising per capita 
incomes, and then begins to diminish continuously as per capita 
inr.oml's rise beyond a certain l".ritical level. As a result, our 
der.omposition analysis portrays clearly the pervasive preaer.ce of 
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positive regional effects in nearly all 11a11ufacturing industries of 
the South and the opposite situation in the Korth. 

A nt•ber of iaportant policy iapltcations could be drawn froa 
these results. First, the South has still abundant untapped poten
tial for increasing value added in many 11a11ufacturing industries 
vithin its ovn respective regions without depending on external 
-rkets, whereas such opportunities in the Korth -y haYe been 
al110st exhausted. 

Secondly, industrial redeployaent froa the Korth to the South 
based on the shifting international division of labour seeas likely 
to accelerate in the years to coae. 

Thirdly, continuously shifting configurations of coaparatiYe 
advantage and the division of labour vithin the South resulting 
from the dynamic grovth of certain of its regions, particularly 
East Asia and parts of Latin America, vould seem to hold out pros
pects for expanding South-South industrial redeployment and eco
nomic co-operation. As rapidly industrializing developing coun
tries venture into the nev territory of hiib-technology, the pro
duction of traditional labour-intensive lov-technology goods are 
likely to be redeployed to less industrially advanced deYeloping 
countries. The process of industrial redeployment vill also create 
greater potential for South-South co-operation. For instance, 
rapidly industrializ£ng developing countries could offer a vide 
range of technical knov-hov, skill development and international 
marketing expertise to resource-rich developing countries that 
could reciprocate vith rav materials, cheap labour and capital. 

Fourthly, there has been mounting empirical evidence that 
trade in capital goods has a much grea':er tendency to be tvo-vay 
trade or intra-industry trade than is the case for lab,urintensiYe, 
irtermediate and consume" goods.* In viev of the relatively embry
onic stage of development of the capital goods industry in develop
ing countries, it appears that a great potential for intra-industry 
trade fn investment goods among developing countries has so far not 
yet been expl~ited. 

Lastly, looking far into the future, say tvo or three decades 
ahead, the ..,orld economy vill be likely to evolve eventually into 
one highly-integrated complex netvork of production and exchange of 
goods and services in vhich each part of the body is functionally 
dependent on e•1ery other part, analogous to an organic system. 
Thi!! ultimate form of global economic interdependence vi ll slowly 
emerg~ as more and more developing countries forge ahead with 
fndustrl<1.lization through the successive stages of specialization 
and growth. In the process, the distinction between the Korth and 
the South will be increasingly blurred and regionalizedc economic 

*For an empirical analysis of intra-industry trade among 
developing countries, see O. Havrylyshyn and E. Civan, "Intra
industry trade among developing countries". Journal of~fnOl!lllml 
&r.~Qlllj~, vol. 18, 1985, pp. 253-271. 
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strength will dimin!sh, as all will be shaped by the COBllOn global 
forces at vorlt. Until ti ~n. there seems to be ample scope for 
exploiting the region-specific growth-inducing factors in deYelop
ing countries. 

Certain caYeats are in order before concluding this study. 
First, much has happened since 1980. Pfost notable uaong many tur
bulent events are prolonged world-wide stagnation, persisti~g 
:m.eaployaent, a collapse of cOlllllOdity prices and worsening tenas of 
trade against developing countries, a rising tide of protectioni m, 
and most important of all, the acute probl- of external indebt
edness in developing countries, and particularly in Latin Aaerica. 
All of these factors combined -y alter some of the basic conclu
sions arrived at on the basis of the 1963-1980 data. This se
most likely in the case of Latin Aaerica. Kevertheless, aost other 
findings may still hold. 

Secondly, it remains uncertain how some of the frontier tech
nolgy currently being developed in the Korth, such as microelec
tronics, robotics, fibre optics, biotechnology, genetic engineerlng 
and art!ficial intelligence vill affect the present competitive 
advantage of the Korth and the South and the international division 
of labour. In pArticular, there is considerable concern that the 
appl icaticn of new technology may help the Korth to regain a coa
peti tive advantage in some of the so-called "sunset industries" by 
rendering the South's newly installed industrial structure obsolete 
and uncompetitive. On the face of it, this would bring about a 
dramatic reversal in the process of indust1ialization of the South 
which has been evolving ir the last several decades. It would 
seem, however, premature and even simplistic to predict such a 
scenario of technological development. Too little ls ltnovn about 
the economl.- feasibility and cost 111pllcatlons of introducing new 
technology in traditional smokestack industries. In some indus
tries, the gain In competitiveness of the Korth through the appli
cation of new technology may not be sufficient to offset the cOll
petlve advantage of the South Jn labour and other resource costs. 
Moreov .c, according to a paradigm af the product cycle theory, a 
new product made today by new technology will soon become a stand
ardized product that will be lmitattd and produced by everyone 
through the di ff us ion of technology. In such a world of rapid 
t!chnologlcal change, an initial gain in cost competitiveness made 
possible by the application of new technology will sooner or later 
be outweighed by the compet it lve advantage In labour and resource 
costs as the product passes through the cycles of innovation, 
Imitation and standardization. This ls exactly what has happened 
to many of the sunset industries in the past. Hence there will 
probably always be a wide range of products in which developing 
c-011ntrles could c-ompete In the International markets. 
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SOlllAllE 

Prtltes cntreprlses inclustrlelles 
quelaues ldies de base sur le dCYelop~ 

S. 1'anjundan 

L'auteur deYcloppe la these selon laquellc la petite industric 
est a la base de la croissance ct les 10VYemeaents deYraient tenir 
COllpte de ce fait lors de l'Claboration de lcurs dicislons 
d 'orientation ct de leurs plans de di.,.eloppe11ent. Les aspects 
ci-apres de la petite lndustrlc so!lt soulipes contexte dans 
lcquel elle opere, infrastn:cture et institutions ct not ... cnt 
diveloppe11ent de l'esprlt d'entrcprlse et role des cooperatives; 
aobilisatlon et affeetation de ressourccs financieres nationalcs; 
enfin la sous-traltance natlonale ct Internationale et sa 
contribution au diveloppe11ent intigre. 

ln_tervention des pouyolrs pµblics et prlx dans 
les pays en divcloppeacnt 

Richard Kitchen et John Weiss 

Les auteurs exaalnent l' incidence des lntervent ions 
CC040aiques des poUYOfrS publics sur les priX des produitS 
echangis, les devises, la -ln-d 'ocu.,.rc, et le capital et pas sent 
en revue la docuacntation sur cc sujet. Ils prisentent des 
arguments thioriqucs ct des exeaplcs concrets pour aontrer que 
cette incidence est 1inirale.ent iaportante, criant des distorsions 
dans le systeac d •affectation des ressources et d' autres probleaes 
li•ltant la croissancc ct le divcloppeaent economiques. Enfin, lls 
preconlsent une dforae des polttlqucs a fin d' -eliorer la 
structure des prlx, en particulier dans le secteur manufacturler. 

Analyse statlstlquc dicOllJ)Osee des causes des l!Odlflcatlons 
de la valcur afovtic .. nufacturierc. par fnclustrte et region 

penc1ant la perl9de<l963-1986 

Secretariat de l'ORUDI 

Cc document conticnt UPC analyse statistiquc de la croissance 
de la VAM et de l 't1rigine de ccs modifications dans 28 industries 
et 12 riglons au cours de la pirlodc 1963-1980. 11 contient en 
partlcullcr UPC analyse des modifications de la composition et de 
la part regionalc de la VAM mondfalc, UPC decomposition statistiquc 
des modifications de la VAM par region ct 1ndustrie pour les 
perlodes 1963-1967 ct 1973-1~80, enfin des conclusions et des 
observations &ur lea polltlqucs a appllqucr. Bien que l 'essentfel 
de• modifications l~tcrvenucs entre 1963 et 1980 solent dues au 
Nord, la VAM des Industries 111anufar.turleres les plus 
tradltlonnellcs du Sud a aupente reguliere111ent en deplt de la 
diminution de la part prise par la plupart de ces industries dans 
la production industrielle mondiale. Les progres du Sud sont 
fondes sur des forces econo11iques interncs comme le mont re 
1 'Importance de l'effet regional riveli par l'analysr de 
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decoaposition. L'Afrique est une exception de tallle e ce tableau 
encourageant. En contraste, dans pratiqueaent toutes les industries 
aanufacturieres, le Bord a fait preuve d'une reaarquable sensibilite 
aux fluctuations generales de l 'econoaie aondlale. En outre, les 
consequences de la regression confinaent l'bypothese selon laquelle 
la sensibilite d 'Ulle econoaie aux forces econoaiques exterieures 
~epend du nheau d'industriallsation. Quelle que soit la branche 
ll.!! 1 'industrie aanufac.turiere. les resultats ten"e· t • et re 
d•vantage influences par des facteurs propres • la regic.;i que par 
de; facteurs exterieurs, aux premiers stades de l'industrialisation. 

~ un Stade plus avance d'industrialisation, la plupart des 
activites industrielles deviennent extriaeaent sensibl~s aux 
conditions econoaiques aondiales. Ceci s'explique peut-etre par le 
fait que l'econoaie avance de pair avec l'industrialisation et sera 
progressivement prise dans l'engrenage de la division Internationale 
de la main-d'oeuvre et des echanges. 
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EXTIACTO 

Peauenas e!ll)resas lndustrlales: al•unas 
cuestiones bisicas de desarrollo 

S. llanjundan 

En este articulo se defiende la tesis de que la pequena indus
tria es el seaillero del creciaiento, hecho que los gobiernos debe
rian tener present~ en la preparacion de planes de desarrollo y la 
adopcion de politlcas. Se destacan las siguientes caracteristicas 
de la pe;iuena industria: el entomo de politlcas en que esta in
dustria opera; los factores infraestructurales e lnstltuclonales, 
en particular la cuestlon del f011ento del espirltu eapresarial y la 
funcion de las coopera~ivas; la 1110vlllzaclon y asignaclon de recur
sos financleros intemos; y la subcontratacion naclonal e Interna
cional, asi como su contrlbuclon al desarrollo integrado. 

Precios e lntervenclon pUbllca en los paises en desar:ollo 

Richard Kitchen y John Weiss 

Se ex-ina la repercusion de la lntervenci6n economic• del 
Estado sobre los preclo9 de los bienes objeto de coaerclo, los tl
pos de c-bio, la aano de obra y el capital, y se pasa revlsta a 
las publicaciones sobre el tema. Se exponen argmaentos te6ricos y 
se presentan pruebas eapiricas con objeto de •nstrar que esa reper
cusi6n suele ser significatlva, ya que crea diatorstones en el sis
tema de asignacion de recuraos y otros problemas que ll11l tan el 
creciaiento y el desarrollo econO.ico. Se aostiene la conveniencia 
de 11odiflcar las politicas para aejorar la eatructura de precios, 
especialaente en el sector aanufacturero. 

A11l.l.l11is estadistlco de los origenes del cambio___fJl_~ 
valor agregado industrial por industria y region 

en 1963-1980: un enfoque de desagregaclOn 

Secretaria de la ORUDI 

En este articulo se anallzan estadisticamente la estructura de 
creclmtento del valor agregado industrial (VAI} y los origenes de 
su modtftcadon en 28 Industrias y 12 regtones durante el periodo 
1963-1980. Concretamente, se lncluyen un analtsts de las varlaclo
nes en la compostclon y los porcentajes regtonales del VAI<mundtal, 
un desglose estadistlco de los cambtos del VAI por region e indus
trta durante loa periodos<l963-1967 y 1973-1980, asi como algunas 
conciusiones y consecuenciaa de politlca. Aunque al Korte corres
pondlo un• proporcion abrumadora del cambio reglstrado en el VAI 
mundlal entre 1963 y 1980, el VAI de las lnduatrlas manufact1Jreras 
mas tradlclonalea del Sur ha aumentado contlnuamente, pese a haber
se reducldo la partlclpaclon de la 11ayoria de eatas Industrias en 
el total de la lndustrta mundlsl. Los aumentos correspondtentes al 
Sur ban obedecldo a fuerzas economicas generadas lnternamente, como 
revel a la lmportanch del efecto regional calculado a part i r del 
analtsis de desglose. Africa es la principal excepcton en estf' 
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panorama por otra parte alentador. El Korte, en c-blo, acusii en 
casi todas las Industrias aanufactureras una notable senslbllidaC: 
ante las fluctuaciones generales de la econoiaia aundlal. Adea.i.s, 
los resultados de la regre~liin abonan eapirlcaaente la hlpiitesis de 
que la medida en que una econ~ia coialenza a responder a las fuer
zas econiillicas externas puede expllcarse en funciiin de las etapas 
de industriallzaciiin. Independlenteaente de la raaa de la lndus
tria 11anufacturera de que se trate, en las etapas iniciales de la 
industrializaciiin el rendlaiento industrial tiende por regla gene
ral a verse us afectado por factores especific .. ente propios de 
una region que por factores externos. Por el c~ntrarlo, en etapas 
de industrial!zaciiin avanzadas, la -yoria de laa actividadea in
dustriales coaienzan a reacctonar en S\mO grado a las condiciones 
econii11tcas aundiales. Quiza ello se deba a que a aedida que una 
economia avanza en su industrializaciiin se ve progresiv .. ente iape-
1 ida hacia la division internacional del trabajo y el coaercio. 
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